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Foreword

Foreword
The workshop documentationfor the 911 Carrera (996) model has the designation
"911 Carrera (996)" Technical Manual
and containsTechnical Information as well as instructions on Repairs.
The integration of the technical informationpublishedin the "911 Carrera (996)" Technical Manualwith
the instructions on repairs provides the user with a complex reference work that combines into one book
associated or cross-referencedmaterial of relevanceto workshops and originating from various information media.
The "911 Carrera (996)" Technical Manualconsists of 15 folders, subdividedinto the following Groups
0
Entire vehicle -General
0
Diagnosis,part 1 (up to Repair Group 45) *1
0
Diagnosis,part 2 (as of RepairGroup 61) *2
1
Engine,part 1 (up to Repair Group 13) *3
1
Engine,part 2 (as of RepairGroup 15) *4

*1

2
3
3
4

Fuel, exhaust,engine electronics
Transmission,manualtransmission
Transmission,automatic transmission
Runninggear

5

Body

6
7
8/ 9
9
9

Body equipment,exterior
Body equipment,interior
Air conditioning/ Electrics
Circuit diagrams, part 1 (up to and includingthe '99 model) *5
Circuit diagrams, part 2 (as of the '00 model) *6

The two folders with Group 0 are to be regarded as one folder; i.e. file the "TechnicalInformation"
notices only in front of the repair descriptions in the folder "Group 0 -Diagnosis, part I"

(up to Repair Group 45).
*2

The second folder "Group 0 -Diagnosis, part 2" (as of Repair Group 61) includesthe further
Repair Groups belonging to Group O.

*3

The two folders with Group 1 are to be regarded as one folder; i.e. file the "TechnicalInformation"
notices only in front of the repair descriptions in the folder "Group1 -Engine, part 1"

(up to Repair Group 13).
*4

The second folder "Group 1 -Engine, part 2" (as of Repair Group 15) includesthe further Repair
Groups belongingto Group 1.
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The two folders with Group 9 are to be regarded as one folder; i.e. file the "TechnicalInformation"
notices only in front of the repair descriptions in the folder "Group9 -Circuit diagrams, part I" (up to
and including the '99 model).

*6

The second folder "Group9 -Circuit diagrams, part 2" (as of the '00 model) includesthe further
circuit diagrams belongingto Group 9.

The "911 Carrera (996)" Technical Manualhas the same structure in each folder, with the following breakdown for all Groups:
TiUe page: "911

Carrera

(996)" Technical

Manual

> Foreword
Title page: "Technical

Information"

> Table of Contents,Technicalinformation
> Technical information
Title page: "Repair"

>
>
>
>

Repair Groups: overview
Table of Contents,repairs
General/technical data
Instructions on repairs

As can be seen from the breakdown,the publishedTechnicalInformationis in the front part of each fol
der -numbered according to the Groups.The Table of Contents assigned to each Group will be periodically updated.
Followingthe Technical Information,separated by a title page, the instructions on repairs -assigned
according to the Groups or broken down into Repair Groups -are includedin the folders.

Theinstructionson repairswill be extendedandupdatedby meansof supplements.

Note
Sheets that already exist in the "911 Carrera (996)"Technical Manualand are updated or revised
and thereby exchanged by a supplementare designated "replacementsheet". Revisionsor technical
modificationson pages of these replacementsheets are identified for the user with a vertical bar at

the margin.
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Group 0:

Group 0:

Group 0:

Entire vehicle -General
Salescheck
Maintenance

0
01
03

Diagnosis

0

On-boarddiagnosis
DMEdiagnosis
Tiptronicdiagnosis
ABSdiagnosis

03

Diagnosis

0
61

24

37
45

Convertible-top
diagnosis
Airbagdiagnosis
Roll-overprotectionsystemdiagnosis
Seatmemorydiagnosis
Heatingdiagnosis
Alarmsystemdiagnosis
PCMdiagnosis
ParkAssistent
diagnosis
HBAdiagnosis

Group 1:

Group 1:

Group 2:

Group 3:

1

Engine
Engine -Crankcase,
Engine -Crankshaft,

10
13

suspension
pistons

Engine

1

Engine-Cylinder head,valve drive
Engine-Lubrication
Engine-Cooling

15
17
19

Fuel, exhaust, engine electronics
Fuelsupply,control
Exhaustsystem,turbocharging
Fuelsystem,electronicinjection
Fuelsystem,K-Jetronic
Exhaustsystem
Starter,powersupply,cruisecontrol
Ignitionsystem

20
21
24
25
26
27
28

Transmission, manual transmission
Clutch,control
Manualtransmission-Actuation, housing
Manualtransmission-Gears, shafts, intogearsh.
Final drive, differential,differential lock

Group 3:

Transmission, automatic
Torqueconverter

transmission

Automatic transmission-Actuation, housing
Automatic transmission-Gears, control
Final drive, differential,differential lock
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80
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3
30
34
35
39

3
32
37

38
39
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Group 4:

911 Carrera (996)

4

Running gear

40

Front wheel suspension,drive shafts
Rear wheel suspension,drive shafts
Wheels, tires, suspensionalignment
Anti-LockBrake System (ABS)
Brakes -Brake mechanics
Brakes -Hydraulics, regulator, booster
Steering

Group 5:

42
44
45
46
47
48

5

Body

50

Body front
Body center, roof, frame
Body rear
Lids, flaps
Door front, central locking system

Group 6:

Group 7:

Group 8:

Group 9

51
53
55

57

6
60

Body equipment, exterior
Slidingroof
Convertibletop, hardtop
Bumpers
Glazing,windowcontrol
Exteriorequipment
Interiorequipment
Passengerprotection

61

63
64
66

68
69

7

Body equipment, interior
Linings,insulation
Seatframes
Seatupholsteries,
covers

70
72
74

Air conditioning

8

Heating
Ventilation
Air conditioning
Auxiliaryair conditioning
system

80
85
87
88

Electrics

9
90

Instruments,alarm system
Radio,telephone,on-boardcomputer, navigation
Windshieldwiper and washer system
Lights, lamps, switches exterior
Lights, lamps, switches interior, theft protection

Group 9:
Group 9:

91

92
94
96

Circuit diagrams

9

Wiring (up to and including the '99 model)

97

Circuit diagrams
Wiring(fromthe '00 model)

9
97

Overview of repair
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Diagnosis, part 2 (as of Repair Group 61)

61

Convertible-top

6101

SysternB 3.2

69

Airbag diagnosis

6901

SystemB 04. ..

69

Airbag diagnosis

diagnosis

61-0 1

69 -D 1

SystemB 05. ..

8

69 -D 45

69

Roll-over protection system diagnosis

6971

SystemUEBll

72

Seat memory diagnosis

7298

SystemS 01

80

Heating diagnosis

8001

SystemH 01

90

Alarm system diagnosis

69 -D 23

72 -D 1

..

80-01

90-01

SystemI32

8

90

Instrument

9025

SystemK OX
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PCM diagnosis
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Contents overview
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Generalinformationon diagnosis
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control
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Systemdescription
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Overview
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components
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Convertible-top diagnosis

General information
Diagnosis
The monitoring of signals by the convertibletop control module enablesthe system to

General infonnation

perform reliable, precise diagnosis.Further,
certain additional functions, such as e.g.
test of drive links and of input signals
can be activated using the Porsche
System Tester 2 and their

Convertible-top

control

Each single step of the opening/closing process
is only executed on condition that the preceding
step was performed correctly.

functionchecked.

If a single step is not confirmed within a
given time, the actuation of the drive
motor is interrupted.

The fault memory can be read out and
erased with the Porsche System
Tester 2. The diagnostic socket is
located below the knee guard
on the driver's side.

At the beginning of a process, the limit switch
or potentiometervalues have a particular
configuration,which is examined
by the control module.
The control module monitors itself and
the connected components.The results
are read out via the diagnostic interface.

625_96

61 01
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Menu
Overview of possible menus

-Unlock latch
Convertibletop

Identification
Convertible-topcompartmentlid
Fault memory

-Side flap, top right

Erase fault memory

-Side flap, bottom right

Actual values

-Side flap, top left

-Supply voltage

-Side flap, bottom left

Warning light on

-Speed

-Actuation counter 1

Parkingbrake

-Actuation counter 2

-Latching hook

-Calibration counter
-Pot.
-Pot.
-Pot.
-Pot.
-Pot.
-Pot.
-Pot.

1 Jconvertible top
I, calibration value1
I, calibration value2
1, calibration value3
1, calibration value4
1, calibration value5
I, calibration value6

-Pot.
-Pot.
-Pot.
-Pot.
-Pot.

2, convertible-topcompartmentlid
2, calibration valuel
2, calibration value2
2, calibration value3
2, calibration value4

-Engine compartment lid
-Convertible-top button

Drive links
-Raise door windows
-Lower door windows

Warninglight
Openconvertibletop
-Close convertible top

Calibration
Calibrationrecognition
Reset actuation counter 2

Input signals

-Lock latch

Reset warning light

8
61 -D 4
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System description

For the 996 Cabriolet, a fully automatic
convertible-topdrive has been developed.
The opening and closing processes
are fully automatic.

Pressing the rocker switch or operating the
handheldtransmitter activates the control
module and the preselected motion is
executed by the drive elements.
Variousmicro-switchesand potentiometers
ensure that these processes take place
smoothly. Whenthe button is released
or the comfort opening/closing function
interrupted using the handheldtransmitter,
the motion sequence is halted immediately.
A reversal of the motion sequenceis
possible at anytime.
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Overview of convertible-top components
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Convertible-top diagnosis

Overview of convertible-top components

1

Rocker switch

2

Warning light

3

Micro-switch,latching hook (windscreenframe)

4

Micro-switch,convertible-toplatch (convertible-topside)

5

Potentiometer

6

Control module

7

Micro-switch,convertible-topcompartmentlid (locked)

8

Potentiometer,convertible-topcompartmentlid interrogation

9

Micro-switch,
left/rightrear sectionflap up anddown

I convertible-top

interrogation

The convertible top is actuated if:
Terminal 15 is connected via ignition.
The parking brake input is connectedto ground (parkingbrake engaged),
No speedometer signals greater than 5 km/h (3 mph)are present.
Engine compartment lid is closed (input not at ground potential),

61 01
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Convertible-top diagnosis

911 Carrera (996)

Tools
The following equipment is required for troubleshooting:

1. PorscheSystemTester2

2. Commercially available digital multimeter

547_96

2178_28

8
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Convertible-top diagnosis

3. Test adapter 9616

Test adapter mounting instructions

The test adapter 9616 must be used for all
tests on electrical wiring (e.g. convertible-top
control module connectors/micro-switches/
potentiometers).
It does not damage the plug~n(miniature)
contacts and facilitates location of
the individualpins.
Use test adapter 9636 in conjunction with
test adapter 9616 and pin template 9636

569_97

4. Test adapter 9636 and pin template 9636

Disconnectthe vehicle wiring harnessfrom
the convertible-topcontrol module.
Connecttest adapter 9636 to the convertibletop control module and the vehicle wiring

harness.
Connectthe 88-pole connector of test adapter
9636 to test adapter 9616. Lay pin template
9636 on top of test adapter 9616.

261_98
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Connector assignment, control module
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198_98

10 -Raise door windows

Connector 1
1 -"Open" button

11 -Alarm CM

2 -Comfort opening

12 -Convertible-top potentiometer, negative

3 -Hardtop status

13 -Speed

4 -Not used

14 -"Close" button

5 -Convertible top locked

15 -Comfort closing

6 -Terminal 15

16 -Diagnosis K-line

7 -Not used

17 -Not used

8 -Switch for engine compartment lid

18 -Parking brake

9 -Convertible top raised

61 -D 10

19 -Micro-switch for convertible-top
compartmentlid (CTCL)locked

6101
99661Dl
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Connector

Convertible-top diagnosis

Connector 4

1 continued

20 -Convertible top unlocked

1 -Open convertibletop

21 -Signal from convertible-top

3 -Motor to extend right rear section flap

potentiometer

3 -Motor to extend left rear section flap
22 -Lower door windows
4 -Motor to retract left rear section flap
23 -Convertible-top pilot

5 -Motor to retract right rear section flap
24 -Convertible-top potentiometer,
6 -Close convertibletop

positive
25 -Electronic ground

7 -Micro-switch, right rear section flap up

26 -Terminal 30

8 -Micro-switch,

right rear section flap down

9 -Micro-switch,

left rear section flap up

Connector 2

10 -Micro-switch, left rear section flap down

1 -Drive for locking roof frame
2 -Drive for unlocking roof frame
3 -Terminal 31
4 -Terminal 30

Connector 3
1 -CTCL potentiometer,positive
2 -CTCL motor to positive
3 -Signal from CTCL potentiometer
4 -CTCL motor at positive
5 -CTCL potentiometer I negative
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Fault memory
Overview of possible faults
1 Switch position implausible
2 Button short to ground

3 Convertible-toppot. fault
4 CTCLpot. fault
5 Timeout error

6 Calibration necessary
7 Supplyvoltage

8

8
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Nominal values
With the ignition switched on

11.5 to 13.5 volts

Supply voltage

Pot. 1, convertible top
The values betweenpot. 1, calibrationvalue 1, and pot. I, calibrationvalue6, are calculated
as percentage by the convertible-topcontrol module.
If the actual values (measuredvalues)of calibrationvalues 1 and 6 differ, the convertible-top
potentiometer must be replaced. Refer to ServoNo. 616619
-Pot.
-Pot.
-Pot.
-Pot.
-Pot.
-Pot.

1
1
1
1
1
1

calibration value 1
calibration value 2
calibrationvalue 3
calibration value 4
calibration value 5
calibration value 6

Tester display must be smaller than < 1.6 volts

Tester display must be greater than> 3.0 volts

Voltage measurement of convertible-top potentiometer
Switch on the ignition and measurevoltage with test adapters 9619 and 9636 and
the pin template 9636 and measure row 1, pins 12 and 21, with the voltmeter.
Nominalvalue 0.4 -4.4 volts.

Pot. 2, convertible-top compartment lid
The values between pot. 2, calibrationvalue 1, and pot. 2, calibrationvalue4, are calculated
as percentage by the convertible-topcontrol module.
If the actual values (measured values)of calibrationvalues 1 and 4 differ, the CTCLpotentiometer
must be adjusted. Refer to ServoNo. 61 70 19
-Pot.
-Pot.
-Pot.
-Pot.

2
2
2
2

calibration value 1
calibrationvalue 2
calibrationvalue 3
calibration value 4

Tester display must be greater than>

1.0 volts

Tester display must be smaller than < 3.9 volts

Voltage measurement of convertible-top compartment potentiometer
Switch on the ignition and measurevoltage with test adapters9619 and 9636 and the pin template 9636
and measure row 3, pins 1 and 3, with the voltmeter. Nominalvalue 0.5 -4.4 volts.
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Convertible-top diagnosis

Fault, Fault code

911 Carrera (996)

Possiblecauses,elimination, notes

Test point 1
Switch position implausible
Fault code 01

This fault is only stored in the memory when an operation
has taken place
(button or comfort function with the key).

1. Check response of micro-switchesof rear section flaps left and right.
A defective micro-switchmust be replaced.
Refer to ServoNo. 61 41 19
2. Check response of micro-switchin convertible-toplatch.
If the micro-switchis defective, replace the convertible-toplatch.

Test point 2
Button short to ground
Fault code 02

1. Check pin 1 to pin 4 for continuity(bitmap on "close" switch),
check button pin 2 to pin 4 for continuity
(bitmap on "open" switch).

2. Measureresistance of wires 1 and 2 to one another with
the ohmmeter. Display1.8 -2.0 K .0.

61
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(;onvertible-top diagnosis

FaultOJ Fault 0 code

Possible causes, , elimination,
-.

notes

Test point 3
Convertible-toppot. fault
Fault code 03

This fault is only stored in the memory if the voltage at the input
of the convertible-toppotentiometer exceedsor falls below
the operatingrange.

1. Switch ignition off and remove ignition key. With test adapter 9619,
9636 and pin template 9636, measurethe resistance of
the convertible-toppotentiometer at row I, pins 12, 21
and 24 with the ohmmeter. If the display 00.Q appears,
the convertible-toppotentiometer must be replaced.
Refer to ServoNo. 61 66 19
2. Switch on the ignition and measure at row 1, pins 12 and 21,
with the voltmeter; nominalvalue (display)0.4 -4.4 volts.
If there is no voltage display,replace the control module.
3. Calibratethe convertibletop

Test point 4
CTCLpot. fault
Fault code 04

This fault is only stored in the memory if the voltage at the input
of the convertible-topcompartmentlid potentiometer exceeds
or falls belowthe operating range.

1. Switch ignition off and remove ignition key. With test adapter
9619,9636 and pin template 9636, measurethe resistance
of the convertible-topcompartmentlid potentiometer at row I,
pins I, 3 and 5 with the ohmmeter. If the display 00.0. appears,
the potentiometerand drive motor must be replaced.
Referto ServoNo. 61 70 19
2. Switch on the ignition and measure at row 3, pins 1 and 3,
with the voltmeter; nominalvalue (display)0.5 -4.4 volts.
If there is no voltage display, replace the control module.
3. Calibratethe convertibletop
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Convertible-top diagnosis

911 Carrera (996)

8
Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes

Test point 5
Timeout error
Fault code 05

This fault is only stored in the memory if an electric motor is
actuated and does not reach the limit position within 6 seconds,
or the potentiometers of the convertibletop and CTCLdo not
show any change in voltage within 3 seconds.
To check the micro-switchinput signals, select the input signals which
appear in the menu: Latch locked, Latch unlocked,Convertibletop,
Convertible-topcompartmentlid side flaps, Latching hook. Actuate
the micro-switchmanually(press it) to read the response in
the bitmap positions of the tester display.

-;~

0

192_98

If the convertibletop is between"Convertibletop closed" and
"Convertibletop forward" and if the "Convertibletop raised" input
is connectedto ground (contactfor micro-switchof convertible-top
latch does not lie againstthe top edge of the cowl panel and
does not switch),examinethe tension of the convertible-top
covering using the left and right tension cablesor, if necessary,
loosen by 1 or 2 turns so that the contact lies againstthe top
edge of the cowl panel and switches.
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Convertible-topdiagnosis

Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes

193_98

If the convertibletop is in the forward position (diagram)on closing,
check the response of the micro-switch-unlocked or not unlocked
(small diagram)-in the convertible-toplatch.
If the micro-switchis defective, replace the convertible-toplatch.

194_98

If the convertibletop is in the rear position (diagram)on opening,
check the response of the micro-switch-unlocked or not unlocked
(small diagram)-in the convertible-toplatch.
If the micro-switchis defective, replace the convertible-toplatch.

61 01
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Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes

195_98

If the convertibletop is in the centre front position (diagram)on closing,
check the response of the micro-switch-not locked or locked
(small diagram) -in the convertible-toplatch.
If the micro-switchis defective, replace the convertible-toplatch.

8

196_98

If the convertibletop is in the centre rear position (diagram)on opening,
check the response of the micro-switch-not locked or locked
(small diagram)-in the convertible-toplatch.
If the micro-switchis defective, replace the convertible-toplatch.

61 -D 18
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Convertible-topdiagnosis

197_98

If the convertibletop is in the closed position (diagram)and the latching
hook has been actuated,check the response of the convertibletop
(CTCl) micro-switchor adjust the Bowdencable of the central locking
hook in such a way that the micro-switchswitches.
A defective micro-switchmust be replaced.
Refer to ServoNo. 61 81 19

If the convertibletop remains in a position not described here:

6. Switch ignition off and remove ignition key. With test adapter
9619,9636 and pin template 9636, measure the resistance
of the convertible-topcompartmentlid potentiometer at row 3,
pins I, 3 and 5 with the ohmmeter. If the display 00.0. appears
the potentiometerand drive motor must be replaced.
Refer to ServoNo. 61 7019
7. Switch ignition off and remove ignition key. With test adapter
9619, 9636 and pin template 9636, measure the resistance
of the convertible-toppotentiometer at row 1, pins 12, 21
and 24 with the ohmmeter. If the display 00.Q appears,
the convertible-toppotentiometer must be replaced.
Referto ServoNo. 61 66 19
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Convertible-top diagnosis

Test point 6
Calibrationnecessary
Fault code 06

This fault is stored in the memory after 1000 actuationsor
if fault code 03, convertible-toppot. fault, or fault code 04,
CTCLpot. fault, is entered.
1. Read out and delete actuation counter 2.
2. A newlyinstalled control module has not been calibrated.
3. Proceed as described in test points 3 or 4.

4. Calibratethe convertibletop

Test point 7
Supply voltage
Fault code 07

1. Check the battery or alternator.
2. Inspect the plug connection on the control module for corrosion,

8

8
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General instructions
The airbag system is constantlymonitored by a
diagnosis unit in the triggering unit. Any fault is signalled by a warning light.

The following components must be removed and
replaced following an accident in which the airbag system was triggered:

The warning light for the airbag system lights up
in the event of a fault.

The airbag warning light lights for approx.
3 seconds after the ignition is switched on and
goes out if no fault has been entered in the fault

Contact unit
Triggered airbag unit(s)
The triggering unit must be replaced after the

memory.

airbag is triggered for the third time.

If it lights up again, this indicates a fault in the
system. The fault can be read aut with the Parsche System Tester 2.

Note
A period of 10 seconds is required to enablethe
triggering unit to identify all faults in the system.
In order to guarantee that every possible fault
source is checked during the vehicle check, the
ignition must be switched on for at least 10

seconds.
The fault memory

must be cleared following

a fault in the airbag system and after it has been

remedied.
The replacement of a component must be noted
in the Guaranteeand Maintenancebooklet. To do
this, attach the documentationnumber in a free
panel intendedfor that purpose. The documentation number is attached to the replacementpart
as a sticker.
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Menu
Overview of the possible menus

Fault memory

Events
Locking

Checkingthe coding
Changing the coding

Fault memory:

see Page 69 -D 11

Events:

see Page 69 -0 19

Locking

see Page 69 -D 20

Checkingthe coding:

see Page 69 -D 21

Changingthe coding:

see Page 69 -D 22

Note
Observethe safety regulationswhen working on
the airbag system.
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Component arrangement
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Function, individual components
1. Triggering unit

7. Plug connection, child restraint system

Processesthe incoming signals and triggers the
airbag system when an accident is identified.

If a child restraint system is used, the passerr
ger's airbag unit must be deactivated. A plug corr
nection (buckle)is installed under the passerr
ger's seat for this purpose. The tongue of the
child restraint system must be inserted into this
plug connection.

2. Passenger's airbag unit
Containsthe airbag and the gas generator for
the passenger.

3. Warning light
1. System readiness indicator.
2. Fault indication.

4. Driver's airbag unit
Containsthe airbag and the gas generator for
the driver.

5. Contact unit

8

Connectionbetweenthe triggering unit and
driver's airbag unit.

6. Belt buckle, driver/passenger
A switch is installed in each belt buckle in order
to detect whether the seat belt is fastened or not.

8
69 -D
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System description
The airbag system consists of the following
components: triggering unit, contact unit,
driver's airbag unit, passenger's airbag unit,
child restraint system plug connection,belt
buckle for driver, belt buckle for passenger
and the warning light. A system self-testis
performed after the ignition is switched on.
The warning light is switched on during
the self-test. If no faults are stored in
the fault memory, the warning light goes
out after approx. 3 seconds.

If the triggering unit is replaced,the data record
for the appropriatevehicle must be loadedwith
the Porsche System Tester 2 and the triggering
unit must be locked.
The warning light flashes before locking.
The warning light goes out after locking
was performed successfully(if no fault
is present).

Up to max. 10 faults can be stored. A start
and stop fault clock is kept for each fault.
The triggering unit has the following functions:
Crash recognition and triggering time
calculation
Triggering the airbag system

Recordingthe eventdata
Self-testand permanentmonitoring
of the airbag system

Faultstorage
Faultdisplay
Fault output
System readiness display
The triggering unit need not be replaced until
after the third time the airbag is triggered or
if the fault memory can no longer be cleared.

69 01
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Tools
The following equipmentis required for troubleshooting:
1. Porsche

System Tester 2

3. Special tool 9516/1

547_96

2. Special tool 9516

561_96

4. Special tool 9566

8
56O_68

1798_68
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5. Commercially available digital multimeter

2178.28

Note
The special tools are used to check the ignition
pill circuits.
For safety reasons, it is not permissible to
drive with special tools attached instead of
the airbag units.

69 01
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Connector assignment, triggering unit
16/17 -Lug for openingthe
short circuit bridge
18/19 -Lug for opening the
short circuit bridge

20 -Free
21/22 -Lug for opening the
short circuit bridge

23 -Child seat detection
24 -Crash output

1838-68

1 -Free

25/26 -Lug for opening the
short circuit bridge

2 -Free

27 -Free
3 -Free
28/29 -Lug for opening the

4 -Free

short circuit bridge

5 -Terminal 15

30 -Free

6 -Terminal 31
7 -Warning light

8 -Buckle, passenger
9 -K-line
10 -Driver's ignition pill, positive
11 -Driver's ignition pill, negative
12 -Buckle, driver
13 -Passenger's ignition pill, positive
14 -Passenger's ignition pill, negative

15 -Free

6901

69 -D 10
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Fault memory
Overview of possible faults
Warning light, airbag
Supply voltage

Firing circuit, driver
Firing circuit, passenger
Buckle, driver
Buckle, passenger
Child seat detection

Controlunitfaulty

Note
A plus sign (+) present in the line or not present
indicates a loose contact. A counter is started
when the symbol changesfrom not presentto
present. This counter indicates how often the
change took place from present to not present.
Whena fault is identified,a fault start clock is
started. The fault start clock showsthe time in
hours, minutes and seconds that has passed
since the fault first occurred.
Whena changeover occurs from presentto not
present, a fault stop clock is started. The fault
stop clock shows the time which has passed
since the fault was no longer present. However,
with both clocks, only ignition on times are
shown. This means that the clocks are stopped
when the ignition is switched off.

69 01
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Fault overview
Test point

Fault code

Fault effect

Page

1

04,05,20,21,

36

Faultmemory

69 -D 13

2

10, 11,26,27, 39

Faultmemory

69-014

3

03

Fault memory CD

69-015

4

01,02

5

44, 45, 46, 50

6

47,48,49,51

7

70, 71, 72, 73

Fault memory (i)

8

>= 100

Fault memory @

69-017

9

xxx

Faultmemory

69-018

Faultmemory ~

69 -D 15

Fault memory @
Fault memory @

69 -D 16
69 -D 16
69 -D 17

(i) The warning light is on as long as the limit value is exceeded or not reached.
@ The warning light is not on.
@ In the case of fault code 50 or 51, the warning light is on as long as the limit value is exceeded or
not reached.
@ The fault memory cannot be cleared. The triggering unit must be replaced.
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Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes

Test point 1
Firing circuit, driver

1. Removedriver's airbag unit.

Fault codes 04, 05,

2. Attach the special tool 9516 instead of the airbag unit.

20, 21, 36

135-96

3. Clearthe faultmemory
4. Checkwhether the fault appears again,
a) If the fault does not appear again, replace the airbag unit.
b) If the fault appears again, disconnectplug connectionto the contact unit and attach special tool 9516/1.

129.96

69 01
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Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes
5. Clear the fault memory

6. Checkwhetherthe faultappearsagain.
a) If the fault does not appear again, replace the contact unit.
b) If the fault appears again,check the wiring harnessfor pinches
and chafing damage.
c) If no fault is found on the wiring harness,replace the triggering
unit.
Note
Signal not plausible.
This fault path is checked only during the triggering unit self-test,i.e. updating of the fault during the cyclical tests does not take place.
If the fault memory is erased,the ignition must be switched off, the ignition key removed and the ignition switched on again in order to check
the fault path. Onlyin this way is another self-testcarried out.

Test point 2
Firing circuit, passenger
Fault codes 10, 11,

1. Disconnect
the plugconnectionto the passenger'sairbagunit.
2. Attachthe specialtool 9516 in conjunction
with specialtool 9566.

26,27,39

130-96

69 -D
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Fault, Fault code

Airbag diagnosis

Possible causes, elimination,

notes

3. Clear the fault memory.

4. Checkwhetherthe faultappearsagain.
a) If the fault does not appear again, replace the passenger'sairbag

unit.
b) If the fault appears again,check the wiring harnessfor pinches
and chafing damage.
c) If no fault is found on the wiring harness,replace the triggering
unit.
Note
Signal not plausible.
This fault path is checked only during the self-test of the triggering unit,
i.e. updating of the fault during the cyclical tests does not take place.
If the fault memory is cleared, the ignition must be switched off, the ignition key removed and the ignition switched on again in order to check
the fault path. Onlyin this way is another self-testcarried out.

Test point 3
Supplyvoltage

1. Inspectthe battery and generator.

Fault code 03

2. Inspectthe plug connectionon the triggering unit for corrosion.

Test point 4
Warning light, airbag
Fault codes 01, 02

1. Inspectthe fuse for the supply voltage (terminal 15) for the instrument cluster.
2. Inspectthe bulb and replace it if necessary.
3. Inspectthe line from the triggering unit pin 7 to the warning light for
continuityand short circuit to positive or negative.

69 01
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Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination,

notes

Test point 5
Buckle,driver
Fault codes 44, 45,

Note

Onlyon USAvehicles:

46,50
1. Disconnectthe plug connectionX16.
2. Connectohmmeter on the pin side on pins 87 and 88.
Display:approx. 400 .0.
Note
The belt tongue must not be inserted in the buckle.
3. Connectohmmeter on the pin side on pin 87 and ground.
Display: 00.Q
4. Connectohmmeteron the pin side on pins 87 and 88,
Insert the belt tongue in the buckle.
Display:approx. 100 .Q
5. Inspectthe wiring harnessto the triggering unit for pinches and chafing damage.

Test point 6
Buckle,passenger
Fault codes 47, 48,

Note
Onlyon USAvehicles:

49,51
1. Disconnectthe plug connectionX17.
Connectohmmeter on the pin side on pins 87 and 88.
Display:approx. 400 .0.
Note
The belt tongue must not be inserted in the buckle.
3. Connectohmmeter on the pin side on pin 87 and ground,
Display: 00,Q
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Fault, Fault code

Airbag diagnosis

Possible causes, elimination, notes
4. Connectohmmeter on the pin side on pins 87 and 88.
Insert the belt tongue in the buckle.
Display:approx. 100 Q
5. Inspectthe wiring harnessto the triggering unit for pinchesand chafing damage.

Test point 7
Childseatdetection
Fault codes 70, 71,

72,73

1. Disconnectthe plug on the triggering unit.
2. Connectohmmeterto plug, pin 23 and ground.
Plug of child seat not inserted.
Display:approx. 2 k.o.
Plug of child seat inserted.
Display:approx. 260.0.
3. Inspectthe wiring harnessto the triggering unit for pinchesand chafing damage.

Test point 8
Control unit

Replacethe triggeringunit.

Fault code >= 100

69 01
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Airbag diagnosis

Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes

Test point 9
Unknownfault code
Fault code XXX

1. Inspectthe ground points for corrosion.
2. Inspectthe ignition on the secondaryside.
3. Clear the fault memory.

6901
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Airbag diagnosis

Events
Eventdata can be read out under the menu
item "Events". Up to max. three events can
be stored. Each event covers 16 bytes.
The triggering unit must be replaced after
the third event, since the airbag warning light
lights up continuouslyand the events cannot
be deleted.
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Locking
An unlocked triggering unit can be locked under
the menu item "Locking".

The following messagescan be displayed
in a fault state:

A locked triggering unit cannot be unlocked

Airbag

was already

locked

again.

No porsche

control

unit

If a triggering unit is unlocked, the airbag
warning light flashes. The triggering unit

Wrong vehicle

type

must then be locked.

Wrong data
Triggering units from the Parts Service
are delivered in an unlocked state.

record

version

Wrong equipment
In the event of a fault, the triggering unit
cannot be locked.

1. Select Driver's/passenger's airbag or Driver's
airbag according to the vehicleequipment.

In the case of the "wrong equipment"message,
select the correct equipment.

2. Select vehicle type.
Replacethe triggering unit in the case of
the other messages.
Note
The vehicle type cannot be changed again.

3. SelectLocking.

8

If there is no fault, the following message
is displayedafter a short waiting period:

Airbag

was locked

Thisendslocking.
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Convertible-top diagnosis

Calibrating convertible top
Calibrationof the Cabrioletconvertibletop and
the convertibletop compartmentlid is carried
out with the Porsche SystemTester 2 diagnosis. The respective potentiometervalues (convertible top and convertibletop compartmentlid)
are establishedduring calibration. If the potentiometer values are plausible,the values are

stored.
The calibrationvaluescan then be calculated
as a percentage by the convertibletop control
module from the potentiometervalues.
The following precond~ionsmust be met in
order to enablesuccessfulcalibration.
1. The convertible-toplatch must be repaired
(after an emergencyoperation).
Refer to ServoNo. 61 01 41
2. The convertible-topcompartmentlid drive
must be repaired (after an emergency
operation).
Referto ServoNo. 61 01 41

3. Thevalvescrewof the hydraulicpumpmust
be closed.
4. The parking brake must be engaged.
5. The engine compartmentlid must be closed
6. The potentiometervalues of the convertible
top and the convertibletop compartmentlid
lie betweenthe nominalvalues specified.
See ServoNo. 61 01 Diagnosis/troubleshooting convertibletop (nominalvalues).Read out
fault memory if necessaryand proceed according to ServoNo. 61 00 Diagnosis/troubleshooting convertibletop.

7. The upper microswitchesof the left and right
rear side section flaps are actuated when the
openedconvertibletop is set down
See under Inputsignals in the Tester: Bitmap
position (left side flap up or right side flap up).
Read out fault memory if necessaryand
proceed accordingto ServoNo. 61 00
Diagnosis/troubleshootingconvertible top
8. The lower microswitches of the left and right
rear side section flaps are actuated when the
convertibletop is closed. See under Input
signals in the Tester: Bitmap position (left side
flap down or right side flap down).
Read out fault memory if necessaryand
proceed according to ServoNo. 61 00
Diagnosis/troubleshootingconvertibletop
9. The convertibletop compartmentlid microswitch must be unlockedwhen the convertible
top compartmentlid is open. See under Input
signals in the Tester: Bit map position (convertible top compartmentlid unlocked)
The microswitch must be locked when the
convertibletop compartmentlid is closed. See
under Inputsignals in the Tester: Bit map position (convertibletop compartmentlid locked).
Read out fault memory if necessaryand
proceed according to ServoNo. 61 00
Diagnosis/troubleshootingconvertibletop
Information:
The actuationcounter 2 is reset during
calibration.
Calibrationis not counted as actuation.
Calibrationcan be interrupted at any time with
the Tester F8 key.
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CAUTION:

,&

Risk of injury if the roll-over bar is triggered!
> All persons must remain out of the operating range of the roll-overbar during diagnosis.
> Always keep the operating range of the roll-overbar free (do not leave tools there).
> Install, remove and transport the roll-overbar onlywhen it is extended(triggered)
> Repairsto the roll-over bar and actuators are not permitted,

&

CAUTION:
> The roll-over bar must be triggered during every inspection,but every two years
at the latest, using the Porsche System Tester 2.

&

"WARNING"
Risk of damage!

> Only connect the diagnostic module when the ignition is off.
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Roll-over protection system diagnosis

Tools
The following equipment is required for troubleshooting:

1. PorscheSystemTester2

2. Commercially
availabledigitalmultimeter

Syo-f...,.

F1

F2

F3

F4

FS

..F7

....
.....

F8

547_96
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Component arrangement

1

8

175_98

8
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System description
In conjunctionwith the windscreen frame,
the roll-over protection system protects
passengers, particularlyon the rear seat,
if the car should roll over.

n

~

The roll-over protection system consists
of the following components:

~

Two interchangeablemodules each with
a triggerable roll-over bar and an actuator
The control module with integrated g sensor
and level sensor

Warninglightin instrumentcluster

248_98

The actuators consist, among other things,
of solenoidswhich directly actuate the trigger
lever.

1. Roll-over bars
The two roll-over bars and modules are attached
to an subframe behind the rear seat.
If the sensors detect a roll-over situation,
the rol~overbars are extendedthrough
spring force.

1

229_98

1. Triggerlever
2. Compressionspring

3. Solenoid
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2. The control module

911 Carrera (996)

3. Electrical plug connection
of the roll-over bar

The control module consists of:

The plug connectionsare situated on the rear
side of the roll-overbar. Before connectingand
disconnectingthe plug connection,first unscrew
the six fastening screws of the roll-overbars.

A g-sensor(g = gravitation),which detects
loss of contact with the road surface
Two level sensors,which detect the vehicle
inclination,transverse and longitudinal
acceleration

4. Warnins light of roll-over
protection system

After the ignition has been switched on,
Evaluationelectronics with self-diagnosis

the warning light lights up for five seconds

Capacitorsto provide reserve power
if the battery voltage fails.

In the event of a fault, the warning light briefly
goes out and then comes back on continuously.
Note
The warning light also lights up if the transport
lock has been activated via the diagnostic
module.

231_98

1. Level sensors
2. g-sensor

3. Evaluation
electronics
4. Capacitors
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The level sensor
The following parameters can be measured
with the aid of the level sensor:

2
Vehicle inclination
Transverse acceleration

1
Longitudinal
acceleration
The level sensor consists of the following

components:
Spirit level housingwhich is filled with fluid
and contains an air bubble
Light-emittingdiode (LED)(sender function)
23o_98

Phototransistor(receiver function)

1. Spiritlevelhousing
2. Air bubble

3. LED(sender)
4. Phototransistor(receiver)

5. Mirror
If the vehicle exceeds the set limit values during
transverse or longitudinalaccelerationor pitches
aroundthe longitudinalaxis by more than
the limit value,the air bubble passes through
the visual send and receive section.
This movementof the air bubble is detected
by the receiver and the system is triggered.
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Gravitation sensor (g-sensor)
The g-sensor is used to detect driving situations
in which the vehicle loses contact with
the ground (e.g. jumping over a bump).
The g-sensorfunction is based on a
spring/weight system. As a weight,
a magnetwhich counteractsthe spring
force with the force of its weight is used,
If the vehicle lifts up from the ground,
the magnet becomes lighter and the spring
can press it upward. This closes the reed
contact and triggers the system.

228_98

1. Weight
2. Magnet
3. Compression
spring
4. Reedcontact
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Self-test
The roll-over protection system performs its
own diagnosis, and carries out a self-testfor
5 seconds after the ignition is switched on.
The red indicator light in the instrumentcluster
goes out if no faults are detected during
the self-test.
Detected faults are stored and can be read
out using the diagnostic module.
Emergency triggering
If the roll-over bars cannot be triggered using
the diagnostic module, they can be triggered
mechanicallyvia a sealed hole in the actuator.

& I
.is

CAUTION:
Risk of injury if the roll-over

bar

119_98

Retracting

the roll-over

bars

The roll-over bars can be retracted by hand.
Procedure

triggered!

> The range of movementof the
roll-over protection system must
be kept clear during emergency

1. Pressthe pawl to the right.

2. Pressthe roll-overbar downwith your hand.

triggering.
Procedure
1. Insert a screwdriver into the hole in
the module and press it against
the top edge of the pawl.
2. Press the screwdriver to the left (arrow A)
and hold it while pressing down (arrow B).
The roll-over bar is triggered.

247_98
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Connector assignment,
(subframe)

connector

911 Carrera (996)

A

178_98

Colour of wire

Pin No.
1

Solenoidvalve1 +

2 -Solenoid

valve 1 +

white
brown/white

3 -Solenoid valve 1 +

whitejblack

4 -Solenoid valve 1 +

brown/black

5 -Mirror heating pin b
(right and left)

grey/green

6 -Terminal 31 control
module
Electric-motordriven
convertible-topdrive

brown

69 -D 34
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Connector assignment, connector B (control module)

176_98

Pin No.

Colour of wire

Pin No.

Colour of wire

1 -Not

used

12 -Warning

light

2 -Not

used

13

-Not

used

3 -Not

used

14 -Not

used

4 -Solenoid valve1 -

brown/white

15 -Not

used

5 -Solenoid

white

16 -Not

used

valve 1 +

yellow/black

6 -Not

used

17 -Solenoid valve 2 +

7 -Not

used

18 -Not

used

8 -Not

used

19

used

9 -Not

used

20 -Diagnosis

orange/blue

10 -Not

used

21 -Solenoid valve2 -

whitejblack

11 -Terminal 31

brown
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Fault overview
Test point

Fault code

Fault effect

Page

1

Warning light, roll-over protection system

69 -D 37

2

2

Warninglight, roll-overprotection system

69-037

3

3

Supplyvoltage

69-037

4

4

Solenoidvalves 1 and 2

69-038

5

5

Solenoidvalve 1

69-038

6

6

Solenoidvalve 1

69 -D 38

7

7

Solenoidvalve 1

69 -D 39

8

9

Solenoidvalve2

69 -D 39

9

10

Solenoidvalve2

69-039

10

11

Solenoidvalve2

69 -D 40

11

12

Trigger counter

69 -0 40

12

20,21,
22,23

Spirit level 1

69 -0 40

13

24,25,
26,27

Spiritlevel2

69 -D 40

14

28

Accelerationsensor

69 -D 41

15

100

Solenoidvalve 1, actuation

69-041

16

101

Solenoidvalve2, actuation

69 -D 41

17

129

Control module faulty

69 -0 41

195, 196,200 -204
209 -213,219 -229
230 -235

69 -D
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Roll-over protection system diagnosis

Test point 1
Warning light of roll-over
protection

This fault is stored in the memory if there is an open circuit or short to
ground in the supplylead to the warning light in the instrumentcluster.

Open circuit
Short to ground

Open circuit

Fault code 1

1. Check bulb and replace if necessary.
2. Checkwire to pin 12 for open circuit. Pull plug off the roll-over
protection control module. Pull off plug III on the instrumentcluster.
Measureresistancebetween plug on roll-over protection control
module pin 12 and plug III on instrumentcluster pin 16
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .Q
Short to ground
Measure resistance between plug on roll-over protection control module
pin 12 and ground
Ohmmeter display:

00.0.

Test point 2
Warning light of roll-over
protection
Short to B+

This fault is stored in the memory if there is a short to B+ of the supply
lead to the warning light in the instrumentcluster.
1. Pull off plug on control module and plug III on instrumentcluster.
Checkwire to pin 12 for short to B+.
Switch ignition on. Measurevoltage between plug on roll-over
protection control module pin 12 and ground
Voltmeter display:
0V

Fault code 2

Test point 3
This fault is stored in the memory if the supplyvoltage is insufficient.

Supplyvoltage

Fault code 3

1. Examinebatteryandalternator.
2. Inspectthe plug connectionon the control module for corrosion,
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Test point 4
Solenoidvalves 1 and 2
Leakage resistance/short
circuit
Fault code 4

This fault is stored in the memory if the supply leads of solenoid valves
1 and 2 have a mutual short circuit or leakage resistance.
Pull off plugs on control module and on solenoid valves 1 and 2. Check
lines to solenoid valves1 and 2 for shorts to each other.

Test point 5
Solenoidvalve 1
Short to ground
Fault code 5

This fault is stored in the memory in the event of a short to ground in
the supplylead of solenoidvalve 1.
Pull off plug on solenoidvalve 1 and plug on control module.
3. Measureresistance between plug on control module pin 4 and
ground
Display:

00 .Q

Measureresistance betweenthe plug on the control module pin 4 and
the plug on solenoidvalve 1 pin 2
Display:
< 5 .Q

Test point 6
Solenoidvalve 1
Open circuit
Fault code 6

This fault is stored in the memory if there is an open circuit in the
supply leadsto solenoidvalve 1.
Pull off plug on control module and on solenoidvalve 1
Measureresistance betweenplug on control module pin 4 and plug on
solenoidvalve 1 pin 2
Display:
< 5 .Q
Measureresistance betweenthe plug on the control module pin 5 and
the plug on solenoidvalve 1 pin 1
Display:
< 5 0.
Push plug onto solenoidvalve 2 again. Unplugconnector XIO from the
subframe. Measureresistancebetween pins 1 and 2
Ohmmeterdisplay: 4 to 6 0. at 200 C

69 -D
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Test point 7
Solenoidvalve 1
Short to B+
Fault code 7

This fault is stored in the memory in the event of a short to B+ in the
supplylead of solenoidvalve 1 (triggers roll-overbar).
1. Pull off plugs on control module and on solenoidvalves 1 and switch
on the ignition.
Measurevoltage between plug on control module pin 4 and ground
Voltmeter display:
0 V

Test point 8
Solenoidvalve 2
Short to ground

This fault is stored in the event of a short to ground in the lead of
solenoidvalve 2.
Pull off plug on control module and on solenoidvalve 2.
Measureresistance between plug on control module pin 17 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:
00Q
Pushplug onto solenoidvalve 2 again. Unplugconnector X10 from the
subframe. Measureresistance between pins 3 and 4
Ohmmeterdisplay: 4 to 6 Q at 200 C

Fault code 9

Test point 9
Solenoidvalve 2
Open circuit

This fault is stored in the memory if there is an open circuit in the
supplylead to solenoidvalve 2.

Fault code 10

1. Pull off plug on control module and on solenoidvalve 2
Measureresistance between plug on control module pin 17 and plug
on solenoidvalve 2 pin 2
Ohmmeterdisplay:
<5 Q
2. Measureresistance betweenthe plug on the control module pin 21
and the plug on solenoidvalve 2 pin 1
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .Q
Push plug onto solenoidvalve 2 again. Unplugconnector X10 from
the subframe. Measureresistance between pins 3 and 4
Ohmmeterdisplay: 4 to 6.Q at 200 C
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Fault, Fault code

911 Carrera (996)

Possible causes, elimination, notes

Test point 10
Solenoidvalve 2
Short to B+
Fault code 11

This fault is stored in the memory in the event of a short to B+ in the
supplylead of solenoidvalve 2 (triggers roll-over bar).
1. Pull off plugs on control module and on solenoidvalve 1 and switch
on the ignition.
Measurevoltage between plug on control module pin 17 and ground
Voltmeter display:
0 V

Test point 11
Trigger counter
Fault code 13

This fault is stored in the memory when the roll-over bar has been
triggered more than 200 times. The fault can initiallybe erased using
the Porsche System Tester 2, but reappears as soon as the ignition is
switched off and on again.
Replaceroll-over bars,

Replacecontrolmodule.

Test point 12
Spirit level 1
Fault code 20, 21,

This fault is stored in the memory if a defect is detected in level

22,23

Replacecontrol unit.

sensor1.

Test point 13
Spirit level 2
Fault code 24, 25,

sensor2.

26,27

Replacecontrolunit.

69 -D
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Possible causes. elimination, notes

Test point 14
Acceleration sensor
Fault code 28

This fault is stored in the memory if a defect is detected in
the accelerationsensor.
Replacecontrol module.

Test point 15
Solenoidvalve I,
actuation

This fault is stored in the memory in the event of a short circuit
in the supply lead of solenoidvalve 1 during triggering.

Fault code 100

1. Check supplylead of solenoidvalve for short circuit.

2. Aftereliminating
the fault,replacecontrolmodule.
Note
This fault cannot be erased with the Porsche System Tester 2

Test point 16
Solenoidvalve2,

This fault is stored in the memory in the event of a short circuit
in the supplylead of solenoidvalve 2 during triggering.

actuation
Fault code 101

1. Check supplylead of solenoidvalve for short circuit.
2. After eliminatingthe fault, replace control module.
Note
This fault cannotbe erased with the Porsche System Tester 2.

Test point 17
Control module faulty
Fault codes 129, 195,

These faults are stored in the memory if a defect is detected
in the control module.

196, 200-204, 209-213,
219-229, 230-235

Replacecontrolmodule.
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Identification
The diagnosis software number and control module part number can be read out under the "Identification"
menu item.

Fault memory
Stored faults can be read out under the "Faultmemory"menu item. If a fault is displayedin the Porsche
System Tester 2, more detailed information about the fault can be obtainedwith the F8 key as
of software version 3.0.

Erase fault memory
Faults stored in the control module can be erased under the "Erase fault memory" menu item.
Here, all stored faults are erased.

Actual values
In the "Actual values"menu item, the current values of the following parameterscan be read out.

Operating time

Numberof times barsweretriggered
Input signals
In the "Inputsignals" menu item, the current status of the accelerationsensor (active or not active)
can be read out.

Drive links
In the "Drive links"menu item, the roll-overbars can be extended,

Events
The number of events as well as the values of the individualsensors which triggered the system can
be read out under the menu item "Events".Whenthe roll-overbars have been triggered 200 times,
fault code 13, "Trigger counter", is stored in the control module.

69 -D 42
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Transport lock
The transport lock can be activated or deactivatedunder the "Transportlock" menuitem. If the transport
lock is activated,the system cannot be triggered and the warning light in the instrumentcluster lights up
continuously.The transport lock is acticated if the vehicle is transported or e.g. loaded or unloadedonto
a truck, in order to preventthe system from being triggered.

Extract coding
Informationretrieval for the following statuses can take place under the "Extractcoding" menu item.

-Status

of transport lock

Vehicletype
-Locked

by

Lock
In the "Lock" menu item, a new control module can be activated. If the control module is replaced,
it must be locked to enable it to function.
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General information
The airbag system is constantlymonitored by a
diagnosis unit in the triggering unit. Any fault is
signalled by a warning light.

The following components must be removed
and replaced following an accident in which
the airbag system was triggered:

Contactunit

The warning light for the airbag system lights
up in the event of a fault.

Triggered airbag unit(s)
The airbag warning light lights for approx.
3 seconds after the ignition is switched on
and goes out if no fault has been entered
in the fault memory.
If it lights up again, this indicates a fault in
the system. The fault can be read out with
the Porsche System Tester 2.

The triggering unit must be replaced after the
airbag is triggered for the third time.

&

Warning:
Danger of injury
> Observe safety instructionswhen
working on the airbag system
(see ServoNo. 69).

Note

A period of 10 seconds is required to enable
the triggering unit to identify all faults in the
system. In order to guarantee that every
possible fault source is checked during the
vehicle test, the ignition must be switched
on for at least 10 seconds.
The fault memory must be cleared following
a fault in the airbag system and after it has

beenremedied.
The replacement of a component must be noted
in the Guaranteeand Maintenancebooklet. To
do this, attach the documentationnumber in
a free panel intendedfor that purpose. The
documentationnumber is attached to the
replacementpart as a tear-off sticker.
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Menu

Overview of the possible menus
Fault memory:

see Page 69 -D 55

Events:

see Page 69 -0 64

Lock:

see Page 69 -D 65

Extractcoding:

see Page 69 -0 66

Modifycoding:

see Page 69 -D 67
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Airbag diagnosis

System description
The airbag system consists of the following

Self-testand permanentmonitoring
of the airbag system

components:
Triggering unit

Faultstorage

Contactunit

Fault display

Driver'sairbag unit

Faultoutput

Passenger'sairbagunit

System readinessdisplay

Side airbags
Sensorsfor airbag (side-airbagsensors)
Plug connection,child restraint system

Beltbucklefor driver
Beltbucklefor passenger
Warninglight
A system self-test is performed after the ignition
is switched on. The warning light is switched
on during the self-test. If no faults are stored
in the fault memory, the warning light goes
out after approx. 3 seconds.

The triggering unit need not be replaced until
after the third time the airbag is triggered or
if the fault memory can no longer be cleared.
If the triggering unit is replaced,the data record
for the appropriatevehicle must be loaded with
the Porsche System Tester 2 and the triggering
unit must be locked.
The warning light flashes before locking.
The warning light goes out after locking
was performed successfully(if no fault
is present).

Up to max..10 faults can be stored. A start
and stop fault clock is kept for each fault.
The triggering unit has the following functions:
Crash recognition and triggering time
calculation

Triggeringthe airbagsystem
Recordingthe eventdata
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Tools
The following equipment is required for troubleshooting:

PorscheSystemTester2

547_96

Specialtool 9516/1

561_68

Special tool 9516

56O_68

Special tool 9566

1798_68
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Diagnostic airbag

&

Warning
I
Danger of injury if vehicle is
.driven
with the special tools in
place!
> Never drive with special tools
attached instead of the airbag
units.

Special tool 9516/2

311_98

Commerciallyavailabledigital multimeter
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Connector assignment, triggering unit
18 -Passenger's side airbag, positive
19 -Passenger's side airbag, negative
20 -Side-airbagsensor, driver

2!

21 -Side-airbag sensor, passenger
22 to 25 -Free
26 \ 27 -Short circuit bridge

313_98

1 to 4 -Free
5 -Terminal 86
6 -Terminal 31
7 -Warning light
8 -Buckle, passenger

9 -K~ine
10 -Driver's ignition pill, positive
11 -Driver's ignition pill, negative
12 -Buckle, driver
13 -Passenger's ignition pill, positive

14 -Passenger'signitionpill, negative

28 \ 29 -Short circuit bridge

30 -Free
31 \ 32 -Short circuit bridge
33 -Child seat detection
34 -Crash output
35 \ 36 -Short circuit bridge

37 -Free
38 \ 39 -Short circuit bridge
40 -Free
41 \ 42 -Short circuit bridge
43 \ 44 -Short circuit bridge

45 to 50 -Free

15 -Free
16 -Driver's side airbag, positive
17 -Driver's side airbag, negative

69 -D
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Fault memory
Overview of possible faults

Ignitioncircuit,passenger

Whena changeoveroccurs from present to not
present, a fault stop clock is started. The fault
stop clock shows the time which has passed
since the fault was no longer present. However,
with both clocks, only ignition on times are
shown.This means that the clocks are stopped
when the ignition is switched off.

Ignitioncircuit,sideairbag

Unplugging the side-airbag plug

Side-airbag
sensor

Press the lockingtabs on both sides on the plug
together and simultaneouslypull out the plug

Airbagwarninglight
Supplyvoltage

Ignitioncircuit,driver

Belt buckle,driver
Belt buckle,passenger
Child seat detection

~1

Note
If the fault memory cannot be erased, it is
necessaryto check whetherthe coding
correspondsto the vehicle equipment.
Whena fault is stored, the PorscheSystem
Tester 2 can provide more information about
the fault if the F8 key is pressed. A counter is
started when the symbol changesfrom not
present to present.This counter indicates how
often the change took place from present to
not present. At this changeover,the display
simultaneouslychangesfrom static to sporadic,
which indicatesa loose contact.

2
-\

Unpluggingthe side-airbagplug

31o_98

Whena fault is identified,a fault start clock is
started. The fault start clock shows the time in
hours, minutesand seconds that has passed
since the fault first occurred.
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Fault overview
Test point

Fault code

Fault effect

Page

04,05,20,21,36

Faultmemory

69 -D 57

2

10, 11,26,27,39

Faultmemory

69-058

3

03

Fault memory

69 -0 59

4

aI, 02

Faultmemory

69 -D 59

5

44, 45, 46, 50

Faultmemory

69 -D 60

6

47,48,49,51

Fault memory

69 -0 60

7

70,71,72,73

Faultmemory

69 -D 61

12, 1 3, 14, 15

Faultmemory

69 -0 61

8

28, L 3, 30, 31
40,

L1L

9

85,87

Faultmemory

69 -D 62

10

86,88

Faultmemory

69 -0 62

53,56

Fault memory

69 -D 62

xxx

Faultmemory

69 -D 63

12

Note

Faultcodes 100 and higher are internal control
module faults. The fault memory cannot be
cleared. The control module must be replaced.
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Diagnostic airbag

Test point 1
Ignitioncircuit, driver

1. Removedriver'sairbagunit.

Fault codes 04, 05,

2. Attachthe specialtool 9516 insteadof the airbagunit.

20, 21, 36

135_96

3. Clear the fault memory.
4. Check whetherthe fault appears again,
a) If the fault does not appear again, replace the airbag unit.
b) If the fault appears again, disconnectplug connectionto
the contact unit and attach special tool 9516/1.

\\\'

o'~1

,

11:)1

-~-

129_96
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5. Clear the fault memory.
6. Check whether the fault appearsagain.
a) If the fault does not appear again, replace the contact unit.
b) If the fault appears again,check the wiring harnessfor
pinches and chafing damage.
c) If no fault is found on the wiring harness,replace the triggering

unit.
Proceedas describedbelowto determinewhetherthe fault was eliminated:
1. Clear the fault memory.
2. Switch off ignition.
3. Removeignition key.
4. Switch on ignition.

Test point 2
Ignitioncircuit, passenger
Fault codes 10, 11,

26,27,39

1. Disconnectthe plug connectionto the passenger'sairbag unit.
2. Attach the special tool 9516 in conjunctionwith special tool 9566.

~~~~,~_..
--~~._~,...
~":

,."

r

,"
-.

';

Ii

I
I

130_96
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Fault, fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes

3. Clear the fault memory.
4. Check whether the fault appearsagain.
a) If the fault does not appear again, replace the passenger'sairbag

unit.
b) If the fault appears again, check the wiring harnessfor pinches
and chafing damage.
c) If no fault is found on the wiring harness,replace the triggering
unit.
Proceedas describedbelowto determinewhetherthe fault was eliminated:
1. Clear the fault memory.
2. Switch off ignition.
3. Removeignition key.
4. Switch on ignition.

Test point 3
Supply voltage
Fault code 03

1. Inspectthe battery and generator.
2. Inspectthe plug connectionon the triggering unit for corrosion.
Note
The warning light is on as long as the limit value is exceeded or not

reached.

Test point 4
Airbag warning light
Fault codes 01, 02

1. Inspectthe fuse for the supplyvoltage (terminal 15) for the instrument cluster.
2. Inspectthe bulb and replace it if necessary.
3. Inspectthe lead from the triggering unit pin 7 to the warning light for
continuityand short circuit to positive.

8
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Possible causes, elimination, notes

Test point 5
Belt buckle, driver
Fault codes 44, 45,
46,50

1. Disconnectthe plug connectionX16.
2. Connectohmmeter on the pin side on pins B7 and B8.
Display:approx. 400 .Q
Note
The belt tongue must not be inserted in the buckle.
3. Connect ohmmeter on the pin side on pin 87 and ground.
Display: 00.0.

4. Connectohmmeter on the pin side on pins 87 and 88.
Insert the belt tongue in the buckle.
Display:approx. 100 .Q
5. Inspectthe wiring harnessto the triggering unit for pinchesand
chafing damage.
Note
The warning light is on as long as the limit value is exceeded or not

reached.

Test point 6
Belt buckle,passenger
Fault codes 47, 48,

49,51

1. Disconnect
the plugconnectionXI7.
2. Connectohmmeteron the pin sideon pins 87 and88.
Display:approx.400 .Q
Note
The belt tong1Jemust not be inserted in the buckle.
3. Connectohmmeter on the pin side on pin 87 and ground,
Display: 00Q
4. Connectohmmeter on the pin side on pins 87 and 88.
Insert the belt tongue in the buckle.
Display:approx. 100 11
5. Inspectthe wiring harnessto the triggering unit for pinchesand
chafing damage.
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Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination,

notes

Test point 7
Child seat detection

1. Pull plug off the control module.

Fault codes 70, 71,

2. Connectohmmeterto plug, pin 23 and ground.
Plug of child seat not inserted.
Display:approx. 2 kn

72,73

Plug of child seat inserted.
Display:approx. 260 .0.
3. Inspectthe wiring harnessto the control module for pinchesand
chafing damage.

Test point 8
Ignitioncircuit, side airbag

1. Pull off plug on the side airbag unit.

Fault codes 12, 13, 14,
15, 28, 29, 30, 31, 40, 41
2. Connectspecial tools 9516 and 9516/2.

3. Clearfaultmemory,

-"
a
'0

l
312_98
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4. Check whether the fault appearsagain.
a) If the fault does not appear again, replace the side airbag.
b) If the fault appears again with the specialtool, check the wiring
harnessfor pinchesand chafing damage.
c) If no faults are found on the wiring harness,replace the control
module.

Test point 9
Side-airbagsensor
(sensor for airbag)

These fault is stored in the following cases:

Fault codes 85, 87

1. There is an open circuit in the wire to the sensor.
2. There is a short to ground / B+ between pin 3 Sensor for airbag
and control module pin 20 or pin 21.
3. The sensor or control module is faulty.
Check wire to the sensor for open circuit / leakage resistance. If no
fault is detected in the wire, replace sensor.

Test point 10
Side-airbagsensor
(sensor for airbag)
Fault codes 86, 88

These faults are stored if there is a defect in the sensor.
Replaceside-airbagsensor.

Test point 11
Side-airbag sensor

These faults are stored if an incorrect side-airbagsensor is installed.

(sensor for airbag)
Fault codes 53, 56

Replaceside-airbagsensor.
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Test point 12
Unknownfault code

1. Inspectthe ground points for corrosion.

Fault code XXX

2. Inspectthe ignition on the secondaryside.
3. Clear fault memory.

8
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Events
Event data can be read out under the menu
item Events.
Up to max. three events can
be stored. Each event covers 16 bytes.
The triggering unit must be replaced after
the third event, since the airbag warning
light lights up continuouslyand the events
cannot be deleted.
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Diagnostic airbag

Lock

The following messages can be displayedin a
fault state:

An unlockedtriggeringunitcan be lockedunder
the menuitem Lock.

Airbag

A locked triggering unit cannot be unlocked

No Porsche

was already
control

locked
unit

again.

If a triggering unit is unlocked,the airbag
warning light flashes. The triggering unit must
then be locked.
Replacementtriggering units are supplied
unlocked.

Incorrect

vehicle

Incorrect

database

Incorrect

equipment

type
version

In the event of a fault, the triggering unit cannot
be locked.

1. SelectDriver's/passenger's
airbagor Driver's
airbagaccordingto the vehicleequipment.

In the case of the "wrong equipment"message,
select the correct equipment.

2. Select vehicle type.
Replacethe triggering unit in the case of the
other messages.

Note
The vehicle type cannot be changed again.

3. SelectLock.
If there is no fault, the following message is
displayed after a short waiting period:

Airbag

was locked

This ends locking.
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Extract coding
Under the menu item Extract
coding,
you can read out which equipmentfeatures are
activated and which are not. Also, it is possible
to read out the vehicle type and the data record
version, and where the airbag triggering unit
was locked.
The following equipmentfeatures can be read
out:

Driver'sjpassenger's
airbag
Driver's airbag only
Buckle (detects whether seat belt is fastened)
Child seat occupancy (detects whether a
child seat is being used on the passenger's
side)
USA(vehicles)
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Diagnostic airbag

Modify coding
Under the menu item Modify

coding,

you can adapt the airbag triggering unit to
the vehicle equipment.

After the airbag triggering unit is replaced,
the coding must be adapted to the vehicle
equipment.
The following equipmentfeatures can be

changed:
Drivers/passenger's airbag

Buckle
Seat occupancy (passenger)
Child seat occupancy (passenger)

USAvehicles
Note

If the coding does not agree with the vehicle
equipment,faults will be displayed that do
not really exist.
The ignition must be switched off and the
ignition key removed after the coding is

changed.
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System description
The seat memory is installed in the vehicle as
optional equipmentin connectionwith electrically
adjustable seats and rearview mirrors.
The advantagein comparison with the base
version is that there are three memory locations
to store the set positions. The stored positions
can then be called up at the push of a button.
If the vehicle is used by several persons,the
seat and mirror positions must only be set
once and stored in the system.

Systemcomponents
The system consists of the following
components:
Lumbar support
Motor for lumbar support (lumbar pump)

Switch for seat adjustment
Electric motor for seat adjustment

System readiness

Electric motor for front height adjustment

The system allows the position to be changed
if at least one of the following requirements
is fulfilled:
Term. 15 is switched on

Electric motor for rear height adjustment

Electric motor for backrest adjustment

or

Control module for memory seat adjustment

The driver's door is opened

Switch for memory seat adjustment

Operationalreadiness is maintainedfor an afterrunningtime of 60 s after the key has been
removed or the door has been closed. If the
position is changed during the after-running
time, then the after-runningtime is started
again. If the position is not changed during
the after-runningtime, then the system
switchesto inactive state, thus reducing

Switch for rearviewmirrors (door mirrors)
Changeoverswitch for rearviewmirrors
(door mirrors)
Rightand left rearviewmirrors (door mirrors)

power consumption.

Note:
Term.15 mustbe switchedon for
communication
withthe PST2.
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The system enablesthe following system
componentsto be adjusted individually:

Functioningof the control module
(EPROM,AID converterI main relay)

Front seat height

Switch for memory seat adjustmentand
switch for seat adjustment

Rearseatheight
Whenthe switch for memory seat adjustmentor
the switch for seat adjustmentare actuated,the
faulty componentis stored in the fault memory.
In this case the word present also appearson
the screen, e.g.:

Backrest angle

Left rearviewmirror
Right rearview mirror

"Opencircuit present in Hall-effectsensor for
fore-and-aftadjustment"

Lumbarsupport
Fore-and-aftadjustment

If the cause of the fault is eliminated, then
the switch for memory seat adjustmentor
the switch for seat adjustmentmust be actuated
again. If the cause of the fault has really been
eliminated,the text in the fault memory changes
from present to not present.

Storing the positions

1. Adjust the rearviewmirrors, seat height,
backrest angle and lumbar support to
the desired positions.
2. Hold down switch M and push one of the
switches for memory seat adjustment
(I, 2 or 3) at the same time.

Note
The fault memory must always be read out and
any faults which may have been stored must
alwaysbe deleted after diagnosis.

The positions are now stored under
the number selected.
Diagnosis
The following components are monitored by

the system:
Lumbarpressuresensor(regulatingswitch)
Potentiometer
voltageof both rearview
mirrors

Hall-effect
sensorfor backrestadjustment
Hall-effectsensor for fore-and-aftadjustment
Hall-effectsensor for height adjustment
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Tools
The following equipment is required for
troubleshooting:

1. Porsche System Tester 2

547_96

2. Commercially available digital multimeter

2178_28
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Component arrangement
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Function of individual components
[1]- Parking aid

Longitudinaldirection

Whenreverse gear is engaged, the
corresponding rearview mirror (right-hand
drive or left-handdrive according to coding)
is lowered by the angle stored. Manual
adjustmentof the seatmotors is carried
out parallel to the lowering of the rearview
mirror. Automatic adjustmentinterrupts the
lowering procedure. If reverse gear is still
engaged after automatic adjustmentis
complete, the rearview mirror is lowered

Upper lumbar
Lower lumbar
Whenthe desired positions have been found and
stored by means of the switch for memory seat
adjustment, they can be called up at the push of
a button whenrequired.
[5]- Control module

again.

The control module is fastened under the front
seat (driver's side) with two screws. There is
a total of 10 connectionpoints on the control
module.

[2]- Rearview mirrors

Manualadjustment of both rearviewmirrors is
carried out with the switch for rearview mirrors
or changeoverswitch for rearview mirrors.
Whenthe desired positions have been adjusted
and stored by means of the switch for memory
seat adjustment,automatic adjustmentof the
rearviewmirrors is carried out by actuating
the corresponding switch (1, 2 or 3)

[6]- Switch for memory seat adjustment
These switches [M, 1, 2, 3] can be used to
store or call up the optimum positions once
they have been found. The systems enables
adjustmentvaluesfor three persons to be

stored.

[3]- Support with transmission

The support with transmission consists of the
following components:
Two electric motors with a potentiometer

Transmission
[4]- Front seat

The following are the possibilitiesfor adjusting
the front seat:
Backrest
Front height
Rear height

72 -D
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Lumbar support
The lumbar support consists of two cushions
which are inflated by means of a motor for
lumbar support. The cushionsare inflated or
deflated to the required pressure one after the
other beginningwith the upper cushion.The
pressure in the cushions is measured using
a pressure sensor (regulating switch). The
pressure sensor is located at the same height
as the headrest and is integrated into the
lumbar adjustment.Automatic adjustmentof
the lumbar support is carried out by actuating
the switch for memory seat adjustment.The
motor for lumbar adjustment is shown in
Figure 611_98 together with both lumbar
cushions.Automatic adjustmentof the
lumbar support is divided into two phases.

Arrangement of the lumbar adjustment
Electric

motor for backrest

612_98

adjustment

The backrest is adjusted by an electric motor
with transmission. A Hall-effectsensor is
integrated into the electric motor which
measuresthe actual position.

1. If the seat motors have not yet reached
their required position, adjustmentof the lumbar
suppqrt is interrupted by releasingthe switch
for memory seat adjustment.
2. If the seat motors have..reachedtheir
required position, adjustment of the lumbar
support is completed after the switch for
memory seat adjustmentis released.

,,{ C

I

J!~

0

I

l

~
0

1:7

,
0

(

Electric motor for backrest adjustment

Arrangement of the lumbar support
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Switch for seat adjustment

Manualadjustment of the seat positions is
carried out by actuating the three switches
located on the driver's seat (front seat),

Figure 613_98 shows how the following system
componentsare arranged under the front seat.
[1]- Control module

[1,2,3]- Fore-and-aftadjustmentand height
adjustmentare carried out by actuating the
switch in the positions shown in Figure 615_98.

[2]- Electric motor for front height adjustment

[3]- Electric motor for seat adjustment
[4]- The seat backrest can be brought into
desired position by actuating the switch.

[4]- Electric motor for rear height adjustment

[5]- The lumbar support is inflated or deflated
by actuating the switch.

4

~I. ,~.
5
3 1

~

613_98

615_96
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Connector assignment

614_98

Plug 1, 5-pole

Plug 3, 5-pole

Pin No.

Designation

Pin No.

Designation

1,2

Electric motor for backrest

1,2

Electric motor for front height

2,3

adjustment
Load circuit
Hall-effectsensor for front height

adjustment
Load circuit
Backrest Hall-effectsensor
Signal circuit

2,3

adjustment
Signal circuit

Plug 2, 5-pole

Plug 4, 5-pole

Pin No.

Designation

Pin No.

Designation

1,2

Electric motor for rear height

1,2

Electric motor for seat adjustment

2,3

adjustment
Load circuit
Hall-effectsensor for rear height

(longitudinal)
Load circuit

2,3

adjustment
Signal circuit
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Plug 5, 9-pole
Pin No.

Designation

6

Voltagepot. right (lefVright)

Pin No.

Designation

7

Voltagepot. right (up/down)

8

Not used

9

Notused

Switch for seat adjustment

Plug 6, 8-pole
Pin No.

Designation

colour

10

Voltagepot. left (left/right)

2

black
Term. 31 load
Term. 30 load

11

Voltagepot. left (up/down)

Pin No.

Designation

12

Reverse-gearsignal

13

Common rearviewmirror motor
connection

14

Switch for memory seat adjustment

1

colour

black

1
3

Term. 30 electronics
Term. 15
Term. 31 electronics

Pin No.

Designation

colour

blue

1

Diagnosis
Door contact
Not used

2

(P2)

15

Switch for memory seat adjustment
(PI)

16
17
18
19

Plug 7, 26-pole

20

Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used

Pin No.

Designation

21

Leftmotor (left/right)

1

Switch for memory seat

22

Left motor (up/down)

23

Not used

24

Not used

25

Rightmotor (left/right)

26

Rightmotor (up/down)

2
3

adjustment
(P3)
Switch for memory seat

2

adjustment
(MEM)

3

GFMconnection

4

System ground pot. 2
rearviewmirror

5

+5V pot. rearview mirror

72 -D
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Connector overview
Plugs on control module
Plug Nos. 1 to 4

The plugs each consist of two individualplugs
which are clipped together (Figure134_99).
The 2-pole plug is intendedfor the load circuit
(motor). The 3-pole plug is the signal circuit
connection (Hall-effectsensor). When they are
clipped together, plug nos. 1 to 4 each have
5 poles.

132_99

See the 3-pole plug in Figure 133_99 for pin
assignment.The pin numbers are printed on
the side of the plugs.
Plug No.6
The plug consists of three individualplugs which
are clipped together (Figure133_99). Two
individualplugs have 3 poles each, the third
has 2 poles. When it is clipped together,
plug no. 6 has 8 poles.
134_99

Plug No.5
The plug consists of three individualplugs which
are clipped together (Figure 132_99), Each
individualplug has 3 poles. When it is clipped
together, plug no. 5 has 9 poles.
Sequence

of the individual

plugs

The sequence of the individualplugs from left
to right is as follows:
natural

black

blue

133_99
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Sequence

of the individual

plugs

The sequence of the individual plugs from left
to right is as follows:

blue

black

black

Plug No.7

PlugNo.7 has26 poles.Thepin assignment
is shownin Figure131_99.

131_99

Plug Nos. 8 to 10

See Plug Nos. 1 to 4

8
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Fault overview
Test point

Fault code

Fault effect

Page

1
2

1

72 -D 17

3
4

3

No adjustmentpossible
No adjustmentpossible
No adjustmentpossible

5
6

5
6

7

7

8

8

2
4

10

11

12

13

14

14

15

15

16

18

17

19

20

18
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72 -D 19
72 -D 19
72-D

19

No automatic adjustmentpossible,
manual only 500 ms

72 -D 20

No automatic adjustmentpossible,
manual only 500 ms

72 -D 21

No automatic adjustmentpossible,
manual only 500 ms

72 -0 21

No automatic adjustment possible,

12

13

7298

No automatic adjustmentpossible
No automatic adjustmentpossible
No automatic adjustmentpossible

10

11

72 -D 18
72 -D 18

9

9

72 -D 17

1999

manual only 500 ms

72 -D 22

No automatic adjustmentpossible,
manual only 500 ms

72 -D 23

No automatic adjustmentpossible,
manual only 500 ms

72 -D 23

No automatic adjustmentpossible,
manual only 500 ms

72 -D 24

No automatic adjustmentpossible,
manual only 500 ms

72 -D 25

No automatic adjustmentof
the lumbar supports possible

72 -D 25

No automatic adjustmentof
the lumbar supports possible

72 -D 26

No automaticadjustment
possible
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Test ~oint

Fault code

Fault effect

Page

19

21

No automatic adjustmentpossible

72 -0 28

20

22

No automatic adjustmentpossible

72 -D 29

21

23

No automatic adjustmentpossible

72 -0 30

22

24

No automatic adjustmentpossible

72 -D 31

23

25

No automatic adjustmentpossible

72 -D 32

24

26

No automatic adjustmentpossible

72 -D 33

25

27

No automatic adjustmentpossible

72 -D 34

26

32

Switch is ignored,
all further adjustmentsare jerky

72 -D 35
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Fault, Fault code

Seat memory diagnosis

Possible causes, elimination,

.

notes

Test point 1
Control module faulty
Main relay does not drop out
Fault code 1

This fault is stored in the followingcases:
1. The control module is faulty
2. Temporarysystem error
Elimination:
Clear fault memory.
Read out fault memory.
If the fault does not appear again, check that all system
componentssuch as seat adjustment,mirror adjustment,
memoryfunction, etc. are functioning correctly.
If the fault appears again, replace the control module.

Test point 2
Control module faulty
Main relay does not pick up
Fault code 2

This fault is stored in the following cases:
1. The control module is faulty
2. Temporarysystem error
Elimination:

1. Clearfaultmemory.
2. Readout faultmemory.
3. If the fault does not appear again,check that all system
componentssuch as seat adjustment,mirror adjustment,
memory function, etc. are functioningcorrectly.
If the fault appears again, replace the control module.
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Test point 3
AID converterfaulty
Fault code 3

This fault is stored in the following cases:
1. The control module is faulty
2. Temporary system error.
Elimination:

Clearfaultmemory.
Read out fault memory.
If the fault does not appear again,check that all system
componentssuch as seat adjustment,mirror adjustment,
memory function, etc. are functioningcorrectly.
If the fault appears again, replace the control module.

Test point 4
EEPROMfault
(Checksum)
Fault code 4

This fault is stored in the following case:
The control module is faulty
Elimination:

Replacethe controlmodule.

72 -D
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Test point 5
Requiredposition 1
(Checksum)
Fault code 5

This fault is stored in the following case:
The control module is faulty
Elimination:
Replacethe control module.

Test point 6
Requiredposition 2
(Checksum)
Fault code 6

This fault is stored in the following case:
The control module is faulty
Elimination:

Replacethe controlmodule.

Test point 7
Required position 3

(Checksum)
Fault code 7

Thisfaultis storedin the followingcase:
Thecontrolmoduleis faulty
Elimination:
Replacethe control module.
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Possible causes, elimination, notes

Test point 8
Hall-effectsensor fore-and-aft
adjustment,open circuit

Fault code 8

This fault is stored in the following cases:
1. There is an open circuit in the wire to the Hall-effectsensor
fore-and-aftadjustment.
2. The Hall-effectsensor is faulty,

3. Thecontrolmoduleis faulty.
Elimination:
Check plug on control module for contact and damage
Check wire to sensor for damage.
Oncethe cause of the fault has been found and eliminated,actuate the
fore-and-aftadjustmentswitch. The text in the fault memory changes
from present to not present if the cause of the fault has really been
eliminated.
If no fault is detected in the wire on the sensor, replace
the electric motor for seat adjustment.
If the fault is still present,

replace control module
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Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination, .. notes

.

Test point 9
Hall-effectsensor fore-and-aft
adjustment,short circuit

This fault is stored in the following cases:
1. There is a short circuit in the wires to the Hall-effectsensor.

Fault code 9

2. The Hall-effectsensor is faulty.

3. Thecontrolmoduleis faulty
Elimination:
Disconnectplug from control module,check for continuitywith
ohmmeter on Pin 2 and Pin 3.
If a short circuit is found, check the sensor wires first. If no fault is
detected in the wire, replace the electric motor for seat adjustment.
Once the cause of the fault has been found and eliminated,actuate
the fore-and-aftadjustmentswitch. The text in the fault memory
changesfrom present to not present if the cause of the fault
has really been eliminated.
If the fault is still present, replace control module.

Test point 10
Hall-effectsensor backrest
adjustment,open circuit

This fault is stored in the following cases:
1. There is an open circuit in the wire to the Hall-effectsensor
for backrest adjustment.

Fault code 10

2. The Hall-effect
sensoris faulty.
3. The control module is faulty.
Elimination:
Check plug on control module for contact and damage.
Checkwire to sensor for damage.
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Once the cause of the fault has been found and eliminated,actuate
the fore-and-aftadjustmentswitch. The text in the fault memory
changesfrom present to not present if the cause of the fault
has really beeneliminated.
If no fault is detected in the wire, replace the electric motor
for seat adjustment.
If the fault is still present, replace control module.

Test point 11
Hall-effectsensor backrest
adjustment,short circuit
Fault code 11

This fault is stored in the following cases:
1. There is a short circuit in the wires to the Hall-effectsensor.
2. The Hall-effectsensor is faulty.
3. The control module is faulty.
Elimination:
Disconnectplug from control module,check for continuitywith
ohmmeter on Pin 2 and Pin 3.
If a short circuit is found, check the sensor wires first.
If no fault is detected in the wire, replace the electric motor
for backrest adjustment.
Oncethe cause of the fault has been found and eliminated,actuate
the fore-and-aftadjustmentswitch. The text in the fault memory
changesfrom present to not present if the cause of the fault
has really been eliminated.
If the fault is still present, replace control module.
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Fault, Fault code

Possible causes,.. elimination, notes

Test point 12
Hall-effect sensor height
adjustment, open circuit
Fault code 12

This fault is stored in the following cases:
1. There is an open circuit in the wire to the Hall-effectsensor
fore-and-aftadjustment.

2. The Hall-effect
sensoris faulty
3. Thecontrolmoduleis faulty.
Elimination:
Check plug on control module for contact and damage
Check wire to sensor for damage.
Oncethe cause of the fault has been found and eliminated,actuate
the height adjustmentswitch. The text in the fault memory changes
from present to not present if the cause of the fault has really
been eliminated.
If no fault is detected in the wire on the sensor, replace the electric
motor for heightadjustment.
If the fault is still present, replace control module,

Test point 13
Hall-effectsensor front height
adjustment, short circuit
Fault code 13

This fault is stored in the following cases:
1. There is a short circuit in the wires to the Hall-effectsensor.

2. The Hall-effect
sensoris faulty,
3. The control module is faulty.
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Elimination:
Disconnectplug from control module, check for continuitywith
ohmmeter on Pin 2 and Pin 3.
If a short circuit is found, check the sensor wires first.
If no fault is detected in the wire, replace sensor. Once the cause
of the fault has been found and eliminated, actuate the fore-and-aft
adjustmentswitch. The text in the fault memory changesfrom
present to not present if the cause of the fault has really been
eliminated.
If the fault is still present, replace control module.

Test point 14
Hall-effectsensor rear height
adjustment,open circuit
Fault code 14

This fault is stored in the following cases:
1. There is an open circuit in the wire to the Hall-effectsensor
fore-and-aftadjustment.

2. The Hall-effect
sensoris faulty.
3. Thecontrolmoduleis faulty.
Elimination
Check plug on control modulefor contact and damage.
Check wire to sensor for damage.
Oncethe cause of the fault has been found and eliminated,
actuate the height adjustmentswitch. The text in the fault memory
changesfrom present to not present if the cause of the fault
has really been eliminated.
If the fault is still present, replace control module.
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Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes

Test point 15
Hall-effectsensor rear height
adjustment, short circuit
Fault code 15

This fault is stored in the followingcases:
1. There is a short circuit in the wires to the Hall-effectsensor,
2. The Hall-effectsensor is faulty.
3. The control module is faulty.
Elimination:
Disconnectplug from control module,check for continuitywith
ohmmeter on Pin 2 and Pin 3.
If a short circuit is found, check the sensor wires first.
If no fault is detected in the wire, replace the electric motor for
height adjustment.
Once the cause of the fault has been found and eliminated,actuate
the height adjustmentswitch. The text in the fault memory changes
from present to not present if the cause of the fault has really
been eliminated.
If the fault is still present, replace control module.

Test point 16
Lumbarpressuresensor
open circuit

This fault is stored in the followingcases:
1. There is an open circuit in the wire to the lumbar pressure sensor.

Fault code 18

2. Thepressuresensoris faulty.
3. The control module is faulty,
Elimination:
Check plug on control module for contact and damage
Checkwire to sensor for damage,
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If no fault is detected in the wire, replace lumbar adjustment.
Once the cause of the fault has been found and eliminated,actuate
the lumbar adjustmentswitch. The text in the fault memory changes
from present to not present if the cause of the fault has really
been eliminated.
If the fault is still present, replace control module.

Test point 17
Lumbar pressure sensor

short circuit

This fault is stored in the following cases:
There is a short circuit in the wires to the pressure sensor.

Fault code 19

Thepressuresensoris faulty.
The control module is faulty.
Elimination:
Disconnectplug from control module,check for continuitywith
ohmmeter on Pin 2 and Pin 3, and on Pin 1 and Pin 3.
If a short circuit is found, check the sensor wires first.
If no fault is detected in the wire, replace lumbar adjustment.
Once the cause of the fault has been found and eliminated,actuate
the lumbar adjustmentswitch. The text in the fault memory changes
from present to not present if the cause of the fault has really
been eliminated.
If the fault is still present, replace control module.
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Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination,

notes

Test point 18
Pot. mirror right horizontal
open circuit

This fault is stored in the following cases:
1. There is an open circuit in the wire to the pot. right rearview mirror.

Fault code 20

2. The potentiometeris faulty
3. The control module is faulty.
Elimination
Replacesupport with transmission.
Actuate switch for memory seat adjustment,
The text in the fault memory changesfrom present to not present
if the cause of the fault has really been eliminated.
If the fault is no longer present, erase the fault memory
If the fault is still present, there is a fault in the wire.
For a fault in the wire, proceed as described below:

Disconnect
mirrorplugfrom the controlmodule.
Disconnectsupport with transmissionplug,
Use an ohmmeter to check for open circuit on the support plug
Pin 5 and the mirror plug on the control module Pin 11.
Ohmmeterdisplay
<5.0.
Use an ohmmeterto check for open circuit on the support plug
Pin 7 and the mirror plug on the control module Pin 4.
Ohmmeter display
<5,Q
Use an ohmmeterto check for continuityon the support plug
Pin 3 and Pin 5.
If no fault is detected in the wire, replace the control module,
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Test point, 19
Pot. mirror ~ighthorizontal
shortcircuit!
Fault code :21

Thisfaultis storedin the followingcases:
1. There is a short circuit in the wire to the pot. right rearview mirror.

2. Thepotentiometer
is faulty.
3. Thecontrolmoduleis faulty.
Elimination:
1. Replacesupport with transmission.
2. Actuate switch for memory seat adjustment.
The text in the fault memory changesfrom present to not present
if the cause of the fault has really been eliminated.
If the fault is still present, there is a fault in the wire.
For a fault in the wire, proceed as described below:
Disconnectplug at support with transmission.

Disconnect
mirrorplugfrom the controlmodule.
Use an ohmmeterto check for short circuit on the support plug
Pin 5, wire colour yellow, and Pin 7, wire colour pink.

If no shortcircuitis detected:
Use an ohmmeterto check for open circuit on the support plug
Pin 3 and the mirror plug on the control module Pin 5
Ohmmeter display
<5.0.
If the fault is still present, replace control module.
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Test point 20
Pot. mirror right vertical
open circuit

This fault is stored in the followingcases:
1. There is an open circuit in the wire to the pot. right rearview mirror.

Fault code 22

2. The potentiometeris faulty,
3. The control module is faulty.
Elimination:
Replacesupport with transmission.
Actuate switch for memory seat adjustment.
The text in the fault memory changesfrom present to not present
if the cause of the fault has really been eliminated.
If the fault is no longer present, erase the fault memory.
If the fault is still present, there is a fault in the wire
For a fault in the wire, proceed as described below:
Disconnectmirror plug from the control module.
Disconnectplug at support with transmission.
Use an ohmmeter to check for open circuit on the support plug
Pin 5 and the mirror plug on the control module Pin 11
Ohmmeter display

<5,Q

Use an ohmmeter to check for open circuit on the support plug
Pin 7 and the mirror plug on the control module Pin4.
Ohmmeterdisplay
<5.0.
Use an ohmmeterto check for continuityon the support plug
Pin 1 and Pin 3.
If no fault is detected in the wire, replace the control module.
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Test point 21
Pot. mirror right vertical
short circuit

This fault is stored in the following cases:
1. There is a short circuit in the wire to the pot. right rearviewmirror.

Fault code 23

2. Thepotentiometer
is faulty.
3. The control module is faulty.
Elimination:
Replacesupport with transmission.

Actuateswitchfor memoryseatadjustment.
The text in the fault memory changesfrom present to not present
if the cause of the fault has really been eliminated.
If the fault is still present, there is a fault in the wire.
For a fault in the wire, proceed as described below:
Disconnectplug at support with transmission,

Disconnect
mirrorplugfrom the controlmodule.
Use an ohmmeter to check for short circuit on the support plug
Pin I, wire colour grey, and Pin 7, wire colour pink. No continuity
must be measured!If no short circuit is detected:
Use an ohmmeter to check for open circuit on the support plug
Pin 3 and the mirror plug on the control module Pin 5
Ohmmeter display
<5,Q
Use an ohmmeter to check for continuityon the support plug
Pin 1 and Pin 7.
If no fault is detected in the wire but the fault is still present,
replace the control module.
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Test point 22
Pot. mirror left horizontal
open circuit
Fault code 24

This fault is stored in the followingcases:
1. There is an open circuit in the wire to the pot. left rearview mirror.

2. Thepotentiometer
is faulty.
3. Thecontrolmoduleis faulty.
Elimination:
Replacesupport with gear unit.
Actuate switch for memory seat adjustment.
The text in the fault memory changesfrom present to not present if
the cause of the fault has really been eliminated.
If the fault is no longer present, erase the fault memory.
If the fault is still present, there is a fault in the wire.
For a fault in the wire, proceed as described below:
Disconnectmirror plug from the control module.
Disconnectplug at support with gear unit.
Use an ohmmeter to check for open circuit on the support plug
Pin 1 and the mirror plug on the control module Pin 10
Ohmmeter display
<5.0.
Use an ohmmeterto check for open circuit on the support plug
Pin 7 and the mirror plug on the control module Pin 4.
Ohmmeter display
<5.0.
Use an ohmmeterto check for continuityon the support plug Pin 1
and Pin 3.
If no fault is detected in the wire, replace the control module.
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Possible causes, elimination, notes

Test point 23
Pot. mirror left horizontal
short circuit
Fault code 25

This fault is stored in the following cases:
1. There is a short circuit in the wire to the pot. left rearview mirror.

2. Thepotentiometer
is faulty.
3. The control module is faulty,
Elimination:
Replacesupport with gear unit.
Actuate switch for memory seat adjustment.
The text in the fault memory changesfrom present to not present if
the cause of the fault has really been eliminated.
If the fault is no longer present, erase the fault memory.
If the fault is still present, there is a fault in the wire,
For a fault in the wire, proceed as described below:
Disconnectplug at support with gear unit.
Disconnectmirror plug from the control module,
Use an ohmmeter to check for continuityon the support plug Pin 1
and Pin 7.
Use an ohmmeter to check for open circuit on the support plug
Pin 3 and the mirror plug on the control module Pin 5
Ohmmeter display
<5.0.
If no fault is detected in the wire but the fault is still present,
replace the control module.
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Test point 24
Pot. mirror left vertical
open circuit
Fault code 26

This fault is stored in the followingcases:
1. There is an open circuit in the wire to the pot. left rearview mirror.

2. Thepotentiometer
is faulty.
3. The control module is faulty.
Elimination:
Replacesupport with gear unit.
Actuate switch for memory seat adjustment.

The text in the fault memory changesfrom present to not present if
the cause of the fault has really been eliminated.
If the fault is no longer present, erase the fault memory.
If the fault is still present, there is a fault in the wire.
For a fault in the wire, proceed as described below:
Disconnectmirror plug from the control module.
Disconnectplug at support with gear unit.
Use an ohmmeterto check for open circuit on the support plug
Pin 5 and the mirror plug on the control module Pin 11
Ohmmeter display
<5.0.
Use an ohmmeterto check for open circuit on the support plug
Pin 7 and the mirror plug on the control module Pin 4.
Ohmmeter display
<5.0.
Use an ohmmeter to check for continuityon the support plug Pin 3
and Pin 5.
If no fault is detected in the wire, replace the control module.
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Test point 25
Pot. mirror left vertical

This fault is stored in the following cases:

short circuit
Fault code 27

1. There is a short circuit in the wire to the pot. left rearview mirror.

2. Thepotentiometeris faulty.
3. The control module is faulty
Elimination:
Replace support with gear unit.
Actuate switch for memory seat adjustment.
The text in the fault memory changesfrom present to not present if
the cause of the fault has really been eliminated.
If the fault is no longer present, erase the fault memory.
If the fault is still present, there is a fault in the wire,
For a fault in the wire, proceed as described below:
Disconnectplug at support with gear unit.
Disconnectmirror plug from the control module.
Use an ohmmeter to check for continuity on the support plug Pin 5
and Pin 7.

Use an ohmmeter to check for open circuit on the support plug
Pin 3 and the mirror plug on the control module Pin 5
Ohmmeter display
<5Q
If no fault is detected in the wire but the fault is still present,
replace the control module.
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72

Test point 26
Button M, I, 2, 3 or

This fault is stored in the following case:

operating buttons
actuated for longer than 60 s

Fault code 32

Switch for memory seat adjustment(I, 2, or 3), or switch for seat
adjustment(e.g. Fore-and-aftadjustmentforward) is continuously
switched.
Elimination:
Erase fault memory and read out again
If the fault appears again, proceed as described below:
Select menu item Input signals.
The following button positions can be read out in the menu item Input

signals.
Button M
Button 1

Button2
Button 3
Fore-and-aftadjustmentforward
Fore-and-aftadjustmentbackward
Backrestforward
Backrestbackward

Frontheightupward
Front height downward

Rear heightupward

Rearheightdownward
Backrestforward
Backrestbackward
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Possible causes, elimination. notes

Button up

Button down

Buttonbackward
Button forward

Select a maximum of 8 button positions.
Search for the key on the screen that is continuouslyactuated.
A comparisontable can be found on Page 72 -D 38.
If a key is detected as faulty, replace the switch for memory seat
adjustmentor the switch for seat adjustmentas appropriate.
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Identification
The diagnosissoftware number and control module part number can be read out under the Identification
menu item.

Fault memory
Stored faults can be read out under the Fault memory menu item.

Clear the fault memory
Faultsstored in the control module can be erased under the Erase fault memory menu item. Here, all
stored faults are erased.

Actual values
In the Actual values menu item, the current values of the following parameters can be read out.

Voltage of terminal 30
Voltage of Hall-effectsensor for fore-and-aft
adjustment
Voltage of Hall-effectsensor for backrest
Voltage of Hall-effectsensor for front height
Voltage of Hall-effectsensor for rear height
Voltage of pressure sensor
Voltage of right horizontal mirror
potentiometer
Voltage of right vertical mirror potentiometer

Voltageof left horizontalmirrorpotentiometer
Voltage of left vertical mirror potentiometer
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Input signals
This menu item enables input signals of the system to be read out by the Porsche System Tester 2.
This allowsthe function of the individualcomponentsto be assessedvery quickly.
Comparison

table of input signals

In the comparison table, the following applies for
the tester display:
Boundary conditions

Terminal 15 switched on and reverse gear not engaged
Switch for memory seat adjustmentnot
actuated

Thesystemis in perfectcondition

IT

B
B
n
Button down
I~u~on ~ackw~rd
IButton forward
Left mirror to right

Left mirror to left

lower valve not
'v
Button up open
I
Button down open
Button backward oRen
Button forward oRen ILe~ mirror to right not
I~c.t!ve
-I
Ileft mirror to left not
Iactive

[

I
I

left mirror upward not
active
Left mirror downward

r

not active
Right mirror to right
not active
Kight mirror to left not
'
I

active
Right mirror

upward

..

not active

Rightmirror downward IRight mirror downward
.not
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Drive links
The menu item Drive links enablesthe following system functionsto be checked,

Fore-and-aft
adjustmentforward

Storeposition1

Fore-and-aft
adjustmentbackward

Store position 2

Backrest forward

Store position 3

Backrest backward

Approach required position 1

Frontheightupward

Approach required position 2

Frontheightdownward

Approach required position 3

Rearheightdownward

Note:

Rear height upward

The drive links are not activated until the
switch M is depressed continuously.

Left mirror to right
Left mirror to left
Left mirror upward

Left mirror downward
Right mirror to right
Right mirror to left

Rightmirror upward
Right mirror downward
Fill upper valve
Bleed upper valve

Fill lowervalve
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Modify coding
The following settings can be selected from the menu and encoded under the menu item Modify coding.

Setting

Coding

Parkingaid

active/ notactive

Upper lumbar

present; not present

-ower lumbar

presenV not present

Parking aid on

righV left

door mirror

Lowering

10 to 120 degrees

Procedure:

1. Selectvehicletype.
2. Select Seat memory control module

3. Selectmenuitem Modifycoding.
4. Select desired coding as described above and
press the double arrow key.
5. Select the desired setting with the arrow keys
and press the F8 key.
Note:

8

The procedure for activating the parking
aid is described in detail on Page 72 -41
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Activating the parking aid
General

Activating

The automatic lowering of the rearviewmirror
aids the driver during parking manoeuvres.The
rearview mirror is lowered by the set value as
soon as reverse gear is engaged. If reverse
gear is disengaged again or the rearview mirror
switch touched with reverse gear still engaged,
the rearview mirror returns to its stored position.

1. Connectthe PST2 with the ignition offI
then switch the ignition on

Note:
This function is only availablein vehicles with
seat memory.
The following settings can be selected from the
menu and encoded using the Porsche System

Tester2.
Parking aid (active or not active)
Parking aid with rearview mirror (right or left)
Lowering
The system function can be activated or
deactivated under menu item Parking aid.
Either the right-handor left-handrearviewmirror
is selected and activated under the menu item
Parking aid with rearview mirror.
The degree to which the rearviewmirror is
lowered is set under the menu item Lowering.

the parking

aid

2. Switch on the PST2 and wait for the
start-up screen
3. Press the [»]

key to go to the next level

4. Select the vehicle type 911 (996) in the
left-handwindow using the [v] key
5. With the [v] key, select the Seat memory
control module and press the [»] key to
go to the next level
6. With the [v] key, select the Codingcontrol
module and press the [»] key to go to
the next level
7. The Parking aid menu item is already
highlightedon your screen.
Press the [»] key to alter the coding
8. Select the menu item active using the [v] key
9. Press key F8 (coding)

The parking aid is now activated.

.
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10. Press the [«] key to switch between
the right-handor left-handdoor mirror
11. With the [v] key, select Parking aid with
rearview mirror and press the [»] key
to alter the coding
12. Select the desired page right or left using
key [v] or [A]
13. Press key F8 (coding)

The selected rearview mirror is now activated
14. Press the [«] key to set the degree of
lowering of the door mirror
15. With the [v] key, select Lowering and press
the [»] key to alter the coding
16. Select the desired degree of lowering using
key [v] or [1\]
17. Press key F8 (coding)
The selected degree of lowering has now been

stored.
18. Press the [Esc] key 2x to quit this level

Settingof the systemis nowcomplete.
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System description
Heating section
The heating system is controlled on the air side,
i.e. coolant continuouslyflows through the heat
exchanger.The heating is regulated via the
position of the temperature mixing valve.

only one button has to be operated here to
direct the full heating power to the windows
in order to ensure rapid defrosting when
the vehicle is operated in wintry conditions.

Dependingon the position of the temperature
mixing valve, a certain portion of warmed air
is mixed with the fresh air from the outside.

A quantity-controlledcompressor produces
the cooling power of the air conditioning.

Air-conditioning section
The preselected temperature is controlled
automatically.The interior temperature and
air flow can be adjusted manuallyvia two
pushbuttons.The changes are shown in
the display. Informationfrom the outside
temperature sensors, interior temperature
sensor and the sun sensor is processed
to regulate the interior temperature.
The system can respond to rapid changes
in the outside temperature and also takes
into account that the intensity of sunlight
has a major influenceon the subjective
temperature perception of passengers.

Withthis demand-dependentquantity control,
the compressor makes a contributiontowards
energy savings.Whenthe compressor is
switched on, only approx. 6 % of the refrigerant
quantityis pumped. The start-upjerk that occurs
with uncontrolled compressors can largely
be avoidedin this way.

The fully automatic control system influences
the temperature distribution betweenthe upper
and lower areas of the passenger compartment
to suit the desires of the passengersin most
cases. It is neverthelesspossible to control
this distribution manuallyby means of the
corresponding push buttons. As in other
Porsche cars, the air-conditioningsystem
of the 911 Carrera (996) is equipped with
a "Defrost"button, which ensuresmaximum
window defrosting efficiency by suitable control
of the heating and blowing power and air
distribution. In the interest of simpler use,
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General information
Function of auto recirculation
At outside temperatures of > 26 aG,following
an initial system ventilationtime of 30 seconds,
the program switches to recirculation mode
in order to accelerate the cooling phase.

Switch-on conditions for engine
compartment fan
The engine compartmentfan is switched
on when the engine compartment
temperature is > 80 °C

Control of the air-conditioning compressor

or

Activation of the air-conditioningcompressor
depends on the outside temperature, intake
air temperature and coolant temperature.

the coolanttemperature is > 102 DC.

Activation:

After-running of engine compartment fan

-Outside

temperature?: 5 DC

-Intake air temperature> 3 °C
-Coolant

temperature < 115 DC

-Ignition

on

The air-conditioning compressor is switched
on 7 seconds after the engine is started,
at the earliest.

Switch-on conditions for coolant
or condenser blower motors

If the ignition is switched off and the engine
compartmenttemperature is more than 60 °C,
the DMEcontrol module remains in readiness
for another 20 minutes. During this time, the
engine compartmenttemperature is retrieved
every 10 seconds. If the engine compartment
temperature is > 85 oCrthe engine compartment
fan is switched on for 20 seconds. If the engine
compartmenttemperature is still> 85 °C after
this time, the fan remains on for a further

30 seconds.

Stage 1 is switched on when the coolant
temperature is > 100 °c
or
there is an A/C demand,the intake air
temperature is > 8 °C and terminal 15
is switchedon.
Stage 2 is switched on when the coolant
temperature is > 105 °C
or

the refrigerant pressure is > 16 bar.
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Main menu
Overview of possible menus

Identification

See Page 80 -D 13

Faultmemory

See Page 80 -D 14

Erase fault memory

See Page 80 -0 32

Drive links

See Page 80 -D 33

Input signals

See Page 80 -D 34

Actual values

See Page 80 -D 35

Systemtest

See Page 80 -0 36
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Component arrangement
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Function, individual components
1. Heating/air-conditioning unit

1.2 Blower outlet sensor

Theheatingjair-conditioning
unitincludes:

The blower outlet sensor measures
the temperature of air emerging
into the footwell.

Heat exchanger (to heat the air)
Temperature mixing valve
(to control the interior temperature)
Central valve (to control the air flow)

Outside air / recirculation valve
(to compensate for the dynamic pressure,
or recirculation control)

Fresh-airblower
Outside sensor
(to measure the intake air temperature)

2. Heating! air-conditioning control
The heatingjair-conditioningcontrol includes
the closed and open-loopcontrol electronics,
as well as switches for manualinfluence
on automatic program control.
The heatingjair-{:onditioningcontrol regulates
the different valves according to the set
temperature, the interior temperature,
the outsidetemperature, the vehicle
speed and the intensity of sunlight
shining into the vehicle.

Blower outlet sensor
(to measure the footwell temperature)

3. Interior sensor

Driver (to control the fresh-air blower speed)

The interior sensor measuresthe temperature

of the passengercompartment.
Evaporator (to cool the air)

4. Sun sensor

Expansionvalve

Thesunsensormeasuresthe intensity
of sunlightshiningintothe vehicle.

The outside air is heated or cooled in
the heating/air-conditioningunit and
distributed to the air vents.
1.1 Outside sensor
The outside sensor measuresthe temperature
of the incomingair.
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5. Instrument cluster
The instrumentcluster provides the following
system parametersfor control of the heater/airconditioningsystem:
Outsidetemperature
(measured below the bumper)
Coolanttemperature
Vehicle speed
Enginespeed
Time since the ignition was switched off
6. Electric fan with ballast resistor
Fan to cool the condenser.
The ballast resistor reduces the fan speed
in the first stage.

7. Air-conditioning compressor
The air-conditioningcompressor sucks
the gaseous refrigerant from the evaporator
and compressesthe refrigerant.

8. Condenser
The compressed refrigerant is cooled down
in the condenser.

SO-DB
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Heating diagnosis

Tools

The following equipment is required for troubleshooting:
1. Porsche System Tester 2

2. Commercially available digital multimeter

547_%
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Connector assignment, heating/air-conditioning

control

526_96

Connector

A (black)

1 -K-lead

7 -Outside temperature sensor

2 -Not used

8 -Not used

3 -Not used

9 -Not used

4 -Not used

10 -Interior

5 -Terminal 58 d

11 -Not used

6 -Not used

12 -Ground for sensors and potentiometers

80 -D

temperature sensor
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Connector B (red)

Connector

C (beige)

1 -Not used

1 -Not used

2 -Not

2 -Feedback signal, compressor

used

3 -Not used

3 -Not used

4 -Not used

4 -Not used

5 -Footwell blower outlet sensor

5 -Not used

6 -Not used

6 -Not used

7 -Not used

7 -Terminal 58

8 -Position of temperature mixing valve

8 -Output + 5 volts

9 -Position of central valve

9 -Not used

10 -Position of footwell / defrost valve

10 -Not

11 -Not used

11 -Feedback signal,fresh-air blower, negative

12 -Not used

12 -Not used

13 -Interface, instrumentcluster

13 -Not used

14 -Not

14 -Feedback signal, fresh-air blower, positive

used

used

15 -Not used

15 -Not used

16 -Not

16 -Actuation of fresh-air blower (driver)

used

17 -Position of outside air / recirculationvalve

18-Sun sensor
19 -Not used
20 -Not

8001
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Connector D (black)
1 -Not used

2 -Temperature mixing valve motor
3 -Footwell / defrost valve motor
4 -Central valve motor
5 -Outside air / recirculation valve motor
6 -Air-conditioning compressor demand on
7 -Not used
8 -Not used
9 -Terminal 15
10 -Temperature mixing valve motor
11 -Footwell / defrost valve motor
12 -Central valve motor

13 -Outside air / recirculationvalvemotor
14 -Not used

15 -Terminal 31
16 -Not

80 -D

used
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Identification
Control module identificationdata can be read
out with this menu item.
The following information is displayed:
Porsche Part No.
Hardwareversion

Softwareversion
Date of production

Serialnumberin week
Production data
Diagnostic software number
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Fault memory
Overview of possible faults
Interface to the instrumentcluster
Outside temperature sensor

Interior temperature sensor
Blower outlet sensor
Supplyvoltage (terminal 15)
Supplyvoltage (5 volts)
Motor I temperature mixing valve
Motor I central valve

Motor,footwell/ defrostvalve
Motor,outsideair / recirculationvalve
A/C (air-conditioning
compressordemand)
Motor,fresh-airblower
Control module faulty
Sun sensor
Note
The fault counter is set to 50 the first time
a fault occurs.
The fault counter is reduced by 1 (decremented)
if the fault is no longer present and the diagnosis
conditions exist.
The fault is erased from the memory when
the fault counter reachesO.
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Fault overview
Test point

Fault code

Fault effect

Page

20

Substitute values

80 -D

16

2

21

Substitute value: 10°C

80 -D

17

3

22

Substitute value: 22 °C

80 -D

18

4

23

Substitute value: 50 °C

80 -D

19

5

24

80 -D

20

6

25

80 -D

21

7

26

Valve cannot be adjusted

80 -D

22

8

27

Valve cannot be adjusted

80 -D

23

9

28

Valve cannot be adjusted

80 -D

25

10

29

Valve cannot be adjusted

80 -D

26

11

30

80 -D

27

12

31

80 -D

28

13

32

No regulation

80 -D

30

14

33

Substitute value: 150 W/m2
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Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes

Test point 1
Interface to
instrumentcluster
Open circuit
Short to ground

Diagnosis conditions
No control module fault stored.
No fault with supplyvoltage (terminal 15).
Open circuit

Fault code 20
1. Unplug connector B from the heating/air-conditioning control,

2. Unplugconnector III from the instrumentcluster.
3. Connectohmmeterto connector B 13 and to connector III pin 26.
Display
< 5 .Q
Note
The wire is routed via the 12-poleplug connection
on the heating/air-conditioningunit.

Short to ground
1. UnplugconnectorB from the heating/air-conditioning
control.
2. Unplugconnector III from the instrumentcluster.
3. Connectohmmeterto connector B 13 and ground,
Display:

00 .0.

If a -5 .Q is displayed,check wiring harnessfor pinching
and chafing damage.
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8
Possible causes, elimination, notes

Fault, Fault code

Test point 2
Outside temperature sensor

Diagnosis conditions
No control module fault stored.
No fault with supplyvoltage (5 volts).

Open circuit
Short to ground
Fault code 21

Open circuit
1. Unplugconnector A from the heating/air-conditioningcontrol,
2. Connectohmmeterto connectors A 7 and A 12.
Display:
approx. 1.2 kn at 23 °C
3. Unplugconnectorfrom the outside temperature sensor.
4. Connectohmmeterto connector A 7 and pin 1
(connector of outside temperaturesensor).
Display:
0 -5 .Q
5. Connectohmmeterto connector A 12 and pin 2
(connector of outside temperature sensor).
Display:
0 -5 .Q
6. Connectvoltmeter to connector A 7 and ground.
Switch on ignition.
Display:
0 volts
If approx. 5 volts are displayed,check wiring harness
for pinchingand chafing damage.

Short to ground
1. UnplugconnectorA from the heatingjair-conditioning
control.
2. Connectohmmeterto connector A 7 and ground
Display:

00 .0.

If 0 -5 Q is displayed,check wiring harnessfor pinching

andchafingdamage.
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Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes

Test point 3
Interior temperature sensor
Open circuit
Short to ground
Fault code 22

Diagnosis conditions
No control module fault stored.
No fault with supplyvoltage (5 volts),
Outsidetemperature higher than -40 °C.
Open circuit
1. Unplugconnector A from the heatingjair-conditioningcontrol.
2. Connectohmmeterto connectorsA 10 and A 12.
Display:
approx. 3 k.o. at 23 DC
Note
The wires to the interior temperature sensor are routed via two
additionalplug connectionson the heating/air-conditioningcontrol.
3. Unplugconnector from the interior temperature sensor.

4. Connectohmmeterto connectorA 10 andinteriorsensor
connectorpin 5.
Display:

< 5 .Q

5. Connectohmmeterto connector A 12 and interior sensor
connector pin 4.
Display:
< 5 .0.
6. Connectvoltmeter to connector A 10 and ground,
Switch on ignition.
Display:
0 volts
If approx. 5 volts are displayed,check wiring harnessfor pinching

andchafingdamage.
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Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes
Short to ground

1. UnplugconnectorA from the heatingjair-conditioning
control.
2. Connect ohmmeter to connector A 7 and ground.
Display:
00.0.

If 0 -5 .Q is displayed,check wiring harnessfor pinching
and chafing damage.

Test point 4
Footwell blower outlet sensor

Diagnosis conditions
No control module fault stored.
No fault with supplyvoltage (5 volts).
Outsidetemperature higher than -30 °C.

Open circuit
Short to ground
Fault code 23

Open circuit

1. UnplugconnectorsA andB from the heating/air-conditioning
control,
2. Connectohmmeterto connectorsA 12 and B 5.
Display:
approx. 2.8 k.o. at 23 °C
3. Unplugconnector from blower outlet sensor.
4. Connectohmmeterto connector A 12 and blower outlet

sensorconnectorpin2.
Display:

< 5 .Q

5. Connectohmmeterto connector B 5 and blower outlet
sensor connector pin 1.
Display:
< 5Q
6. Connectvoltmeter to connector B 5 and ground,
Switch on ignition.
Display:
0 volts
If approx. 5 volts are displayed,check wiring harness
for pinchingand chafing damage.
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Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes

-.-

Short to ground
1. Unplugconnector 8 from the heating/air-conditioningcontrol.
2. Connectohmmeterto connector B 5 and ground
Display:

00 .Q

If a -5 .0.is displayed,check wiring harnessfor pinching
and chafingdamage.

Test point 5
Supplyvoltage
(terminal 15)

Diagnosis conditions

Voltage too high
Voltage too low

Voltage too high

Fault code 24

Checkthe alternator.

No controlmodulefaultstored.

Voltage too low
1. Check the alternator.

2. Checkor chargethe battery.
3. Check contact resistance of wire connections.
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Heating diagnosis

Possible causes, elimination, notes

Test point 6
Supply voltage
(5 volts)

Diagnosis conditions

Voltage too high
Voltage too low
Fault code 25

Voltage too high

No control module fault stored,

1. Unplugconnector C from the heating/air-conditioningcontrol.

2. Connectvoltmeterto C 8 andground.
Switchon ignition.
Display:
a volts
If the battery voltage is displayed, check the wiring harness
for pinchingand chafingdamage.
3. Push on connector C
4. Connectvoltmeter to C 8 and ground.
Switch on ignition.
Display:
5 :i: 0.5 volts
If more than 5.5 volts are displayed,replace the heating/air-conditioning
control.
Voltage too low

1. UnplugconnectorC from the heating/air-conditioning
control,
2. Unplugall connectorsfrom the valve drive motors,
3. Connectohmmeterto connector C 8 and ground.
Display:

00 .Q

If 0 -5 .Q is displayed, check wiring harness for pinching

and chafing damage.
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Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes

4. Checkpotentiometer
in the drivemotors.
Temperaturemixing valve:
Connectohmmeterto pins 1 and 3.
Display:
4 -5 k.o.at 23 °C
Footwell/ defrost valve:
Connectohmmeterto pins 1 and 3.
Display:
4 -5 k.Q at 23 °C
Central valve:
Connectohmmeterto pins 1 and 3.
Display:
4 -5 k.o.at 23 °C
Outside air / recirculationvalve:
Connectohmmeterto pins 4 and 5.
Display:
4 -5 kn at 23 °C

Test point 7
Motor of temperature
mixing valve

Diagnosis conditions
No control module fault stored.
No fault with supply voltage (5 volts).

Signal implausible
Fault code 26

Signal implausible

1. Checktemperaturemixingvalvefor smoothoperation.
2. UnplugconnectorsA, B, C andD from the heatingjair-conditioning
control.
3. Unplugconnectorfrom the temperaturemixingvalvedrivemotor.
4. Connectohmmeterto connector C 8 and drive motor
connector pin 1.
Display:
< 5 .0.
Connectohmmeter to connector B 8 and drive motor
connector pin 2.
Display:
< 5 .Q
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Possible causes, elimination, notes

Fault, Fault code

Connectohmmeterto connector A 12 and drive motor connector pin 3.
Display:
< 5 .Q.
Connect ohmmeter to connector D 10 and drive motor connector pin 4.
Display:
< 5Q
Connect ohmmeter to connector D 2 and drive motor connector pin 5.
Display:

< 5Q

5. Checkwire from connector C 8 to drive motor pin 1 for short to B+
and short to ground.
6. Checkwire from connector B 8 to drive motor pin 2 for short to B+
and short to ground.
7. Check wire from connector A 12 to drive motor pin 3 for short to B+,
8. Check wire from connector D 10 to drive motor pin 4 for short to B+
and short to ground.
9. Checkwire from connector D 2 to drive motor pin 5 for short to B+
and short to ground.

Test point 8
Diagnosis conditions

Motor of central
valve

No control module fault stored.
No fault with supplyvoltage (5 volts).

Signalimplausible
Fault code 27

Signal implausible
1. Check central valve for smooth operation.

2. UnplugconnectorsA, 8, C and0 from the heating/air-conditioning
control.
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Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes
3. Unplugconnector from central valve drive motor.
4. Connectohmmeterto connector A 12 and drive motor
connector pin 1.
Display:
< 5 .0.
Connectohmmeterto connector B 9 and drive motor connector pin 2,
Display:
< 5 .0.
Connectohmmeterto connector C 8 and drive motor connector pin 3.
Display:
< 5 .Q
Connectohmmeterto connector D 4 and drive motor connector pin 4.
Display:
< 5 .0.
Connectohmmeterto connector D 12 and drive motor connector pin 5.
Display:
< 5 .Q
5. Check wire from connector A 12 to drive motor pin 1 for short to B+,
6. Check wire from connector B 9 to drive motor pin 2 for short to B+
and short to ground.
7. Check wire from connector C 8 to drive motor pin 3 for short to B+
and short to ground.
8. Checkwire from connector D 4 to drive motor pin 4 for short to B+
and short to ground.
9. Check wire from connector D 12 to drive motor pin 5 for short to B+
and short to ground.
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Test point 9
Motor of footwell /
defrost valve

Diagnosis conditions
No control module fault stored.
No fault with supply voltage (5 volts).

Signal implausible
Fault code 28

Signal implausible
1. Check footwell / defrost valve for smooth operation.
2. Unplug connectorsA, 8, C and D from the heatingjair-conditioning
control.
3. Unplugconnector from footwell / defrost valve drive motor.
4. Connectohmmeterto connector C 8 and drive motor
connector pin 1.
Display:
< 5 ,Q
Connectohmmeter to connector B 10 and drive motor connector pin 2.
Display:
< 5 .Q
Connectohmmeterto connector A 12 and drive motor connector pin 3,
Display:
< 5 .0.
Connectohmmeterto connector D 11 and drive motor connector pin 4
Display:
< 5 .0.
Connectohmmeterto connector D 3 and drive motor connector pin 5
Display:
< 5 .Q

."

5. Check wire from connector C 8 to drive motor pin 1 for short to B+

and short to ground.
6. Check wire from connector B 10 to drive motor pin 2 for short to B+
and short to ground.
7. Checkwire from connector A 12 to drive motor pin 3 for short to B+
8. Check wire from connector 0 11 to drive motor pin 4 for short to B+
and short to ground.
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Fault, Fault code

911 Carrera (996)

Possible causes, elimination, notes
9. Checkwire from connector D 3 to drive motor pin 5 for short to B+
and short to ground.

Test point 10
Motor of outside air /
recirculationvalve

Diagnosis conditions
No control module fault stored.
No fault with supplyvoltage (5 volts).

Signalimplausible
Fault code 29

Signal implausible

1. Checkoutsideair / recirculation
valvefor smoothoperation.
2. UnplugconnectorsA, 8, C andD from the heatingjair-conditioning
control.
3. Unplugconnectorfrom outsideair / recirculationvalvedrivemotor.
4. Connectohmmeterto connector D 13 and drive motor
connector pin 1.
Display:
< 5 .0.
Connectohmmeter to connector D 5 and drive motor connector pin 2,
Display:
<5Q
Connectohmmeter to connector B 17 and drive motor connector pin 3.
Display:
< 5 .Q
Connectohmmeter to connector C 8 and drive motor connector pin 4.
Display:
< 5 .Q
Connectohmmeterto connector A 12 and drive motor connector pin 5
Display:
<5Q
5. Checkwire from connector D 13 to drive motor pin 1 for short to B+
and short to ground.
6. Check wire from connector 0 5 to drive motor pin 2 for short to B+
and short to ground.
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Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes
7. Check wire from connector B 17 to drive motor pin 3 for short to B+
and short to ground.
8. Check wire from connector C 8 to drive motor pin 4 for short to B+
and short to ground.
9. Check wire from connector A 12 to drive motor pin 5 for short to B+
and short to ground.

Test point 11
Note

A/C

This fault can be determined only during the system test.

Signalimplausible
Fault code 30

Signal implausible
1. Check refrigerantpressure (see Page 87 -13).

2. Checkhigh/lowpressureswitch.
Battery positive voltage must be present at terminal 1 on the high/low
pressure switch (with ignition on) if there is sufficient refrigerant in
the system.

3. Checkthe heating activationrelay.
Battery positive voltage must be present at terminal 87
when the ignition is switched on.
4. Check the air-conditioningcompressor relay.
Battery positive voltage must be present at terminal 30
{with the ignition on} and the high/low pressure switch actuated.
Terminal31 must be connectedto ground.
Battery positive voltage must be present at terminal 86
when the engine is started.
Terminal85 must be connectedto ground when the DME switches
on the air-conditioningcompressor {7-seconddelay}.
5. Unplugconnector D from the heatingjair-conditioningcontrol,
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Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes
6. Unplugthe DME (ECM)connector.
7. Connectohmmeterto D 6 and DMEconnector pin 69.
Display:
< 5 .Q
Note
The wire is routed via two plug connections,
8. Removethe air-conditioningcompressor relay.
9. Connectohmmeterto terminal 85 and DMEconnector pin 62.
Display:
< 5 .Q
Note
The wire is routed via one plug connection.

Test point 12
Motor of fresh-air blower

Diagnosisconditions

Voltage too low
Voltage too high
Fault code 31

No control module fault stored.
Supplyvoltage OK.
Nominalblower voltage> 3 volts.
Nominalblower voltage stabilised.
Voltage too low
Note
Voltage too low meansthat the measuredblower voltage lies
belowthe nominalblower voltage.
1. Check the heating activationrelay.
Battery positive voltage must be present at terminal 87
when the ignition is switchedon.
2. Unplugconnector C from the heating/air-conditioningcontrol,
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Heating diagnosis

Possible causes, elimination, notes
3. Connectvoltmeter to C 14 (positive)and ground.
Switch on ignition.
Display:

Battery voltage

4. PushconnectorC on the heating/air-conditioning
control.
5. Connectvoltmeter to C 14 (positive)and C 11 (negative).
Maximumblower speed
Display:
approx. 12 V
Minimumblower speed
Display:
approx. 0 V
6. Connectvoltmeter to C 14 (positive)and C 16 (negative).
Maximumblower speed
Display:
approx. 5 V
Minimumblower speed
Display:
approx. 9 V
7. Check driver.
Connectvoltmeter to positive and pin 3 on driver connector.
Display:

Battery voltage

Connectvoltmeter to positive and pin 1 on driver connector.
Maximumblower speed
Display:
approx. 5 V
Minimumblower speed
Display:
approx. 9 V
Connectvoltmeter to positive and pin 2 on the driver connector.
Maximumblower speed
Display:
approx. 12 V

Minimumblowerspeed
Display:
approx.a v
8. Check wiring from heating/air-conditioningcontrol to driver
for continuity.

9. Checkblowermotor.
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Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes
Voltage too high
Note
A higher blower voltage can only be caused by a short to ground
on the wires to pins 1 or 2 of the driver.

1. UnplugconnectorC from the heating/air-conditioning
control.
2. Unplugconnector from the driver,
3. Connectohmmeterto C 16 and ground.
Display:

00 .Q

4. Unplugconnector from the fan motor.
5. Connectohmmeterto driver connector pin 2 and ground.
Display:

00 .0.

Test point 13
Control module

Replacethe heating/air-conditioningcontrol

Control module faulty
Fault code 32

Test point 14
Sunsensor
Short to B+
Short to ground
Fault code 33

Diagnosis conditions
No control module fault stored.
No fault with supplyvoltage (5 volts).
Short to B+/ Short to ground
1. Removesun sensor.

2. Removeplugconnectionfrom sunsensor.

8
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Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes
3. Connectvoltmeter on sleeve side to pin 2 (negative)
and pin 3 (positive).
Switch on ignition.
Display:
approx. 4.5 -5 volts
If 0 volts is displayed,check wiring to the heating/air-conditioning
control A 12 and B 18 for continuity.
Checkwiring to the heating/air-conditioningcontrol B 18
for short to ground.
Note
The wiring to the heatingiair-conditioningunit is routed via two
plug connections.
If the wiring is OK, replace the heatingiair-conditioningcontrol.

4. Connectohmmeterto sunsensorpins 2 and3.
Sunsensornotin darkness
Display:

approx. 1.3 M.o.

Sunsensorin darkness
Display:

80 01 Diagnosis/troubleshooting,
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Erasing the fault memory
Note
The fault memory can be erased only
if it was first read out at least once.
The entire fault memory is always erased.

80 -D
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Drive links
With this menu item, it is possible to activate
drive links of the heating/air-conditioningsystem
using the Porsche System Tester 2. This allows
the function of the drive links to be assessed
very quickly.

Thefollowingdrivelinkscan be activated:
Motor, temperature mixing valve
Motor, central valve

Motor,footwell/ defrostvalve
MotorI outside air / recirculationvalve

A/C button
Fresh-airblower

80 01 Diagnosis/troubleshooting,
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Input signals
Withthis menu item, input signals of
the heating/air-conditioningsystem
can be read in using the Porsche
System Tester 2. This allows
the function of the input signals
to be assessed very quickly.
The following input signals can be read in:

A/C button
Compressorvoltage
Enginesignal (indication of engine start)
Terminal 58 (lighting)

80 01 Diagnosis/troubleshooting,
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Actual values
Values currently under test can be read out
via this menu item.
The following values can be called up:
Outside temperature
(from the instrument cluster)

Outside temperature
(from the heating/air conditioning)
Interior temperature
Blower outlet temperature
Engine temperature

Position of temperature mixing valve
Position of central valve
Position of footwell / defrost valve

Positionof outsideair / recirculation
valve
Fresh-airblowervoltage
Supplyvoltage (terminal 15)
Supplyvoltage (5 volts)
Vehicle speed

Enginespeed
Sun intensity
Dimming display
Idle period

Parametercode

80 01 Diagnosis/troubleshooting,
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System test
Special diagnosis routines can be run
with this menu item.
The following conditions must be observed
for the systemtest:
Vehicle speed < 10 km/h

Enginestart detected and 10 seconds
elapsed since engine start
Terminal 15 supplyvoltage OK
5-volt supply voltage OK
Engine temperature < 110°C

Outsidetemperature>3 °c
The following tests are performed:

Display of all segments in the control module
The drive motors are traversed across
the entire range once
The measured positioning travel is subjected
to a plausibilitytest and stored as a fault
if necessary
Two different voltage values are set
on the fresh-air blower and tested

TheNC circuitis testedvia the DME
All fault paths are tested, and any faults
are stored

After the system test, the heating/air
conditioningreverts to the state
it was in before the test.

80 -D
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911 Carrera

1996)

System description
Control module

The immobilizer, central locking system,
convertibletop comfort control, radio remote
control and monitoring of the vehicle interior
functions are integrated in the alarm system.
The control module is fitted under the driver's
seat. There are 4 versions of the control module:

The alarm system monitors the vehicle'souter
panels by way of contact switches on the lids
and in the doors. Attempted break~nsshould be
recognised and indicated by audible and visual
signals.
The alarm horn, hazard warning lights and
interior lights are activated for alarm output.

.IVe~o~s

Integrated

functions

Comfort system

-immobilizer with

433 MHz

signal converter

The system can be extendedby connecting
additional sensors (glass breakage sensor, tilt
sensor).

-central locking system
-interior lighting
I
-power window enabling
-power window
comfort function
-load disconnection

Central locking

Unlikethe previous systems, a twofnotor lock is
used here.
locked motor

-alarm system and IR

sensor

safemotor

hand-held
--- transmitter
same as comfort

The locked motor switchesthe central locking
system from unlockedto locked or vice versa.

system 433 MHz, but
with 315 MHz
Inand-held
Itransmitter

The safe motor switchesthe central locking
system from locked to safe or vice versa.

same as comfort

The central locking system providesfor three
different locking conditions:

system 433 MHz, but
with integrated tilt

sensor
4. Comfort system
315 MHzwith
tilt sensor

Action 1: If the lock is activatedonce, the
so-called"Safe locking -door secured"
function is activated.
The doors can be opened only with the key,
but not with the inside door handles.

same as comfort
system 315 MHz, but
with integrated tilt

sensor

9001
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Action 2: If the door lock is activated twice
within 1 second, the vehicle is not accessible
from the outside, but can be unlockedvia
the inside door handles.

The conditionsfor a locking process from
unlockedto locked are listed in the following
table.
unlocked

Emergency locking The possibility of activating
the door lock three times representsan
emergencyfunction. If the functional capability
of the overall system is impaired because,
for example,one door cannot be closed,
it is possible in this way to still activate
the other security functions.
Point 1 is activated when the system is
operated via the handheldtransmitter.
The position of the doors is checked
by limit switches in the lock.

~ locked
Requirement

I

Door lock barrel:I

-driver's door closed

I

Central

-Term. S off

!rigg.eri.n~

Action

co~dition

locking

system

-Term. 15 off

2

-no valid trans onder
ICentral
I

Radio transmitter:
locking system

-driver's door closed,
-Term.Soff

Action2

i- Term. 15 off
-no valid trans onder

Door lock barrel:

IOperation actuated

M

Itowards closed

B

-possible at any time

I Emergency locking
!Central locking button:

A

I

>Vgr

coding)

I (variant

-driver and passenger
doors closed
-terminals Sand 15
Iwere deactivatedfor
at least 2 seconds
after msh unlocking
driver and passenger
doors closed
-Term. 15

M

c
404_98
I Term,

A = Unlock/unsafecentral locking system motor

output
B = Lock central locking system motor output

15

(variant

oncoding)

1-Term. S
1-terminals Sand 15
were deactivatedfor
at least 2 seconds
after crash unlocking
-driver and passenger
doors closedI-terminals
Sand 15
were deactivatedfor
at least 2 seconds
after crash unlocking

C = Safecentrallockingsystemmotor output

90 -D 5
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911 Carrera (996)

~ safe

The conditionsfor a locking process from
locked to safe are listed in the following table.
twvl= Re-iockingtime, codable
The conditions for a locking process from
unlockedto safe are listed in the following
table.

locked ~ safe

Triggering condition Reauirement
Doorlock barrel:
-Driver's door closed
Central locking system
Action 1

-Term. S off
-Term. 15 off
-no valid transponder
Not possible for
central locking element
coding without safe
position

Il
IITerm.S
IIR
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The conditionsfor a locking process from safe
to locked are listed in the followingtable.
safe ~ locked

locked ~ unlocked

Triggering condition ReQuirement
Centrallockingsystem same as
iwas unlocked,door
Iunlocked
~ safe
lock barrel or radio
transmitterare actuated
twice in 1 second,the
central locking system I
lock is alreadyin safe
positionafter the first
actuation,before the,second
actuationisI~et~ct~~

Tn

...

Central locking system
already in safe position
and door lock barrel
is actuated towards
closed twice in
1 second
Ouring Term.15
the safe position of
Ia door is recognised

enn condition

Door lock barrel:
Actuation towards

Radio transmitter:

actuatedonce

Isame as

sensor detects
movement

2

S

~ safe

-Term. 15
-at least one door in
safe position
-alarm system is not

valid

-both

trans

-locking

least

onder
closed

central

button

or

recognising

valid

transponder

-after

locking

Term.

15

;- after

locking

1either
locking

inner actuating
mechanism

locking

and

performedleither
with

a
or
with

on

or
viais~e~~

signal.
with performed
central

button

-after

.I

1

or

recognising

valid

transponder

-after

locking

Term.

15

-after

locking

seed

si

1- Term.
-Term.

a
or
with

on

or

1

via

nal
S

or

15

activated

Desired locked positionI

not

-one door was
mechanically unlocked
i- other door is in safeloosition

is not achieved

function
the

(at

off

doors

Unlockinga door via

Crashsignal

system

off

15

-after

Ialarm system is

I

via,radio.,

seconds)

I IOCking

valid transDonder
of a valid

-Term.

-no

Centrallocking button
actuated towards

variant
only

activated

open
unlocked

coding

-Term.

Term. 1:> on or
Recognition

for

if alarm
is

within 10 seconds or
in the inactive period
after the locking:
command is given once

transponder

not

:

I "deactivate

open

activated

on

ReQuirement

for

central

emergency
or

actuation

of

locking

Isystem is in the time
windowfor movement

detection

90 -D
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safe
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Whenthe last open door has been closed
with Term. 15 and Term. S switched on.

-4 unlocked

Whenthe central locking system is actuated
toward position locked or safe via handheld
transmitter or door lock barrel and with both
doors closed.
Whenthe last door has been closed, if one
door was still open when the central locking
system was actuated toward position locked
or safe via handheldtransmitter or door lock
barrel.

Controlling

the interior

lights

The interior lights are not controlled directly
by the door contacts. The interior lights
are switched on:
Whenthe central locking system is unlocked
with a key or via radio transmitter.

The interior lights are switched on and off
dimmed.
Opening and closing the convertible
of the 996 Cabriolet

top

The second button of the handheldtransmitter
can be used as a remote control for the
convertibletop providedthat:
Vehicleis unlockedand deactivatedand

Whenthe doors are opened.

WhenTerm.S is switchedoff.

Term. S is switched off for at least
2 seconds and

The lighting stays on for approx. 30 seconds.

Term. 15 is switched off and

The interior lights are switched off
(doors closed):

No valid transponder is recognised
If the convertible top is opened or closed,

30 seconds after the central locking
system is unlocked with a key or via
radio transmitter.

30 secondsafter the lastopendoor has
beenclosedwith Term. 15 andTerm.S
switchedoff.
If both doors are closed with Term. 15
and Term. S switched on.

the convertible top control module output is
activated first and then (with a 200 ms delay)
the comfort opening or comfort closing output.
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8
Load disconnection
If the vehicle is locked up, some loads are
disconnected from the supply voltage in order
to conserve the battery. Load deactivation is

has a frequency of 10 Hz and indicatestwo
states -normal state (live signal)and crash
state. The two states differ in the pulse/duty
ratio of the signal:

activated if at least one of the following
requirements is fulfilled:

10 minutes after locking up the vehicle via
hand-heldtransmitter or door lock as well as
after re~ocking
2 hours after term. S is switched off

Live signal

20% high

80% low

Crashsignal 80%high 20% low
Signal evaluation begins 45 seconds after term.
S is switched on. If no signal is detected from
the airbag control module, a corresponding fault
is entered into the fault memory.

2 hours after the central locking system is
unlocked via door lock or hand-held

Undervoltage

transmitter

If the battery voltage falls below 8.5 V,
undervoltageoccurs. If the battery voltage
exceeds9 V, the undervoltageis no longer
present. If undervoltageoccurs, the inputs Door
lock barrel open and Door lock barrel closed
are evaluatedas inactive irrespective of their
state. It is not possible to activate the central
locking system via the door lock barrel when
undervoltageoccurs. The alarm system cannot
be activated in the case of undervoltage.

2 hoursafter alarmoutput

Play prevention

If the central locking system is actuated 11
times in less than 5 seconds,further operation
is blocked for 30 seconds. If the last command
before play prevention activation was a
command to open the central locking system,
then it is possible to give a further command
which is independentfrom play preventionto
close the system. For every further time that
play prevention is activated the blocking time is
doubled, up to a maximum of 240 seconds. The
blocking time is cleared when a door is opened,
and if play prevention is activated again,
blocking time starts at 30 seconds.

following country codings:

Crash signal

USA,Englandand Belgium

Lid release locking

Electric locking of the rear lid release has
been omitted as of the production launch of
the '98 series. Front lid release locking is
still carried out electrically.
Electric locking is carried out by the alarm
system control module and is valid for the

The airbag control module emits a signal to the
alarm system control module no later than
35 seconds after Term. S is switched on and
until Term. S is switched off again. This signal

90 -D 9
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Load disconnectionis deactivated if at least one
of the following requirementsis fulfilled:

(996)

the status memory. The same applies if the
system is disconnected from the supply voltage
during an alarm output. The alarm output is

Term. S is switched on

continued as soon as the necessary supply
voltage is available.

Term. 15 is switchedon
Activating

A valid transponder is recognised
The vehicle is unlocked or locked via
hand-heldtransmitter or door lock

and deactivating

alarm system

The alarm system is activated by a ground
signal at the activation input or by an activation
signal from the hand-heldtransmitter.
The activation of the system is ignored if
terminal 86 5, terminal 15 or a valid
transponder key is recognised.

A door is opened

Alarm output
Power window control
The control centre not only enables
power-windowcontrol, but also controls the
comfort functions. If the central locking button
on the hand-heldtransmitter is still pressed after
an unlockingcommand has been given,the
windowsare controlled in the direction open.
For a locking command with the central locking
button on the hand-heldtransmitter, if the button
is still pressed, the windows are controlled in
the direction closed (nationalvariant).
Power-on behaviour
After the operating voltage is switched on, the
system is set to the operating state which it
was in before the supply voltage was switched

off.
For this purpose, all necessary operating
parameters are stored in a permanentmemory.
If the system was disconnectedfrom the supply
in the armed state, this is entered as a fault in

9001

If for some reason it is not possible to lock the
central locking system with a single locking
command, the alarm system is not activated.
Activation of the alarm system cannot be
achieveduntil the central locking system is
locked (if necessary manually)and a new
activationcommand is issued or only locking is
performed three times in quick succession. The
interval betweentwo locking operations must
not be more than 1 second in this case. If the
system is activated by this emergencyfunction,
the central locking system is locked without
checking whether it can be completelylocked.
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The system savesthe type of activationin a
status memory. If an alarm is triggered, this
information is written into the alarm memory
together with the alarm coding.
Whenthe alarm system is activated,the inactive
level of all inputs is checked for an inactive
period of 10 seconds. Onlyinputs which are
inactive for the entire inactive period can trigger
the alarm after the end of the inactiveperiod.
All other inputs are blocked for alarm triggering
for as long as they are in the active state. If
the inactive state occurs at blocked inputs, the
inactive period is started for them individually.
All inputs which remain in the inactive state
during the inactive period are then included
in the alarm evaluation.
The inactive period commences immediately
after activation:
if it is apparent that the central locking system
is locked or if locking occurred three times in
succession

and
if the signal "activate" is no longer present.
(A second activation commandfor cancelling
the anti-theftprotection restarts the inactive
period.)
In the case of an active signal at the inputs
terminal 86 S, terminal 15 or if a valid
transponder key is recognised, no activation
is possible. If one of these inputs is active
at the time of locking, control of the central
locking system does not take place. The central
locking system is opened if one of these inputs
becomes active during the inactiveperiod,
since in this case the alarm system is also
deactivated.

If, when the vehicle is locked, a door is unlocked
after expiry of the 10 second inactiveperiod,
this is immediatelycontrolled in the direction
.closed",An alarm is triggered at the same
time, If, when the vehicle is locked, a door is
unlockedfrom the inside during the inactive
period, the central locking system is unlocked
and the alarm system is deactivated,(Protection
againstunintentionallocking/activationJ,
If, within 15 secondsafter switching-onof
the output External Electronics, movements
in the vehicle are detected by the passenger
compartmentmonitor, the central locking
system is moved to the locked position
and the alarm system is deactivated.
After expiry of the inactiveperiod, the output
"ExternalElectronics"is switched on if the
alarm-triggeringinputs for the doors, convertible
top, convertibletop compartment cover,
front luggage compartmentand rear engine
compartmentwere inactive for the entire
inactiveperiod. If one of these inputs is active,
the output "Externalelectronics" is not switched
on until this input becomes inactive and remains
in this state for at least 10 seconds.
The switched-onoutput "ExternalElectronics"
cannot be deactivatedagain by activating one
of the above inputs. The output is switched
off when deactivationtakes place.
If, within a period of less than ! second after
the first activation pulse, a second activation
command is issued,the output "External
Electronics"is not switched on for one
activation cycle. In this case, the central
locking system is not secured, but only
locked. This is acknowledgedby signal!
at the alarm horn and at the direction
indicator light output, as well as during
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the deactivationperiod by the displaytype 3
at the alarm readiness display output and at
the display output "Door locked". An opening
command deletes the switch-offcommand.
If activationoccurs by way of the emergency
function (locking 3 times quickly), the output
"ExternalElectronics" is not switched on for this
activation cycle. This is acknowledgedby signal
1 at the alarm horn and direction indicator light
output, as well as by display type 2 at the alarm
readiness displayoutput. A deactivation
command deletes this command.
If terminal 86 S, terminal 15 or a valid

911 Carrera (996)

Tilt sensor
The integrated tilt sensor is active analogously
to the output Control of External Electronics.
Duringthis time, a change in the vehicle tilt
triggers an alarm. The current tilt of the vehicle
is stored as a reference value during a
calibration phase definedfor the tilt sensor.
The system has an alarm siren with a
rechargeablebattery supplywhich can
emit an alarm if the vehicle battery
is removed.
Behaviour

in the case of servicing

Whenremoving

transponder key is recognised during the
deactivation period, the alarm system is

the vehicle battery

deactivated (protection against unintentional
activation). The central locking system is

the alarm siren

opened in this case.

the alarm control centre
A system self-test is carried out upon activation.
The result of this test is acknowledgedvia
the alarm readiness light and the display
"Door locked" and can be called up from
the status memory via the diagnosisfunction.
Equipmentfaults are written into the fault
memory. Faultsare indicated at the alarm
horn and direction indicator light outputs
by signal 2.
The alarm system is deactivated by a ground
signal at the input "Deactivate"or by a
deactivationsignal from the handheld
transmitter. If a valid transponder key
is recognised,the alarm system is also
deactivated.

an activated tilt sensor will trigger an alarm.
In order to carry out servicing work the alarm
siren must be switched off before the work is
commenced.To switch it off, insert the vehicle
key with valid transponder into the steering lock
and rotate to actuate the buzzer contact.
Componentscan be removed with triggering
the alarm as long as the vehicle key remains
inserted.
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Function

display and audible checkback

The operating state of the central locking
system is fed back via the output "Door locked"
and by corresponding activation of the interior
light (signals 1 to 3). The operating state of
the alarm system is also indicated during
the inactive period by the alarm readiness
display (displaytypes 1 to 6) and exclusively
by the alarm readiness displayfollowing expiry
of the inactive period. Displayedsystem faults
are always current faults. Previoussystem
faults entered in the status memory have
no influenceon the function display.
Displa~~pe 1 (normal flashing)
Requirement:

Duration:

Alarm system primed
no alarm output or
no active alarm input
after re-iocking if
no alarm input is active

until deactivation,
then Displaytype 6

LEDflasheswith a frequencyof 0.5 Hz
On time

=

lOOms

Offtime

=

1900 ms

LEDflashes with a frequency of 0.5 Hz
On time 1,2 =
100 ms
Off time 1
=
200 ms
Off time 2 =
1700 ms
DisDla~ ~De 3 (raQid flashing)

Requirement:

alarm system primed
no active alarm inputs

Duration:

inactiveperiod,
then displaytype 1

LEDflashes with a frequency of 2 Hz
On time
=
lOOms
Off time
=
400 ms
Displa~~pe 4 (rapid flashing)

Requirement:

Receptionof an adapted
handheldtransmitter

Duration:

push of the button

LED flashes with a frequency of 10 Hz
On time
=
50 ms
Off time
=
50 ms
DisRla~~Re 5 (on)

DisQla~ ~Qe 2 (double flashing)

Requirement:

after alarm output or
active alarm input
after activation
or re-locking

Duration:

until deactivation,
then Displaytype 6

Requirement:

after central locking
system emergency
locking or after locking
command is given twice
via handheldtransmitter
or door lock

Duration:

in the case of central
locking system emergency
locking, inactive period
then displaytype 2
in the case of locking
command given twice,
inactive period
then displaytype 1

The LED is continuouslyon
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Displa~~pe 6 (OFF)
The LED is not switched on
In addition, the checkback of faults and of
the standard status is performed with signal 3
at the interior light output. An audible checkback
via the alarm horn output also takes place at
the alarm centre, together with a visual
checkback via the outputs for the direction
indicator lights.
The following signals are defined:
Signal 1

Theoutputsare triggeredonce
Ontime
=
50 ms
Signal 2
The outputs are triggered twice
On time 1,2 =
50 ms
Off time

=

200 ms

Signal 3
The outputs are triggered once
On time
=
2500 ms
These functions can be switched on and off
with the Porsche System Tester 2, depending
on the nationalvariants. The times are freely
programmable.
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Assignment of the display type of the alarm readiness light for the operating state
Operating conditions

Type of display

Operating state

Self-test ok, central locking system locked
and secured, all inputs in normal position,

Rapid
flashing

Not primed

not locked 3 x

(3)

Self-testok, central locking system locked,
all inputs in normal position, not locked 3 x

On

during inactive period

Not primed

(5)

Self-testnot in order

Not primed

Self-testin order,
centrallockingsystemcannotbe locked,
notlocked3 x

Not primed

Self-testok, centrallockingsystemlocked,
activeinputs

Off

Not primed

(6)

Self-testok, locking/priming by
locking 3 x

Not primed

Inactive period expired
All inputs inactive,central locking system locked Normal
and secured, not locked 3 x, no alarm
flashing
(1)

Primed

All inputs inactive,central locking system locked, Normal
no alarm, not locked 3 x
flashing
(1)

Primed

Inputs active

Double
flashing

Primedfor all non-active
inputs

(2)

Duringor after alarmoutput

Double
flashing

Primed

(2)
PriminMocking command by 3 x rapid
locking of the system

Double

Primed

flashing
(2)

Self-testnot in order

Off
(6)

Not primed
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If a control command is issued via the handheld
transmitter, this is confirmed with displaytype 4
for the duration of the operation. This display
has priority.
Alarm triggering

and alarm output

The alarm functions can be triggered only
in the primed state.
A non-blockedalarm input triggers an alarm
in the primed state with an active signal.
The alarm-triggeringinput then remains
blocked for further alarm triggering until
it returns to the inactive state. Then,following
expiry of the inactive period of 10 seconds,
it is again included in the alarm evaluation,
provided that it was inactive for the entire
inactiveperiod.
In a priming cycle, the inputs Passenger
compartment monitorI External1 and
External2 trigger a maximum of
three alarms.
The alarm output is via:
Horn

depending on the country
coding

Horn

depending on the country

911 Carrera (996)

Radio remote control

If a command is issued via the handheld
transmitterI this is acknowledgedwith
displaytype 4 at the alarm readiness
displayfor the duration of the operation.
Commandstriggered and correctly executed
via the handheldtransmitter are acknowledged
as follows at the output for the direction
indicator lights:

Securewith signal2
Lockwith signal3
Unlock with signal 1
Dependingon the countryI the checkback signal
can be programmedvia the Porsche System
Tester 2.
All other functions such as interior light control
are controlled in the same way as with
the vehicle key.
If operating commands are simultaneously
presentfrom the handheldtransmitter and
the door lock barrels, the signal recognised
first has priority.

coding

Interiorlights

asynchronouswith the
direction indicator lights,
dependingon the country
coding

The alarm output with all associated actions
is interrupted immediatelyin the event of
deactivation.

8
Diagnosis/troubleshooting,

alarm system
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Alarm system diagnosis

Component arrangement
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Function of individual components
1. Control module

4. Door lock module

Processesthe incoming signals and,
if necessary,triggers an alarm.

The door lock modules(driver's/passenger's
door) each contain 5 micro switches:

1 a. Control unit fuse
1 switch for priming the system

A 15 A fuse is located in the control unit
between both slots which protects the control
unit from short circuit at the output. If this fuse
blows, the control unit functions are no longer
available.

(ground pulse).

2. Alarm readiness light

1 switch for recognisingdoor closed.

Function1
Display of the locking state.

1 switch for recognising door locked.

Function2
Display of the operating state of the alarm

(ground pulse).
1 switch for deactivatingthe system

1 switch for recognisingdoor secured.

system.

5. Switch, rear lid

Six displaytypes are possible:

The switch connectsground to the control
module.

Normal flashing (0.5 Hz)

6. Switch, front lid

Doubleflashing(0.5 Hz)

The switch connects ground to the control
module.

Rapidflashing (2.0 Hz)

7. Switch, oddmentstray

Rapidflashing (10,0 Hz)

The switch connectsground to the control
module when the oddmentstray is opened

On
Off
3. Central locking

button

The doors can be locked and unlocked with
the central locking button.

8
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8. Passenger compartment monitoring
sensor
The passenger compartment monitoring sensor
connects ground to the control modulewhen
movementis detected in the vehicle.

The Secret Key of the transponder can no
longer be overwritten, i.e. a programmed
and adapted transponder is permanently
assignedto one vehicle.
14. Transponder coil
The transponder coil reads the transponder
code out of the transponder.

9. Radio alarm contact
The alarm contact on the radio mountingframe
connects ground to the control modulewhen
the radio is removed from the frame.

15. Sliding roof
The sliding roof is not alarm-protected,
i.e. opening the sliding roof by force will

10. Switch, convertible top compartment

cover

The switch connectsgroundto the control module.
11. Switch, convertible

top closed

The switch connectsgroundto the control module.
12. Alarm horn

In the event of an alarm, the horn is supplied
with positive potential by the control module.
Note
If the positive supply for the alarm horn is
interrupted,the visual alarm is triggered via the
direction indicator lights and the interior lights.
13. Signal converter

The signal converter obtains the transponder
code from the signals sent by the transponder,
and then sends this code on to the alarm
control module. With the help of Porsche
System Tester 2 the transponder of a key
which is inserted in the ignition can be
adapted to one of the 4 memory locations
for transponders. The first time the transponder
is adapted, its Secret Key is programmed.

not trigger an alarm.

www.WorkshopManuals.co.uk

Tools
The following equipment is required
for troubleshooting:

3. Commercially available digital multimeter

1. PorscheSystemTester2

2178_28

547_96

4. Special tool 9616

2. Special tool 9617

~
0

569_97

9617_97

Diagnosis/troubleshooting,

alarm system
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Alarm system diagnosis

Connector assignment, control module

Plug I (42 pole)

Terminal:

11 -External input 1
12 -Free

-Antenna

2 -Diagnosis K~ine

13 -Rear lid

3 -Immobilizer data

14 -Speed signal

4 -Immobilizer

15 -Door lock barrel open

control

5 -Driver's door secured (safe)

16 -Terminal 86 S (buzzer contact)

6 -Sliding/Convertible roof

17 -Luggage

7 -Passenger's door closed

18 -Power windowcontrol

8 -Passenger compartmentmonitoringon

19 -Safe central locking system motor

9 -Convertible top compartmentlid

20 -Free

10 -Central

locking button open

21- Free

compartment light, rear

www.WorkshopManuals.co.uk
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Alarm system diagnosis

22 -Antenna shield
23 -Diagnosis W~ead
24 -Passenger

Plug II (12 pole)

Terminal:
1 -Terminal 31

compartment monitoring,

signal input

2 -Alarm

25 -Driver's door closed

3 -Unlock/unsafe central locking
system motor

26 -Oddments tray

4 -Load disconnection

27 -Radio contact

5 -Filler flap open

28 -Passenger's door secured (safe)
29 -Central

horn positive

6 -Left direction indicator light

locking button closed

7 -Terminal 30 input

30 -Driver's door locked

8 -Terminal 30 output

31 -Front lid

9 -Lock

32 -Passenger's door locked
33 -Input, crash sensor
34 -Release, rear lid
35 -Door lock barrel closed

central locking system motor

10 -Filler flap closed
11 -Interior

light

12 -Direction indicator light, right

36 -Terminal 15
37 -Luggage

compartment light, front

38 -Control, external electronics
39 -Alarm

readiness light

40 -Comfort opening
41 -Indicator,
42 -Comfort

door locked
closing

9001
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8
Fault memory
Overview of possible faults
Door(s)secured and terminal 15 on

Power window control
Short to ground

Door lock barrel closed, activated longer
than 60 s

Status lead, signal converter
Short to B+

Door lock barrel open, activated longer than

60 s

Status lead, signal converter
Short to ground

Door lock barrel closed
Short to ground

W-iead(OME-immobilizer) interruption

Door lock barrel open
Short to ground

Passenger compartment monitoring sensor,
short to ground

Door lock barrel open/closed

W-iead (OME -immobilizer)

short to B+

Short to ground
No terminal 86 S recognised

Button, central locking system closed
Short to B+
Button, central locking system open
Short to B+

Button, central locking system open/closed
Short to B+

Variantfault
(newcoding required)
Transponder
(re-teachingrequired)
Passenger compartment monitoring sensor
Short to B+ or faulty

Power failure, terminal 30 with active alarm
system

Passengercompartmentmonitoring sensor
faulty

Powerfailureduringalarmoutput
Signal converter faulty

Wrongdoor lock module
Signal converter, coil fault
Door on left secured but not locked

Transponderpill faulty or not present
Door on right secured but not locked
Wrong key or wrong transponder pill

Control module faulty
Releaseon passenger's side jams
Signal from airbag
Short to B+

Releaseon driver's side jams

Signal from airbag

Short to B+ on a drive motor

Short to ground

90 -D
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Central locking system synchronisation
Signal from airbag detected

K-line
Radio transmitter code

Alarmsiren
Door lock barrel open, activated longer than

60 s
EPROMfault (Checksum)
Tilt sensor not in normal position
No current in tank drive motor despite
relay actuation

Central locking end position safe not reached
Central locking end position locked not
reached
Central locking end position unlocked not

reached
Unknownfault code

9001
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Fault overview
Test point

Fault code

Fault effect

Page

1

01

90 -D 28

2

02

90 -D 28

3

03

90 -D 29

4

04

No central locking possible

90 -D 30

5

05

No central unlocking possible

90 -D 31

6

06

Central locking or unlocking not

90 -D 31

possible

7

07

Same as test point 4

90 -D 32

8

08

Same as test point 5

90 -D 33

9

09

Same as test point 6

90 -D 33

10

10

Alarm system/central locking system
without function

90 -D 34

11

11

Interruption of alarm output

90 -D 34

12

12

90 .D 34

13

13

90 -D 35

14

14

90 -D 35

15

15

No function

90 -D 36

16

16

No unlocking of doors in the event

90 -D 36

of an accident

17

17

Same as test point 16

90 -0 36

18

18

Power windowcontrol withoutfunction

90 -D 37

19

19

No engine start possible

90 -D 37

20

20

Sameas test point19

90 -D 38

21

21

Same as test point 19

90 -D 38

22

22

No passenger compartment monitoring

90 -D 39

23

23

90 -D 39

90 -D

25

.
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911 Carrera

Test point

Fault code

Fault effect

Page

24

24

No engine start possible

90 -D 39

25

25

90 -0 39

26

26

90-040

27

27

90-040

28

28

90-040

29

29

90-040

30

30

90-040

31

31

No engine start possible

90 -D 41

32

32

No passenger compartmentmonitoring

90 -0 41

33

33

Same as test point 32

90 -D 41

34

34

Same as test point 32

90 -0 42

35

35

Same as test point 32

90 -D 42

36

36

Same as test point 32

90 -D 42

37

37

Same as test point 32

90 -D 43

38

39

No engine start possible

90 -D 43

39

40

Sameas test point38

90 -D 43

40

41

Sameas test point38

90-044

41

42

Same as test point 38

90-044

42

43

No central locking possible

90 -0 45

43

44

No central locking possible

90 -D 47

44

45

Central locking or unlocking not

90 -D 48

(996)

possible
Note
Frequency counter

The frequency counter is set to 1 the first time a fault occurs. At every changeoverfrom not presentto
present, the counter is increased by 1.

9001
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Test point

Fault code

Fault effect

Page

45

46,47

No central locking possible

90 -0 49

46

48

47

49

48

50

90 -D 52

49

51

90 -0 52

50

52

90 -D 52

51

53

90-053

52

54

90 -D 53

53

58

90 -D 53

54

59

90 -D 54

55

60

90 -D 56

56

61

90 -D 58

57

xx

90 -D 61

90 -D 51

No communicationwith PST2

90 -D 51

Note

After a fault occurs in the alarm system and is
remedied,the fault memory must be cleared.

90 -D
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911 Carrera (996)

Test point 1
Door(s)secured and
terminal 15 on
Fault code 01

1. Disconnectplug connectionX 11 (driver'sside).
2. Checkthe lead from X 11 pin Al (pin side)to the alarm control
module plug I, pin 5, for continuity.
3. Check the leads from X 11 pin Al and pin 26 (sleeve side) for
continuity.
Note
There is another plug connectionin the door on the door lock module.
4. Disconnectthe plug connectionX 12 (passenger'sside).
5. Check the lead from X 12 pin Al (pin side)to the alarm control
module plug I, pin 28, for continuity.
6. Check the leadsfrom X 12 pin Al and pin 26 (sleeve side)for
continuity.

Test point 2
Door lock barrel closed,
activated longer than 60 s
Fault code 02

Note
This fault can also be caused by incorrect operation (door lock
actuated toward "Closed"direction for longer than 60 seconds).

1. Pulloff plugI on the alarmcontrolmodule.
2. Disconnectplug connectionX 11 (driver'sside).
3. Disconnectthe plug connectionX 12 (passenger'sside),

www.WorkshopManuals.co.uk
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Alarm system diagnosis

4. Check the leads from the alarm control module plug I pin 35 to the
door lock modules for short to ground.
Ohmmeter on alarm control module plug I pin 35 and ground.
Display: 00Q

5. Checkdriver'ssidedoor lock moduleswitchcontact.
Ohmmeter at plug connection X 11 pin A2 (sleeve side) and ground
Door lock not actuated.
Display: 00.0.

Door lock actuated towards "Closed",
Display: < 5 .Q
6. Check passenger'sside door lock module switch contact.
Ohmmeterat plug connectionX 12 pin A2 (sleeve side) and ground.
Door lock not actuated.
Display: 00.Q
Door lock actuated towards "Closed",
Display: < 5 .Q

Test point 3
Door lock barrel open,
actuated for longer than 60 5
Fault code 03

Note
This fault can also be caused by incorrect operation (door lock
actuated toward "Open"direction for longer than 60 seconds).
1. Pull off plug I on the alarm control module.
2. Disconnect plug connection X 11 (driver's side).

3. Disconnectthe plug connectionX 12 (passenger'sside).
4. Check the leads from the alarm control module plug I pin 15 to the
door lock modules for short to ground.

90 -D
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Fault, Fault code

911 Carrera (996)

Possible causes, elimination, notes
..~

~~ ~

Ohmmeter on alarm control module plug I pin 15 and ground
Display: (X)Q

5. Check driver's side door lock module switch contact.
Ohmmeterat plug connection X 11 pin A6 (sleeve side) and ground,
Door lock not actuated.
Display: 00.0.
Door lock actuated towards "Open'
Display: < 5 .Q
6. Check passenger'sside door lock module switch contact.
Ohmmeter at plug connection X 12 pin A6 (sleeve side) and ground
Door lock not actuated.
Display: 00.0.

Door lock actuated towards "Open'
Display: < 5 .Q

Test point 4
Door lock barrel closed
Short to ground

Troubleshootingin accordancewith test point 2.

Fault code 04

8
9001
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Test point 5
Door lock barrel open

Troubleshootingin accordancewith test point 3

Short to ground
Fault code 05

Test point 6
Door lock barrel

open/closed
Short to ground
Fault code 06

1. Pull off plug I on the alarm control module.
2. Disconnectplug connectionX 11 (driver's side).
3. Disconnectthe plug connectionX 12 (passenger'sside).
4. Checkthe leads from the alarm control module plug I pin 35
to the door lock modulesfor short to ground.
Ohmmeter at alarm control module plug I pin 35 and ground
Display: 00.Q

5. Check driver's side door lock module switch contact.
Ohmmeterat plug connection X 11 pin A4 (sleeve side) and ground.
Door lock not actuated.
Display: 00Q
Door lock actuated towards "Closed",
Display: < 5 Q
6. Check passenger'sside door lock module switch contact.
Ohmmeter at plug connection X 12 pin A4 (sleeve side) and ground.
Door lock not actuated.
Display: 00Q

Door lock actuated towards "Closed"
Display: < 5 .Q
7. Check the leads from the alarm control module plug I pin 15
to the door lock modulesfor short to ground.

9001
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Ohmmeteron alarm control module plug I pin 15 and ground.
Display: 00.0.
8. Check driver's side door lock module switch contact.
Ohmmeter at plug connection X 11 pin A6 (sleeve side) and ground.
Door lock not actuated.
Display: 00.0.
Door lock actuated towards "Open".
Display: < 5 Q

9. Check passenger'sside door lock module switch contact.
Ohmmeter at plug connection X 12 pin A6 (sleeve side) and ground.
Door lock not actuated.
Display: 00.Q
Door lock actuated towards "Open".
Display: < 5 .Q

Test point 7
Central locking
button closed
Short to B+
Fault code 07

1. Pull off plug I on the alarm control module.
2. Check the central locking button.

Voltmeterat plugI pin 29 andground.
Centrallockingbuttonnotactuated.
Display:a V
Central locking button actuated towards "Closed".
Display:Batteryvoltage.
3. Disconnectthe plug connection at the central locking button.
4. Check the lead from the alarm control module to the central locking
button for short to B+.
Voltmeter at plug I pin 29 and ground.
Display: 0 V

www.WorkshopManuals.co.uk
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Test point 8
Central locking
button open
Short to B+

Fault code 08

1. Pull off plug I on the alarm control module,
2. Checkthe central locking button.
Voltmeter

at plug I pin 10 and ground.

Central locking button not actuated.
Display: 0 V

Central locking button actuated towards "Open",
Display:Battery voltage
3. Disconnectthe plug connection at the central locking button.
4. Check the lead from the alarm control module to the central
locking button for short to B+.
Voltmeter at plug I pin 10 and ground.
Display:0 V

Test point 9
Central locking
button open/closed
Short to B+
Fault code 09

1. Pull off plug I on the alarm control module.
2. Check the central locking button.
Voltmeter at plug I pin 29 and ground.
Central locking button not actuated.
Display:a V
Central locking button actuated towards "Closed",
Display: Battery voltage.

Voltmeter at plug I pin 10 and ground.
Central locking button not actuated.
Display:0 V
Central locking button actuated towards .Open"
Display: Batteryvoltage
3. Disconnectthe plug connection at the central locking button.
4. Checkthe leads from the alarm control module to the central
locking button for short to B+.
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Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination,

Notes

Voltmeter at plug I pin 29 and ground.
Display:0 V
Voltmeter at plug I pin 10 and ground.
Display: 0 V

Test point 10
Power failure,
terminal 30 with
active alarm system
Fault code 10

1. Checkbattery.
2. Checkthe alarmcontrolmodulepowersupply.
Voltmeter at alarm control module plug II pin 1 (negative)
and pin 7 (positive).
Display:Battery voltage.
Note
The positive lead (terminal 30) is fused in the distribution board
with an 80 A fuse.

Test point 11
Power failure during
alarm output

Troubleshooting
in accordance
with test point10.

Fault code 11

Test point 12
Wrongdoor lock
module
Fault code 12

Note
This fault concerns only USAvehicles. USA-vehicles do not have
the "Door secured"function.
1. Check the driver's side / passenger'sside door lock module and,
if necessary,replace it with a door lock module for USAvehicles.

www.WorkshopManuals.co.uk

Test point 13
Leftdoor secured
but not locked

1. Pull off plug I on the alarm control module.
2. Disconnectplug connectionX 11 (driver's side),

Fault code 13
3. Check the lead from the alarm control module plug I pin 30
to the door lock module for short to ground.
Ohmmeter on alarm control module plug I pin 30 and ground.
Display: 00.Q

4. Checkdriver'ssidedoor lock moduleswitchcontact.
Ohmmeter at plug connection X 11 pin A5 (sleeve side) and ground,

Doorlocked
Display: 00.0.
Door not locked

Display: < 5 Q

Test point 14
Right door secured

1. Pull off plug I on the alarm control module.

but not locked

2. Disconnectthe plug connectionX 12 (passenger'sside).

Fault code 14
3. Check the lead from the alarm control module plug I pin 32
to the door lock module for short to ground.
Ohmmeter at alarm control module plug I pin 32 and ground
Display: 00.0.

4. Check passenger'sside door lock module switch contact.
Ohmmeterat plug connection X 12 pin A5 (sleeve side) and ground.
Door locked.
Display: 00.Q.

Doornot locked.
Display: < 5 .Q.

90 -D
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Test point 15
Control module faulty

Replacealarm control module.

Fault code 15

Test point 16
Signalfrom the airbag
Short to B+
Fault code 16

1. Pulloff plugI on the alarmcontrolmodule.
2. Unplugthe DME(ECM)connector.
3. Pull off the airbag control moduleplug.
4. Voltmeter at alarm control module plug I pin 33 and ground.
Display:0 Volt
5. If no fault can be detected on the wiring harness, reattach the plug
to the alarm control module and the airbag control module.
6. Switch on the ignition and clear the fault memory of the alarm

system.
If the fault no longer occurs, the DMEcontrol module is faulty.
If the fault occurs again, detach the plug on the airbag control module.
7. Clear the fault memory of the airbag system.

If the fault no longer occurs, the airbag control module is faulty.
If the fault occurs again,the alarm system control module is faulty.

Test point 17
Signal from airbag

1. Pull off plug I on the alarm control module.

Short to B+

2. Unplugthe DME(ECM)connector.

Fault code 17

3. Pull off the airbag control module plug.
4. Voltmeter at alarm control module plug I pin 33 and positive.
Display:0 Volt
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5. If no fault can be detected on the wiring harness, reattach the plug
to the alarm control module and the airbag control module.
6. Switch on the ignition and clear the fault memory of the alarm

system.
If the fault no longer occurs, the DMEcontrol module is faulty.
If the fault occurs again, detach the plug on the airbag control module.

7. Clear the fault memory of the airbag system,
If the fault no longer occurs, the airbag control module is faulty.
If the fault occurs again, the alarm system control module is faulty.

Test point 18
Power window control
Short to ground
Fault code 18

1. Pull off plug I on the alarm control module.
2. Pull off plug I on the convertible top control module
3. Ohmmeter on alarm control module plug I pin 18 and ground.
Display: 00.0.
If display < 5 .0., check wiring harness for chafing and pinching
damage.

Test point 19
Status lead,
signal converter

1. Pull off plug I on the alarm control module.
2. Pull off the plug on the signal converter for the transponder.

Short to B+
Fault code 19

3. Voltmeter at plug I alarm control module pin 12 and ground,
Switch ignition on.
Display:a Volt
If battery voltage is displayed, check the wiring harnessfor pinches
and chafing damage.

90 -D
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Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes

Test point 20
Status lead,
signal converter
Short to ground
Fault code 20

1. Pull off plug I on the alarm control module.
2. Pull off the plug on the signal converter for the transponder.
3. Ohmmeter on alarm control module plug I pin 12 and ground.
Display: 00.0.

If display < 5 .0.,check wiring harnessfor chafing and pinching

damage.

Test point 21
W-iead(DME-

1. Pull off plug I on the alarm control module.

immobilizer)
Open circuit

2. Unplugthe DME (ECM)connector.

Fault code 21

3. Ohmmeter at plug I, alarm control module pin 23, and
DME plug pin 88.
Display: < 5 Q

Note

The lead is routed via plug connection X 3/1 pin 14.
4. Ohmmeter on alarm control module plug I pin 23 and ground.
Display: 00.Q

5. Voltmeter at plug I alarm control module pin 23 and ground,
Switch ignition on.
Display:a Volt
If no fault can be detected in the wires, either the DME control
module or the alarm system control module is faulty.

90 -D
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Fault, Fault code

Alarm system diagnosis

Possible causes, elimination, Notes

Test point 22
Passenger compartment
monitoring sensor
Short to ground
Fault code 22

1. Pull off plug I on the alarm control module.
2. Pull off the plug at the passenger compartment monitoring sensor.

3. Ohmmeteron alarm control module plug I pin 24 and ground.
Display: 00.0.
If display < 5 .0.,check wiring harnessfor chafing and pinching

damage.

Test point 23
W-iead

See test point 21, point 5,

(DME-immobilizer)
Short to B+
Fault code 23

Test point 24
Control module faulty

Replacecontrol module.

Fault code 24

Test point 25
No terminal 86 S

1. Checkthe fuse F 5/1.

recognised

2. Pulloff plugI on the alarmcontrolmodule.

Fault code 25

3. Volbneter at plug I alarm control module pin 16 and ground.
Insert the ignition key into the ignitionlock.
Display: Battery voltage
4. Pull off the plug on the ignition lock.
5. Ohmmeter at ignition lock plug pin 86 S and plug I, alarm
control module pin 16.
Display: < 5 .Q

6. If no fault is detected, replace the electrical contact part
of the ignition lock.
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Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination, Notes

Test point 26
Variantfault
(newcoding
required)

Recode equipmentvariant.

Fault code 26

Test point 27
Control module faulty
Fault code 27

Replacecontrolmodule.

Test point 28
Control module faulty

Replacecontrolmodule.

Fault code 28

Test point 29
Control module faulty

Replacecontrolmodule.

Fault code 29

Test point 30
Control module faulty
Fault code 30

Replacecontrolmodule.
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Alarm system diagnosis

Possible causes, elimination, Notes

Test point 31
Transponder

Re-teach
key.

(re-teaching
necessary)
Fault code 31

Test point 32
Passenger compartment
monitoring sensor
Short to B+ or faulty

Fault code 32

1. Check power supply for passenger compartment monitoring sensor.
Disconnect plug connection to the passenger compartment monitoring
sensor.
Voltmeter at plug connection, passenger compartment sensor
monitoring pin 1 (positive) and pin 4 (negative).
Display: Battery voltage
2. Pull off plug I on the alarm control module.

3. Voltmeter at plug I alarm control module pin 24 and ground,
Display:0 Volt
If battery voltage is displayed,check the wiring harness
for pinchesand chafing damage.

4. If no faultis detected,replacethe alarmcontrolmodule.

Test point 33
Passenger compartment
monitoring sensor
faulty
Fault code 33

Replace passenger compartment monitoring sensor.
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Fault, Fault code
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Possible causes, elimination, Notes

Test point 34
Passenger comparbnent
monitoring sensor
Short to B+ or faulty
Fault code 34

1. Pulloff plugI on the alarmcontrolmodule.
2. Pulloff the plug at the passengercompartment
monitoringsensor.
3. Voltmeter at plug I alarm control module pin 24 and ground.
Switch ignition on.
Display:a Volt
If battery voltage is displayed,check the wiring harness
for pinches and chafing damage.
If no fault is detected in the wiring, replace the passenger
compartmentmonitoringsensor.

Test point 35
Passengercompartment
monitoringsensor
faulty
Fault code 35

Seetest point34.

Test point 36
Passenger compartment
monitoring sensor
Short to B+ or faulty
Fault code 36

Replacepassenger compartmentmonitoring sensor.
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Alarm system diagnosis

Test point 37
Passenger compartment
monitoring sensor faulty
Fault code 37

Replacepassenger compartmentmonitoring sensor.

Test point 38
Signal converter faulty
Fault code 39

1. Check the power supplyfor the signal converter:
Disconnectthe plug on the signal converter.
Voltmeter at plug housing pin 4 (negative) and pin 5 (positive).
Ignition key inserted.
Display: Battery voltage.
2. Check the control lead for the signal converter (pin 6) to the alarm
control module plug I pin 4 for continuity I short to B+ and short to

ground.
3. Checkthe status lead for the signal converter (pin 7) to the alarm
control module plug I pin 12 for continuity, short to B+ and short to
ground.
4. Check the data lead for the signal converter (pin 8) to the alarm
control module plug I pin 3 for continuity I short to B+ and short to

ground.

Test point 39
Signal converter I
coil fault
Fault code 40

Check the transpondercoil:
Disconnectthe plug on the signal converter.
Connectohmmeterto pins 1 and 2
Display:20 -25.0. at 20 °C
Connect ohmmeter

to pin 1 and ground

Display: 00 .0.

9001
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Possible causes, elimination,

notes

Test point 40
Transponderpill faulty
or not present

Fault code 41

1. Check transponderfor presence in the key.
2. Replacethe transponder.

Test point 41
Wrong key or

1. Checktransponderfor presencein the key.

wrong transponder pill

Fault code 42
2. Wrong transponder -not adaptedto the vehicle -teach the
transponder.
3. Check the control lead for the signal converter (pin 6) to the alarm
system control module plug I pin 4 for open circuit, short to ground
and short to B+.

Pull plug I off the alarm system control module
Pull plug off the signal converter
Voltmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 4 and ground
Voltmeter display:
0 V
Ohmmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 4 and ground
Ohmmeter display
00.Q

Ohmmeterat alarm system control module plug I pin 4 and signal
converter plug pin 6
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .Q
4. Checkthe control lead for the signal converter (pin 8) to the alarm
system control module plug I pin 3 for open circuit, short to ground
and short to B+.
Pull plug I off the alarm system control module
Pull plug off the signal converter
Voltmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 3 and ground
Voltmeter display:
0V

9001
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Alarm system diagnosis

Ohmmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 3 and ground
Ohmmeter display:
00.Q
Ohmmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 3 and signal
converter plug pin 8
Ohmmeter display:

< 5 Q

If no faults are detected in the wire, replace the signal converter.

Test point 42
Releaseon passenger's side
jams
Fault code 43

This fault is stored if the safe drive motor cannot be actuated,the safe
contact (microswitch)is not connectedto ground after release,or the
alarm system control module is coded incorrectly (countrycoding).

1. Checkthe countrycodingin the menuitem Coding
2. Select (Drivelinks) "Securedoors" with PST2, and check whether the
drive motors react.
If the drive motors react, select "Driver'sside secured"and
"Passenger'sside secured"in the menu item Input signals,and close
the doors.
Vehicle not secured
PST2 display

Driver's side not secured
Passenger'sside not secured

If the display of the PST2 deviatesfrom this informationor if the drive
motor does not react, a fault is present in the supply lead or in the
door lock (microswitch,drive motor).
Pull plugs I and II off the control module
Pull plug off door lock on passenger'sside
Voltmeter at alarm system control module plug II pin 3 and ground
Voltmeter display:
0V
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Ohmmeter at alarm system control module plug II pin 3 and ground
Ohmmeter display:
00.0.

Ohmmeteron alarm system control module plug II pin 3 and plug on
passenger side door lock pin 1
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .Q
Voltmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 28 and ground
Voltmeter display:

a V

Ohmmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 28 and ground
Ohmmeter display:
00.Q

Ohmmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 28 and plug on
passenger side door lock pin 7
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .Q.
Pull plug off switch for central locking
Voltmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 29 and ground
Voltmeter display:
0V
Ohmmeterat alarm system control module plug I pin 29 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:
00.0.
Ohmmeterat alarm system control module plug I pin 29 and plug on
switch for central locking pin 1
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .0.
If no faults are detected in the wire, replace the door lock on the
passenger'sside.

8
9001
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Test point 43
Releaseon driver's side jams
Fault code 44

This fault is stored if the safe drive motor cannot be actuated,the safe
contact (microswitch)is not connectedto ground after release,or the
alarm system control module is coded incorrectly (countrycoding).
1. Check the country coding in the menu item Coding

2. Select (Drive links)"Secure doors" with PST 2, and check whether the
drive motors react.
If the drive motors react, select "Driver'sside secured"and
"Passenger'sside secured"in the menu item Input signals,and close
the doors
Vehicle not secured

PST2display:

Driver's side not secured
Passenger'sside not secured

If the display of the PST2 deviatesfrom this informationor if the drive
motor does not react, a fault is present in the supply lead or in the
door lock (microswitch,drive motor)
Pull plugs I and II off the control module
Pull plug off door lock on driver's side
Voltmeter at alarm system control module plug II pin 3 and ground
Voltmeter display:
0V
Ohmmeter at alarm system control module plug II pin 3 and ground
Ohmmeter display:
00.Q

Ohmmeterat alarm system control module plug II pin 3 and plug on
driver side door lock pin 1
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .Q
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Possible causes, elimination,
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notes

Voltmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 5 and ground
Voltmeter display:

0 V

Ohmmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 5 and ground
Ohmmeter display:
00.0.

Ohmmeterat alarm system control module plug I pin 5 and plug on
driver side door lock pin 7
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .0.
Ohmmeterat alarm system control module plug I pin 28 and plug on
door lock pin 7
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .Q
If no faults are detected in the wire, replace the door lock on the
driver's side.

Test point 44
Drive motor, central

1. Pull plug II off the alarm system control module,

locking system
Short to B+

2. Disconnectplug connectionX 11 (driver's side).

Fault code 45

3. Disconnectplug connectionX 12 (passenger'sside).
4. Switch ignitionon.
5. Connectvoltmeter to plug II pin 9 and ground
0 volts

Display:
6. Connectvoltmeter to plug II pin 3 and ground.

a volts

Display:
7. Switch off ignition.

8. Ohmmeterat plug X 11 pin S 11 and pin S24 (sleeve side).
Display:
5 -7 .0. at 200 C
9. Ohmmeterat plug X 11 pin S 11 and pin S17 (sleeve side).
Display:
5 -7 .0. at 200 C
Ohmmeter at plug connection X 12 pin 11 and pin 24 (sleeve side).
Display:
5 -7 .Q at 200 C

9001
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Test point 45
Central locking system
synchronisation

These faults are stored in the memory if at least one safe contact does
not reach the safe position after two synchronisationactuationstowards

Fault code 46, 47

safe.
1. With PST2 (drive links),check whether the drive motor reacts with
the door closed.
If the drive motors react, select "Driver'sside locked" and "Passenger's
side locked"in the menu item Input signals,and close the doors
Vehicle not locked
PST2 display

Driver's side not locked
Passenger'sside not locked

If the display of the PST2 deviatesfrom this informationor if the drive
motors do not react, a fault is present in the supply lead or in the door
lock module (microswitch,drive motor)
.
Pull plug I off the alarm system control module
Pull plug off door lock (driver's side / passenger's side)
Voltmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 5 and ground
Voltmeter display:

0 V

Ohmmeter

at alarm system control module plug I pin 5 and ground

Ohmmeter

display:

00 .Q

Ohmmeter on alarm system control module plug I pin 5 and plug on
driver side door lock pin 7
Ohmmeter display:

< 5 .0.
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Voltmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 28 and ground
Voltmeter display:
0V
Ohmmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 28 and ground
Ohmmeter display:

00.Q.

Ohmmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 28 and plug on
passenger side door lock pin 7
Ohmmeter display:

< 5 .Q

Pull plug off switch for central locking
Voltmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 29 and ground
Voltmeter display:
0 V
Ohmmeterat alarm system control module plug I pin 29 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:
00.0.
Ohmmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 29 and plug on
switch for central locking pin 1
Ohmmeter display:

< 5 .0.

Voltmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 30 and ground
Voltmeter display:
0 V
Ohmmeterat alarm system control module plug I pin 30 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:
0011
Ohmmeterat alarm system control module plug I pin 30 and plug on
driver side door lock pin 3
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .Q

9001
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Possible causes, elimination,

,

notes

Voltmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 32 and ground
Voltmeter display:

a V

Ohmmeterat alarm system control module plug I pin 32 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:
00.Q
Ohmmeterat alarm system control module plug I pin 32 and plug on
driver/passenger side door lock pin 3
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .0.
If no faults are detected in the wire, replace the door lock.

Test point 46
Signalfrom airbagdetected
Fault code 48

This fault is stored in the memory if the airbag control module transmits
a signal to the alarm system control module after the airbag has been
triggered. This is a triggering log.
1. Clear fault memory.
Switch ignition off and then on again.
Check whetherthe fault appearsagain.
If the fault reappears,pull off plug II on alarm system control module.
Ohmmeteron alarm system control module plug II pin 1 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .Q
Check the entire system for operation.

Test point 47
K-lead
Fault code 49

This fault is stored in the memory if the K-leadhas a short to ground
for at least 2 s when the ignition is switchedon.
Connectspecial tools 9616 and 9617 and switch on ignition.
Connectohmmeterto specialtool 9616, pin 2 and to ground to check
for open circuit.
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Possible causes, elimination, notes

Test point 48
Radiotransmitter code

This fault is stored in the memory if the radio transmitter is detected as

Fault code 50

unknown after the button is pressed.
1. Check if the hand-held transmitter is adapted correctly.
2. Check if the second hand-held transmitter is detected by the control
module.

3. If the second hand-heldtransmitter does not perform the function
eitherI replace the control module.

Test point 49
Alarm siren
Fault code 51

This fault is stored in the memory if an internal control module fault is
present.
1. Delete fault memory and check whether the fault appearsagain. If
the fault reappears,replace the control module.
2. If the fault does not reappear,switch off the ignition, switch it on
again and check the function of the system.

Test point 50
Door lock barrel open,
actuated for longer than 60 5

Thisfaultis storedin the followingcase:

Fault code 52
Short circuit to ground in the supply lead between
plug I pin 15 on the control module and door lock pin 6

The control module is faulty
1. Pull plug I off the control module
2. Pull plug off the door lock

3. Measurethe resistance betweenplug I pin 15 and ground
Ohmmeter display:

ooQ
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Test point 51
EPROMfault
Checksum
Fault code 53

This fault is stored in the following case:
The control module is faulty

Replacecontrolmodule.

Test point 52
Tilt sensor not in
normal position
Fault code 54

This fault is stored in the following cases:
Additional

alarm system (alarm siren with tilt sensor) is not installed

correctly

Additionalalarm system (tilt sensor)is faulty
Check installationposition and position of the tilt sensor.

Test point 53
No current in tank drive
motor despite relay
actuation

This fault is stored in the following cases:

Fault code 58
Short circuit to ground or open circuit between plug lion control
module pin 5 or 10, and tank cap actuator pin 1 or 2 or faulty shift
elements for tank cap.

In the menu item Drive links, select "Tank locking"and carry out the
drive link test. If the shift elementfor the tank cap does not react:
Pull plugs I and II off the alarm system control module
Ohmmeter at alarm system control module plug II pin 1 and ground
Ohmmeter display:
< 5 .0.

Pull plug off actuator for tank cap.
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Fault, Fault code

-Possible

causes, elimination,

notes

Voltmeter at alarm system control module plug II pin 10 and ground
Voltmeter display:

0 V

Voltmeter at alarm system control module plug II pin 5 and ground
Voltmeter display:
0 V
Ohmmeteron alarm system control module plug I pin 10 and plug on
shift elementfor tank cap pin 1
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .0.
Ohmmeterat alarm system control module plug I pin 10 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:
00.Q
Ohmmeter on alarm system control module plug I pin 5 and plug on
shift element for tank cap pin 2
Ohmmeter display:

< 5 .Q

Ohmmeterat alarm system control module plug I pin 5 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:
00.Q
If no faults are detected in the wire, replace the shift elementfor the
tank cap.

Test point 54
Central locking end position
safe not reached

This fault is stored in the following cases:

Fault code 59
Open circuit in the supply lead to plug II pin 1 (terminal 31)

8

Short to ground or open circuit in the supply lead to plug II pin 8
Short circuit to voltage/ground or open circuit in the supply lead to plug

II pin 9

8
9001
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Possible causes, elimination,. notes
Short circuit to voltage/ground or open circuit in plug II pin 19

Door lock (driver/passenger)is faulty
Elimination:
In the menu item Drive links, select .Secure doors. and carry out the
function test
In the menu item Input signals, select "Driver'sside secured"and
"Passenger'sside secured"and compare the switch positions with the
input signalstable.
Pull plugs I and II off the alarm system control module
Ohmmeteron plug II pin 1 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:
Voltmeter at plug II pin 8 and ground
Voltmeter display:
If 0 V is displayed,check fuse C3
Voltmeter at plug II pin 9 and ground
Voltmeter display:

<5.0.

Battery voltage

ov

Ohmmeter on plug II pin 9 ground
Ohmmeter display:

00.0.

Ohmmeteron plug II pin 9 and plug on door lock
(driver's side / passenger's side) pin 2
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .0.
Voltmeter at plug I pin 19 and ground
Voltmeter display:

ov

Ohmmeter at plug I pin 19 and ground
Ohmmeter display:

00.0.
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Test point 55
Central locking end position
locked not reached

Thisfaultis storedin the followingcases:

Fault code 60

Switch for central locking is faulty
Open circuit in the supply lead to plug II pin 8 (terminal 30)
Short circuit to voltage/ground or open circuit in the supply lead to
plug II pin 9
Short circuit to voltage/ground or open circuit in plug I pin 5
Short circuit to voltage/ground or open circuit in plug I pin 28
Short circuit to voltage/ground or open circuit in plug I pin 29

Doorlock (driver'sside/ passenger'sside)is faulty
In the menu item Input signals, select "Centrallocking button", close
doors, actuate the switch for central locking and check whether the
switch operates.
In the menu item Drive links, select "Lock doors" and carry out the
function test.
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In the menu item Input signals, select "Driver'sside locked"and
"Passenger'sside locked" and compare the switch positionswith the
input signalstable.
Pull plugs I and II off the alarm system control module

Pull plug off door lock {driver's side

passenger'sside)

Pull plug off Switch for central locking
Voltmeter at plug I pin 29 and ground
Voltmeter display:

ov

Ohmmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 29 and ground
Ohmmeter display:
00.0.
Ohmmeter on alarm system control module plug I pin 29 and plug on
switch for central locking pin 1
Ohmmeter display:

Voltmeter at plug II pin 8 and ground
Voltmeter display:
If 0 V is displayed,check fuse C3

< 5 Q

Battery voltage

Voltmeter at plug II pin 9 and ground
Voltmeter display:

ov

Ohmmeteron alarm system control module plug II pin 9 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:
00.Q
Ohmmeteron alarm system control module plug II pin 9 and pin 2 of
both plugs on door lock (driver'sside / passenger's side)
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .0.
Voltmeter at plug I pin 5 and ground
Voltmeter display:

ov
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Ohmmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 5 and ground
Ohmmeter display:
00Q

Ohmmeteron alarm system control module plug I pin 5, and pin 7 of
both plugs on door lock (driver'sside / passenger's side)
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .0.
Voltmeter at plug I pin 19 and ground
Voltmeter display:

ov

Ohmmeter at plug I pin 19 and ground
Ohmmeter display:

00.0.

Ohmmeteron plug I pin 19 and door lock (driver's side / passenger's
side) pin 9
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5Q

Test point 56
Central locking end position
unlocked not reached

This fault is stored in the following cases:

Fault code 61
Short circuit to voltage/ground or open circuit in the supply lead to
plug II pin 3
Short circuit to voltage/ground or open circuit in the supply lead to
plug I pin 5
Short circuit to voltage/ground or open circuit in the supply lead to
plug I pin 28
Short circuit to voltage/ground or open circuit in plug I pin 29

.
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Possible causes, elimination, notes
Short-circuit to voltage/ground or open circuit in plug I pin 30
Short-circuit to voltage/ground or open circuit in plug I pin 32

Door lock (driver/passenger)is faulty
Wrong country coding: Check coding
Pull plug I off the alarm system control module

Pull plug off Switch for central locking and switch on ignition
Voltmeter at plug I pin 29 and ground
Voltmeter display:

ov

Ohmmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 29 and ground
Ohmmeter display:
00.Q.

Ohmmeterat alarm system control module plug I pin 29 and plug on
switch for central locking pin 1
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5.Q
Pull plug off door lock (driver's side / passenger'sside)
Voltmeter at plug I pin 5 and ground, ignition on
Voltmeter display:
a V
Ohmmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 5 and ground
Ignition off I ohmmeter display:
00.Q

Ohmmeterat alarm system control module plug I pin 5 and pin 7 of
both plugs on driver/passenger side door lock
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .Q
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Voltmeter at plug I pin 28 and ground, ignition on
Voltmeter display:

0 V

Ohmmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 28 and ground
Ohmmeter display:
00Q

Ohmmeterat alarm system control module plug I pin 30 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:
00.0.
Ohmmeterat alarm system control module plug I pin 30 and pin 3 of
both plugs on driver's side / passenger side door lock
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .0.
Voltmeter at plug I pin 32 and ground
Voltmeter display:

ov

Ohmmeter at alarm system control module plug I pin 32 and ground
Ohmmeter display:
00.Q

Ohmmeterat alarm system control module plug I pin 32 and pin 3 of
both plugs on driver/passenger side door lock
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5Q
Pull plug II off the alarm system control module
Voltmeter at plug II pin 3 and ground
Voltmeter display:

ov

Ohmmeter at alarm system control module plug II pin 3 and ground
Ohmmeter display:
00.Q

Ohmmeteron alarm system control module plug II pin 3 and pin 1 of
both plugs on door lock (driver's side / passenger's side)
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .Q
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Test point 57
Unknownfaultcode
Fault code XX

Alarm system diagnosis

1. Inspectthe groundpointsfor corrosion,
2. Clearfaultmemory.
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Event memory

The event memory stores the contact or
triggering type that triggered the alarm. The
priming type also is saved.
A maximum of 10 eventscan be saved. If
another event is added, the oldest one is
deleted. The event with the highestnumber is
the most current one.
An alarm can be triggered by the following
components:

Terminal15 on
Note
Up to three alarm triggering possibilities exist
via the passenger compartment monitoring
system and the external switching contacts.

With the priming type, a distinction is made
between:
Locked via lock

Door contact, driver

Emergency~ocked
Door contact, passenger

.ockedvia radio
Central locking contact "locked", driver

Self-primed
Central locking contact "locked",passenger

Frontlid
Rear lid
Radio contact
External switch contact 1

Externalswitchcontact2
Oddmentstray
Switch, convertible top/sliding roof
Switch, convertible top compartment lid

Alarm horn

Passengercompartmentmonitoring

Systemtest
Primed after battery connection
Securedvia lock
Securedvia radio
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Priming status memory
The alarm-triggering components that are in the

Functionindicator

non-active state during priming and that are
therefore blocked for alarm triggering are

Control, external output

stored in the priming status memory. The
priming type also is saved.

Alarm horn
Direction indicator lights, lefVright

Drive links
With this menu item, it is possible to activate
drive links of the alarm system using the
Porsche System Tester 2. This allowsthe
function of the drive links to be assessedvery
quickly.
The following drive links can be actuated:
Comfort closing
Comfort opening
Power window control
Indicator, door locked

Lockingclosed
Lockingopen
Tank cap closed
Tank cap open
Interior light

Loaddisconnection
Luggage compartment, rear

Externaloutput
Note
The radio unit or the PCMoperator control unit
are connectedto an auxiliaryframe by the Radio
contact. The radio contact area on the radio unit
or PCMoperator control unit has an insulating
strip. If this insulatingstrip wears through the
contacttab, ground contact can occur. In the
case of maintainedcontact no alarm is
triggered. This is because all active inputs
(ground connection)are blocked when activated
to trigger an alarm. In the case of a loose
contact, an alarm may be triggered. Under the
menu item Events,the PST 2 can be used to
read out the cause of the alarm beingtriggered.
Under the menu item Input signals,the status of
the radio contact can be read out.
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Input signals
This menu item enables input signals of the
alarm system to be read in by the Porsche
System Tester 2. This allowsthe function of the
input signalsto be assessed very quickly.

Convertible top/sunroof

Oddmentstray
Convertibletop compartmentlid

The following input signalscan be read in:
External input 1

Driver'sside secured
External input 2
Passenger'sside secured
Radio contact
Driver'sside locked

Alarmhorn
Passenger'sside locked
Radio transmitter: Button 1

Door contact,driver'sside
Radiotransmitter: Button 2

Doorcontact,passenger'sside
Door lock barrel (open)
Door lock barrel (closed)

Button, central locking system (open)
Button, central locking system (closed)

Terminal86 S
Terminal 15

Immobilizerdeactivated
Crash input
Luggage comparbnent, front
Luggage comparbnent, rear

IIpulsed
ill
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Coding
Under the menu item Coding there is a choice
of four functions:
Country coding

Variantcoding
Vehiclere-iocking
Alarm siren/tilt sensor
Country

coding

The country in which the vehicle is used in as
well as the vehicle design (slidingroof,
convertible)can be coded using the Porsche
System Tester 2. The type of alarm output and
its duration depend on the country codes.

Alarm horn

Activation
with 2.5 Hz, pulse/duty ratio 1:1

Duration
4 min ::!:5 s
30 s

continuous

Direction indicator

tone

pulsed with 2.5 Hz, pulse/duty ratio 1:1

30 s
5 min ::!:5 s

lights
4 min :tS s
Interior light

no activation
in opposite cycle to direction indicator

IUSA,AUS, BRA

CH

!

Is min :!:Ss

FRG UK B

14 min :f:5 5

USA.AUS,BRA

,

,

.,:;

lights

Alarm siren

9001

no activation
triggered at the beginning of the alarm
outout

UK,B
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Variant coding

Under the menu item Versioncoding there is a
choice of four functions.

Note
The event memory must be cleared after the
system test, since the test is saved in the event

Variant 1

memory.

The doors are automaticallylocked as soon as
the ignition is switched on.

Passenger compartment monitor

Variant 2

The doors are automaticallylocked if the vehicle
exceeds a limit speed of 5 km/h.
Variant 3

The doors are automaticallylocked as soon as
the ignition is switched on. If the doors are
opened while the engine is running, automatic
re-iocking takes place if the vehicle exceedsa
limit speed of 5 km/h.

The function of the passenger compartment
monitoring sensor can be checked under menu
item Passengercompartment monitor. When
movementis detected in the passenger
compartment,the alarm horn is activated briefly
while the interior lighting and direction indicator
lights go on continuously.

Variant 4
The doors are not locked automatically.

Note
By actuating the central locking button or by
pullingthe door handle twice, doors which were
locked automaticallycan be opened.

System test
All components of the alarm system (except for
terminal 15) can be checked for operation under
menu item System test. During the system test
a bar runs across the screen, and if, for
example,the oddments tray is opened,an alarm
is triggered. This alarm output differs from the
usual alarm output in that the alarm horn is
activated only for a short time. The alarm output
is accompanied by interior lighting and direction
indicator lights.
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Learning functions
Immobilizer

Reading out remote controls

The immobilizer code can be entered under
menu item Learning functionsjimmobi/izerafter
the alarm control module is replaced.

Under the menu item Reading out remote
controls, the data of the remote controls can be
read out after the alarm system control module
is replaced. If it is not possible to read out and

Caution!

&

The immobilizer code cannot be
deleted or changed again. An
incorrect input will render the
control module useless.

transfer the remote controls (e.g. no
communication with the control module), the old
remote controls can be adapted to the new
control module (teaching hand-held transmitter),
Transferring

> Inputand check immobilizercode

carefully.
Transponder

key

A new remote control can be adapted for the
vehicle under menu item Learning
functions/transponder key. After the alarm
system control module is replaced and the
immobilizer code is entered, the old
transponderscan be adapted to the new control
module. Refer to Teachinghand-heldtransmitter
on Page 90 -D 68 and Readingout and
transferring remote control on Page 90 -D 71.
Remote control

Up to four remote controls can be adaptedto
the control module under menu item Learning
functions/remote control. After the alarm
system control module is replaced and the
immobilizer code is entered, the old remote
controls can be adapted to the new control
module (refer to Readingout and transferring
remote control on Page 90 -D 71 and Teaching
hand-heldtransmitter on Page 90 -D 68).

9001

remote

controls

Under the menu item Transferringremote
controls, the data read out from the remote
controls can be transferred to the new control
module.
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3. SelectAlarm system in the menu and press
the double arrow key [»].

Teaching hand-held transmitter
General

4. Select Learningfunction in the menu and
press the double arrow key [»].

Up to four hand-held transmitters can be
adapted to the control module. The hand-held
transmitter can be used to activate the central
locking and the convertible top (for 996 Cabrio,
country-specific version). Another function is the
immobilizer by means of the integrated
transponder coil.
Work preparation

The following information is required to teach
the hand-heldtransmitter:

24 digit Code No. (see barcode label on key
grip)

a) Teachingan additionalhand-heldtransmitter

Note:
During maintenancework, please bear in mind
that the transmissionfrequency of the hand-held
transmitter is different according to the country
of use. The corresponding reception frequency
is printed on the alarm system control module.
This reception frequency is either:
433 MHz
with M-number
M534

or
M535

Procedure
1. Connectthe vehicle keys and the new
hand-heldtransmitter and insert in the ignition.
2. Connect PST2 and switch on ignition.

90 -D

68

8. Distinguishbetween loss and fault and
additionalhand-heldtransmitter for the
transponder.

If the key is stolen or the hand-held
transmitter is faulty, all keys still in the
customer's possessionwill be required.

with M-number

6. The following message appearson the
screen: "Input key learningcode". Withthe
arrow keys [A] or [v], input the key learning
code and press the double arrow key [»].
7. The following message appears on the
screen: "Pleaseconfirm input". Check the input
and press the [F7] key to confirm the input.

Key learning code from IPAS

315 MHz

5. Select menu item Transponderkey and press
the double arrow key [»].

9001

Withthe arrow key [v] select a free position
(1, 2, 3 or 4) and press the [F8] key.
Nowthe transponder code is saved in the
selectedposition. Note the position of the
new transpondercode.
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b) Teachingin the case of a lost or faulty
hand-heldtransmitter:

&

Caution!
Risk of theft due to the lost
hand-held transmitter!
> It is essentialto identifyand
delete the transponder code of
the lost hand-heldtransmitter as
described in step 8 b).
> It is essential to identifyand
delete the radio code of the lost
hand-heldtransmitter as
described in step 12 b).

In this case, it is first necessaryto identify
and delete the stored transponder code of
the lost hand-heldtransmitter. The remaining
vehicle keys are required for this purpose.
One after the other, insert the keys into the
ignitionlock, switch the ignition on and
establish communicationwith the control
module. Current transponder showsthe
transponder code of the vehicle key that is
presently inserted in the ignition lock.
Compare this transponder code with the
transponder codes at positions 1 to 4. This
comparison allows the position of the lost
hand-heldtransmitter (transponder code)to
be identified,as one transponder code is
ultimately left over at positions 1 to 4. Insert
the vehicle key equippedwith the new
hand-heldtransmitter into the ignition lock
and switch on the ignition. Establish
communicationbetweenthe PST2and the
control module. Select the identified position
using the arrow keys [1\]and [v], then delete
the transponder code with key [F3]. Then
press the [F8] key.

9001

9. Press the double arrow key [«], select menu
item Remotecontrol and press the double
arrow key [»].
10. "Inputkey learning code" appears on the
screen. With the arrow keys [,,] or [v], input
the key learning code and press the double
arrow key [»].
11. The following message appearson the
screen: "Pleaseconfirm input'. Checkthe
input and press the [F7] key to confirm the
input.
12. Distinguishbetween loss and fault and
additionalhand-heldtransmitter for the radio
code.
a) Teachingan additionalhand-heldtransmitter:
Selectthe same position (1 to 4) as for the
transponder key and press the [F8] key.
b) Teachingin the case of a lost or faulty
hand-heldtransmitter:
In this case, it is first necessaryto identify
and delete the stored "radio code" of the lost
hand-heldtransmitter. The remaininghand-held
transmitters are required for this purpose.
Press the locking button on the hand-held
transmitter and then insert the vehicle key into
the ignitionlock, switch on the ignition and
re-establishcommunicationwith the control
module. Current radio key showsthe "radio
code" of the vehicle key that is presently
inserted in the ignition lock.

90 -D
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Compare this radio code with the radio codes
at positions 1 to 4. This comparison allows
the position of the lost hand-held transmitter
(radio code) to be identified, as one "radio
code" is ultimately left over at positions 1 to 4,

Insert the vehicle key equippedwith the new
hand-heldtransmitter into the ignition lock and
switch on the ignition. Establishcommunication
with the control module. Select the identified
position using the arrow keys [A] and [v], then
delete the radio code with key [F3]. Then
press the [F8] key.
13. Carefully input the 24-digit code number with
the arrow keys [A] or [v] and press the
double arrow key [»].

14. The following message appears on the
screen: "Pleaseconfirm input". Check the
input and press the [F7] key.
15. Now the hand-heldtransmitter is taught. Go
back to the menu item Learning function,
remove the key and switch on the ignition
again. Once the key has been removed
again,the hand-heldtransmitter is ready for
use. Check hand-heldtransmitter for
operation.

9001
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Reading out and transferring remote control
General

Procedure:

Whenreplacing the alarm system control
module, it is possible to read out remote
controls from the old control module and
transfer them to the new control module. In this
way, the hand-heldtransmitters (remote controls
and transponders)can be retained. In other
words, it is not necessary to change the
hand-heldtransmitter when replacing the
alarm system control module.

1. ConnectPST2to the data link connector,and
switch on the ignition.

Requirement:
-Communication can be set up betweenthe
PST2 and alarm system control module.
The remote controls and transponder coils
are correct and functional.
Note:
Whenthe remote control is read out and
transferred, only the remote control data are
read out and transferred.
The transponder coil of the individualkeys must
be adapted to the control module. Four
positions are availablefor this purpose in menu
item Transponderkey. This function is described
from step 19 onward.
Work preparation:
The following information is required from the

2. Switch on the PST2, select vehicletype 911
(996) and start the automatic control module
search with the double arrow key [»].
3. After a brief search, the PST2 reports:
"Fault memory reading completed",
4. Select Alarm system in the menu and press
the double arrow key [»].

5. Select Learningfunctionsfrom the selection
list and press the double arrow key [»].
6. Select menu item Read out remote control
and press the double arrow key [»].
7. The following message appears on the
screen:
"Input key learningcode".
Inputthe key learning code with the arrow
keys [v] or [1\]and press the double arrow key

[»].
8. The following message appears on the screen:
"Pleaseconfirm input".
Check the input key learningcode and press
the key [F7].

IPAS for reading out and transferring remote
controls:

Key learning code

Immobilizercode

9. The following message appears on the screen:
"Remotecontrols were read ouf'.
Press the double arrow key [«] twice to
changeto the control module overview.
Switch the ignition off, remove the old control
module, install the new control module and
switch the ignition on again.
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10. Press the double arrow key [»]

to set up

communication with the new control module.

11. Select menu item Learning functionswith the
arrow key [v] and press the double arrow
key [»].

911 Carrera (996)

17, The following message appears on the
screen:
"Pleaseconfirm input",
Checkthe input key learning code and press
the key [F7].
18. The following message appears on the

12. The menu item Immobilizeris already
selected. Press the double arrow key [»].
Caution!

&

The immobilizer code can be
input only once. An incorrect
input will render the control
module useless.

> Input and check immobilizercode
carefully
13. The following message appears on the

screen:

screen:
"Remotecontrols were transferred"
19. Select menu item Transponderkey with the
arrow key [1\] and press the double arrow
key [»].
20. The following mess-ageappears on the

screen:
"Inputkey learningcode".
Inputthe key learningcode with the arrow
keys [v] or [,,] and press the double arrow
key [»].

"Input immobilizer code".
Input the immobilizer code with the arrow
keys [v] or [A] and press the double arrow
key [»].

14. The following message appears on the
screen:
"Pleaseconfirm input".
Check the input immobilizer code and press
the key [F7].
15. Select menu item Remote control transfer
with the arrow key [v] and press the double
arrow key [»].

16. The following message appears on the
screen:
"Input key learning code".
Inputthe key learning code with the arrow
keys [v] or [tJ and press the double arrow
key [»].

21. The following message appears on the
screen:
"Pleaseconfirm input".
Checkthe input key learning code and press
the key [F7].
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Note:
As the transponder coils must be taught
individually,make sure that the allocation of the
locations is the same as described under
Transpondercode on the IPAS printout (see
Step 22).
22. Four unoccupiedlocations are displayed,and
location 1 is marked in black. Additionally,
the transponder code is displayedunder
current key. This code must be stored in
the same location as specified in the IPAS
printout.
Select the locations and press the [F8] key the location will be allocated the associated
transponder code.
23. Withdrawthe key and repeat Steps 19 to 22
for the remaining keys.
All remote controls have now been transferred
from the old control module to the new control
module, and the transponders adapted to the
new control module.
Check all hand-heldtransmitters for
operation (lock and unlock the vehicle)
Check functioning of all transponder coils
(engine start)
Read out fault memory and delete any
stored faults.
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Comparison table of input signals
The following table represents a comparison
point to the data read out from PST2 on the
vehicle,and should simplify diagnosis and
troubleshooting.
Boundary
-Both

conditions
doors closed

Ignition switched on
Central locking system variant code in
variant 4
Doors not locked

Note
The informationin the comparisontable applies
for vehicleswith the safe function. The safe
function is not provided for all countries(e.g.
USA).In this case Driver's side secured and
Passenger'sside secured will be displayedin
the PST2. In vehicles with the safe function,
this displaywould indicate an error in the door
lock module or its wiring.

9001
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Note concerning

Introduction

M 536:

Instrumentcluster

In order to avoid triggering the alarm siren
(installedon right next to the battery) of vehicles
with M 536, terminal 86 S of the battery must
be disconnectedwith the ignition on (all loads
must be switched off beforehand),

Electrical

Instrument cluster

The manualcontains the diagnosisfor the
following system:

power supply -general

The trip counter is set to 0 when the power
Work instructions
battery

after disconnecting

the

supply is disconnected.

Effects of disconnection or total discharge of

Clock:

the battery on electrical systems in the vehicle,

Dependingon the software version,the clock is
set to 12:00 a.m. or 1:00 a.m. when the power
supplyis disconnected.

subsequent measures:
Never disconnect

battery with engine

running.

Remedy:

Never start engine without securely

Enter the current time again.

connected battery.
On-board computer

Never use a boost charger to start the
engine.
Wheneverpossible, use jump leads with
overvoltageprotection.
Plug connectors of control modules or
other electronic components must never be
connected or disconnectedwith the ignition
switched on. Exception:vehicleswith the
additional equipment M 536 (alarm siren

Disconnectionof the vehicle battery deletesthe
memories for average speed and average
consumption. As a result, the displayedrange
on remainingfuel can be markedly different or
even O. The outside temperature indicator loses
its memory effect. In other words, the indicated
outside temperature can be too high due to the
heat radiated when the vehicle is hot.

with tilt sensor).
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Fuel level display
Only 911 Carrera

Radio

4 (996) and GT3 are

affected:
If the power supply is interrupted due to a
discharged or disconnected battery and a
quantity of less than 19 I remains in the tank,
the calculatedvalue for the range on remaining
fuel will be deleted or falsified in the instrument
cluster.
If less than 10 I of fuel remains in the tank, the
fuel level warning light might not be activated.
If the power supply is restored with the fuel level
at less than 19 I, it is possible that the fuel level
display may subsequentlydisplaytoo much in
some 996 Carrera 4 and GT3vehicles.

The radio reverts to the Code function when the
battery is disconnectedand is thus no longer
ready for operation.
Remedy:
Inputthe radio code. If the code card is
unavailable,the radio code can be read from
the DMEcontrol module (under "Vehicledata").
This code is also availablefrom the Porsche

IPAS.

This may lead to the vehicle breaking down.
Remedy in these vehicles:
Refill at least 19 I of fuel. The fuel level sensor
is then in operating range and its display
precision is guaranteed.
Note: 911 Carrera (996) Technical Manual,
Group 2, TI. No. 9/99.
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PCM
-The
PCM reverts to the Code function when
the battery is disconnectedand is thus no
longer ready for operation.
Whenthe power supply is disconnected,the
built-inGPS receiver loses the so-called
almanac containingthe satellite orbital paths.
The date and time are no longer displayed
on the display after the power supply is
disconnected.
If the telephone card was inserted and the
telephonewas ready for operation,the
telephone is subsequentlydisabled.
Remedy

Switch on the PCMwith a free panoramic
view for approx. 20 minutes(to load GPS
almanac).
The date and time are also adopted once
the GPSalmanac has been loaded; it may be
necessaryto change over to summertime
(daylight-savingtime). This time is transferred
to the instrumentcluster. If the time is then
manuallychanged by means of the
instrumentcluster, this time is adopted by
the PCMand synchronisedwith GPStime.
The stored stations are displayedagain
when station buttons 1 to 6 are pressed
The telephoneis enabled again whenthe
telephonePIN code is entered with the SIM
telephonecard inserted.

Inputthe PCM code. If the code card is
unavailable,the PCM code can also be read
from the DME control module (under "Vehicle
data"). This code is also availablefrom the
Porsche IPAS.
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2. Tools
The following testers are required for vehicle
diagnosis:
Porsche System Tester 2 (PST 2)

547_96

Commercially available digital multimeter

r

~

2178_28
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3. Component arrangement

~

\'

90250001
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90250004

Position of the PSMwarning light
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Function of the instrument panels

6. Tachometer

1.Voltmeter

Installationposition: in the centre of the
instrumentcluster

Installation position: outside left of instrument

cluster

Electrical signalsfrom the DME are converted
and emitted analogouslyvia the tachometer.

It indicates the voltage. The battery warning light
also lights up with the ignition on. If the warning

7. Left direction

light is lit with the engine switched on, the

Installation position: in the tachometer dial

battery charging system is defective or the drive
belt is torn.
2. Speedometer

with analog display

Installationposition: to the right of the voltmeter
Electrical signals from the ABS/ASRor PSM are
converted and emitted in analogform.
3. Cruise control

indicator

indicator

pilot light

Flasheson when the direction indicator switch
activatesthe left direction indicator. It also
flashes when the hazard warning light is
switched on. The left direction indicator pilot
light flashes with the same rhythm as the
direction indicator lights which are switchedon.
If the rhythm deviates,the direction indicator
lights must be checked.

light

Installationposition: in the speedometerdial with
analog display

Displayscruisecontrolreadiness.

8. Speedometer with analog display;
on-board computer (range on remaining
fuel, outside temperature, speed signal
(gong), average consumption, average

speed)
4. Odometer jtrip counter
Installationposition: in the speedometerdial with
analog display
Electrical signalsfrom the ABS/ASRor PSM are
converted to speeds which are then converted
to distances and are displayed as kilometres
travelled on the odometer or trip counter.
5. Individual button for instrument
illumination and trip counter
Installationposition: Betweenanalog
speedometer and tachometer

Installationposition: beneaththe tachometer
Speedometer:electrical signalsfrom the
ABSjASRor PSM are converted and emitted in
digital form.
On-boardcomputer: The on-boardcomputer
calculatesthe range on remainingfuel, average
speed/consumptionand outside temperature
from the current fuel capacity levels,the current
speed/accelerationand the outside temperature
sensor. The individualfunctions can be checked
by operating the lever on the steering column.

The individualbutton can be used to dim the
instrumentand switch brightnessby handwhen
the vehicle lighting is switched on, and to reset
the trip counter to zero.
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9. High beam headlight indicator light

13. Clock, engine oil level display

Installation position: upper half of the tachometer

Installation position: beneath the fuel display

The indicator light lights up if the high beam
headlightis switched on or the headlightflasher
is actuated.

Whenthe ignition is switched on, the time
display temporarily changesinto standby mode
for the oil level measurement.

10. Right direction

14. Tiptronic

indicator

pilot light

Installationposition: in the tachometer dial

display

Installation position: beside the tachometer on
the right

Flasheson when the direction indicator switch
activatesthe right direction indicator. It also
flasheswhen the hazard warning light is
switched on. The right direction indicator pilot
light flashes with the same rhythm as the
direction indicator lights which are switched on.
If the rhythm deviates, the direction indicator
lights must be checked.

The engagedselector level positions are
displayed.In the selector lever positions "M" and
"0", the gears presentlyengaged are also
displayed.
15. Cooling
warning

system
light

temperature

gauge,

Installation position: beside the tachometer and
11. Light sensor for instrument

illumination

Installationposition: on the right beneaththe
rpm band in the tachometer

above the Tiptronic display
Signals from the temperature sensor are
converted, and the current "engine temperature"

Illumination of the instruments is adapted

is output via the temperature gauge. The

automatically according to the surrounding

warning light lights up if the coolant temperature
is too high. The warning light also flashes if the

brightness via the light sensor.

coolant level is too low or the
12. Individual
setting

button for clock and display

Installationposition:betweentachometerand
coolingsystemtemperaturedisplay

engine-{;ompartment blower is not functioning.

16. Fuel level display, warning light
Installationposition: on the right beside the
Tiptronic display

The individual button is used to set the time in
the display beneath the Tiptronic display.
Additionally I the individual button can be used to

Electrical signals from the fuel level sensor are
converted and the display shows an almost

switch between kilometres and miles for the

correct value for the current fuel level in the

speed and odometer.

tank. The warning light lights if the fuel level is
too low.
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17. Engine oil pressure

display

D] Extending

Installationposition: outside right of instrument
cluster

rear spoiler warning

light

Lights up as a check when the ignition is
switched on and goes out after the vehicle
moves off. The warning light lights up when

Signalsfrom the oil pressure sensor are
converted and output via the engine oil pressure

driving if the spoiler does not extend or reach

display.

malfunction exists.

Function of the warning lights/indicator
lights

E] Brake pad wear warning

A] Traction

Control warning

light

Onlymodel with ABS 5.3 (Carrera 2): Lights up
as a check when the ignition is switched on
together with the rocker switch. Duringthe
journey, the warning light shows that the driving
stability control is switched off. It also lights up
if the Traction Control is faulty.

its end position above 120 km/h or if a

light

Lights up as a check when the ignition is
switchedon. Lights up when driving if the wear
limit of the brake pads is reached.
F] Parking brake warning

light

Lights when the parking brake is engagedand
goes out when the parking brake is completely
released.
G] Brake fluid level warning

B] Traction Control/ Porsche Stability
Management (PSM) information light
Lights up as a check when the ignition is
switchedon.
For models with ABS 5.3 (Carrera 2): When
driving, the information light displaysa control
process, even when driving stability control is
switchedoft.

light

Lights up if the brake fluid level is too low and in connection with a longer pedal travel -if the
break circuit fails.
H] ABS warning

light

If the light lights up with the engine running, the
ABS has switched oft due to a fault.
I] Engine oil pressure warning

light

For models with PSM (standardon Carrera4,
option on Carrera 2): Whendriving, the
information light displays a control process,
even when PSM is switched off.

Lights up as a check when the ignition is
switchedon. If it lights up with the engine
running, stop the vehicle immediatelyand switch
off the engine. Either the oil level is too low or
there is a danger of engine damage.

C] Porsche

K] Battery warning

Warning

Stability

Management

(PSM)

light

Lights up as a check when the ignition is
switched on together with the rocker switch.
During the journey, the warning light shows that
the PSM system is switched off. It also lights up
in the event of a defect in the PSM system.

light

Lights up as a check when the ignition is
switchedon. If it lights up with the engine
running, stop the vehicle immediatelyand switch
off the engine.The cause can be a fault in the
battery charging device and/or a torn drive belt.
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L Washer fluid level warning

light

Lights up as a check when the ignition is
switchedon. Lights up at a remaining quantity
of 0.5 I.
M Seat belt warning

P Roll-over protection warning light
Lights up as a check when the ignition is
switched on. If the warning light should light up
with the engine runningor when the vehicle is in
motion, this could indicate a fault in the system.

light

Lights up when the ignition is switched on until
the buckle of the seat belt is inserted into the
belt buckle.
N Airbag warning light
Lights up as a check when the ignition is
switchedon. If it lights with the enginerunning,
there is a fault in the airbag system. The
warning light flashes for 10 secondswhen the
ignition is switched on if a child restraint system
is detected on the passenger side or if the
airbag has been switched off by a child restraint

Q Convertible

top warning

light

Lights up as a check when the ignition is
switchedon. If the warning light lights up with
the enginerunning,the convertibletop is not
correctly closed / opened. If the warning light
does not go out in the end position, a fault
could be present or it may be necessaryto
adjustthe convertibletop.

system.
0 Emission control warning

light

Lights up as a check when the ignition is
switched on and goes out approx. 4 seconds
after the engine is started. Displaysfaults by
flashing or lighting up permanentlyand stores
these faults in the fault memory of the control
module.
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System description
The instrumentcluster has two basic functions. It providesthe driver with informationand it also reports
faults and malfunctionsin the vehicle system.
The information includes visual display of the speed via the analog and digital speedometer,analog
display of the engine speed as well as information aboutthe coolanttemperature and tank status. The
right digital display in the instrumentcluster shows the time, and displaysthe engine oil level when the
ignition is switched on. In addition, a visual display showswhich gear or which transmissionrange the
transmission is in, and also displayscruise control readiness.
In connection with an on-boardcomputer (optional),the average speed, averageconsumption,range on
remaining fuel, outside temperature and a speed signal can be output via the instrumentcluster.
Messages regarding faults or malfunctionscan be divided into acoustic and visual warningsignals.
Visualwarning signals include the warning and indicator lights. These showwhether faults have occurred
related to the brake system (ABS,brake pad wear, brake fluid level, parking brake),Traction Control,the
safety of persons (airbag, seat belt), battery charging, emissioncontrol, the convertibletop and roll-over
protection system. They also give warningsfor critical fluid circumstances(tank status, coolant
temperature, washer fluid level, oil pressure).
The acoustic warning signals signalisethat the key has been left in position or that the light is on although
the engine is switched off. Additionally,a speed signal can be activated which emits a warning tone if a
certain speed -determined by the user -is reached or exceeded. A warning signal is also emitted if the
seat belt has not been put on yet. One other variablewarning signal can also be programmed
(e.g. warning tone for parking aid).
The warning lights go out after different intervalswhen the ignition is switchedon.
The convertible top warning light goes out approx. 5 secondsafter switching on the ignition. The warning
lights for brake pad wear, brake fluid level, parking brake, washer fluid level, tank and temperature go out
after a further 30 seconds approximately.The warning light for the gurney flap goes out after the vehicle
moves off. The remainingwarning lights go out after the engineis started.
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Connector assignment, control module

90250002

Connectorson instrumentcluster

90250003

Three colour-coded26-pole connectors are
connected to the instrumentcluster.
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Assignment of plug I (blue)

22

Tankstatus

Assignment

of plug I (blue)

23

Brake pad wear

Pin

Designation

24

Analog ground

1

ABS-SILA

25

Retract spoiler relay

2

Parking brake

26

Engine run signal

3

ASR/ABO
Info, PSM

Assignment

of plug II (white)

4

ASR/ABO-SILA(TC)

2

Tiptronic pas. LTG. 4

5

PSMOFF

3

Tiptronic pas. LTG. 3

6

Left indicator light

4

Brakefluid level

7

Right indicator light

5

Engine-compartment
blower
coolant level switch

8

High beam

6

Oil pressure switch

9

Oil pressure sensor

7

Washerfluid level

10

LEDdim, terminal58d

8

Central locking system locked

11

Bulbdim, terminal58d

9

Spoiler extended check

12

Extend spoiler relay

10

Retract spoiler button

13

Speedometer
A

11

Extend spoiler button

16

Cruise control

12

Door contact

17

Outsidetemperature

13

KVADME

18

Coolanttemperature

14

Terminal58

19

Oil level

15

TN signal speed

20

Fuellevelsensor

21

K diagnosis
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16

HL speed

15

Roll-overprotection

17

Tiptronic status

16

Cabrio convertibletop

18

Tiptronic pas. LTG. 1

20

ABS-N-SILA
FOR

19

Tiptronicpas. LTG.2

21

Terminal31

20

Top lever

23

Terminal 301\

21

Bottom lever

24

LEDdim, terminal 31 d

22

Front lever

25

Terminal15

23

Battery charge

26

Idle period

24

Belt warning

25

Rearlever

26

Spoiler retracted check

Assignment of plug III (black)
1

Keycontact, terminal 86s

2

Check engine

6

Informationsystem IN

8

Terminal31

9

ParkAssistentinput

10

Terminal 30

11

Informationsystem OUT

12

Terminal15

13

Brake pad wear +

14

Airbag
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Checking the actual values
In the Actual values menu item, the current values of the following parameterscan be read out and
checked:

Test point 1
Tiptronic
Ignition on

Brake pedal actuated
Engine off

PST2display

100%

Engineidling
PST2 display

P,R,N:70%

Dependson gear engaged
PST2display:

D:
1 st gear

10%

2nd gear

20%

3rd gear

30%

4th gear

40%

5th gear

50%

M:

1 st gear

15%

2nd gear

25%

3rd gear

35%

4th gear

45%

5th gear

55%

See also "Input signals"chapter, test point 1 and Technical Manual,
Diagnosis/troubleshooting,Tiptronic.
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8
Test point 2
Vehiclespeed
Engine off
PST2 display

a km/h

Drive vehicle at a constantspeed
PST2 display
Tester display approximatelyequalto actual driving speed in km/h,
Troubleshooting:
Switch off ignition
Pull off plug II on the instrumentcluster
Switch ignition on

Lift the vehicle
Rotatethe rear left wheel by hand
Measurethe voltage betweenplug II, pin 16 and ground
(AC range)
Voltmeter display

>1 V

If the wheel speed signal is present at the instrumentcluster, replace
the instrumentcluster. If the wheel speed signal is not present at the
instrumentcluster:
Switch off ignition
Pull plug off the ABS control module
Ohmmeteron instrumentcluster plug II pin 16 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:
00.0.
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Ohmmeter on instrument cluster plug II pin 16 and plug on ABS
control module pin 21
Ohmmeter display:

< 5 .0.

Test point 3
Speed
Ignitionon

Engineoff
PST2display

0 rpm

Engineidling

PST2display:
Tester display approximately equal to engine speed in rpm

Troubleshooting:

Switchoff ignition
Pull off plug II on the instrumentcluster

Engineidling
Measurethe voltage between instrumentcluster plug II, pin 15 and
ground (AC range)
Voltmeter display:

>1V

Disconnect plug on DME control module (ME 5.2) or

Disconnectplug IVon DMEcontrol module (ME 7.2)

Switchignitionon
Measurethe voltage between instrumentcluster plug II, pin 15 and
ground

Voltmeter display:

0 V

Ohmmeter on instrument cluster plug II pin 15 and plug on DME
control module (ME 5.2) pin 80 or ME 7.2 plug IV pin 17
Ohmmeter display:
< 5 .0.
See also Drive Links chapter J "Tachometer"
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Test point 4
Supplyvoltage
Ignition on

Engineoff
All loads switched off
PST2 display

> 11 V

Examinebattery and generator

Test point 5
Brightnesssensor
Engine off
Shinethe pocket lamp on the sensor

PST2display:
Tester display increasesto a value of approx. 97% -100%
Displaysdarken (dimming takes place slowly).
Brighteningof the sensor
PST2display:
Tester displaydrops to a value of 0 -5%
Displaysbrighten (dimmingtakes place slowly),
If there is no change in the dimming, the instrumentcluster is faulty,

8
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Test point 6
Total mileage
Ignition on

Engineoff
PST2display:
Tester display equalsthe total mileage in km.
Check speed signal. See "Actual values'
Test point 2

Test point 7
Trip mileage
Ignition on

Engineoff
Tester display equalsthe trip mileage in km.
See also Input signals chapter, Test point 18

Test point 8
Tank content sensor value

Engineoff
Tank content greater than 19
PST2display:
Tester display approximatelyequal to the sensor value in I.
Check

the wire

control

module

on the
for open

instrument
circuit/short

cluster

plug

I pin 22 to the

DME

to ground.

Test point 9
Tankcontentdisplay
Engine off
PST2display:
Tester display approximately equal to the display in I,

See also Drive links chapter "Fuellevel display,
warning light"
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Test point 10
Coolanttemperature
Engine off {with engine cold}

PST2display:
Tester display correspondsto the ambienttemperature.
Engineruns at idle speed at operating temperature

PST2display:
Tester display correspondsto the coolant temperature of
800 C...lOO° C.
Troubleshooting:

Resistance
values:
Switchoff ignition
Disconnectplug connectionX3/1
Ohmmeteron pin 29 and pin 30 on the sleeve side
Ohmmeter display at 200 C:
approx. 1 K.o.
Switch ignition on

Measurevoltage at plug connectionX3/1 pin 29 and pin 30 on pin
side
Voltmeter display:
approx. 5 V
Switch off ignition
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Reconnectplug connection X3jl
Removeconnector of temperature sensor
Pull off plugs I and II on the instrumentcluster

Switchignitionon
Measurethe voltage between instrumentcluster plug II, pin 5 and
ground

Voltmeter display:

0 V

Measurethe voltage between instrumentcluster plug I, pin 24 and
ground

Voltmeter display:

0V

Switch off ignition
Ohmmeter on instrument cluster plug I pin 24 and plug on
temperature sensor pin 2
Ohmmeter display:

< 5 .Q

Ohmmeteron instrumentcluster plug II pin 5 and plug on
temperature sensor pin 3
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .Q
See also Input signals chapter, Test point 9, and Drive links chapter
"Coolantwarning light" and "Coolanttemperature"
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Test point 11
Average consumption
Engine off

Select average consumptionwith orrboard computer selector lever

PST2display:
Tester display approximately equal to actual average consumption
Switch off ignition

Pull off plug II on the instrumentcluster
Disconnect plug on DME control module (ME 5.2) or

Disconnectplug IV on DMEcontrol module (ME 7.2)
Switch ignition on
Measurethe voltage between instrumentcluster plug II, pin 13 and
ground

Voltmeter display:

0V

Switch off ignition
Ohmmeter on instrument cluster plug II pin 13 and ground
Ohmmeter display:
00Q
Ohmmeter on instrument cluster plug II pin 13 and plug on DME
control module (ME 5.2) pin 83 or

Ohmmeteron instrumentcluster plug II pin 13 and on DMEcontrol
module plug IVI pin 33 (ME 7.2)
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .Q
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Test point 12
Average speed
Engine off
Select average speed with on-boardcomputer selector lever,

PST2display:
Tester display approximatelyequalsthe average speed
See also Actual valueschapter, "Speed",Test point 2

Test point 13
Outside temperature sensor
value
Engineoff

PST2display:
Tester display approximatelyequalsthe ambienttemperature
Troubleshooting:
Warm sensor with fingers and observe the increase in temperature
on PST2. If no change in temperature is determinedor displayed:
Disconnectoutside temperature sensor
Switch ignition on
Measure the voltage at the outside temperature plug, pin 1 and

pin 2
Voltmeter display:

approx. 4.5 .5 V

Ohmmeteron pin 1 and pin 2 on the outside temperature sensor
Ohmmeter display at 20 DC:
2.5 -3 K.Q

Switchoff ignition
Pull off plug I on the instrumentcluster
Switch ignition on
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Measurethe voltage between plug I on outside temperature sensorI
pin 1 and ground
Voltmeter display:
a V
Switch off ignition

Ohmmeteron outside temperature sensor plug, pin 2 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .Q
Ohmmeteron instrumentcluster plug I pin 17 and plug on outside
temperature sensor pin 1
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .Q
If no fault is establishedin the wires or on the outside temperature
sensor, replace the instrumentcluster.

Test point 14
Outside temperature display

Engine off

PST2display:
Tester display approximatelyequalsthe ambienttemperature

Seetest point13
There is a time delay in the PST2 for the temperature increase
between sensor value and display.
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Test point 15
Rangeon remainingfuel
Engineoff
Select range on remaining fuel with o[}-board computer selector
lever

PST2display:
Testerdisplayequalsthe remainingvaluedisplayedin km.
See also Actual valueschapter, "Speed",Test point 2 and "Average
consumption",Test point 11
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Drive links
The following drive links are actuated in the menu item Drive links. Their functioning must be checked
when doing this.
Lamp dimming
Ignitionon
Actuate drive link with F5 (On),F6 (Off)and F8 (Stop) keys

Test:
Visualinspection: displaydims
If the display does not dim, replace the instrumentcluster
Gear display dimming
Ignitionon
Actuate drive link with F5 (On),F6 (Off)and F8 (Stop) keys
Test:
Visual inspection: display dims

If the displaydoes not dim, replace the instrumentcluster
Display dimming (background)
Ignition on
Actuate drive link with F5 (On),F6 (Off)and F8 (Stop)keys
Test:
Visual inspection: displaydims
If the displaydoes not dim, replace the instrumentcluster
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External dimming
Ignitionon
Actuate drive link with F5 (On),F6 (Off)and F8 (Stop) keys

Test:
Visualinspection: displaydims
If the display does not dim, replace the instrumentcluster
Spoiler
Ignition on

Actuate drive link with F5 (On),F6 (Off)and F8 (Stop) keys

Test:
Visualinspection:spoiler extended/ retracted?

If not:
Checkfuse D 8
Check "extend spoiler"and "retract spoiler" relays
Pull off relays
Connectohmmeterto terminals85 and 86
Ohmmeterdisplay:

approx. 75 .0.

Measurevoltage between relay carrier pin 5 and ground
Voltmeter display:
Battery voltage
Ohmmeteron relay carrier pin 4 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:
<5.0.
Pull plug off the spoiler
Ohmmeteron spoiler plug pin 1 and relay carrier
(extend spoiler)pin 3
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5Q
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Ohmmeteron spoiler plug pin 1 and relay carrier
(retract spoiler)pin 3
Ohmmeterdisplay:
<5.0.
Ohmmeteron spoiler plug pin 5 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:

<5.0.

Tank level warning light
Ignitionon
Actuate drive link with F8 key (Off/On)

Test:
Visual inspection:indicator light flashes
Brake pad warning light
Ignitionon
Actuate drive link with F8 key (Off/On)

Test:
Visual inspection:indicator light flashes
Brake fluid warning light
Ignition on

Actuate drive link with F8 key (Off/On)

Test:
Visualinspection:indicator light flashes
Coolant warning light
Ignition on
Actuate drive link with F8 key (Off/On)

Test:
Visualinspection:indicatorlightflashes
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Spoiler warning light
Ignitionon
Actuate drive link with F8 key (Off/On)

Test:
Visualinspection:indicator light flashes
Washer fluid warning

light

Ignitionon
Actuate drive link with F8 key (Off/On)
Test:
Visualinspection:indicator light flashes
Tachometer
Ignitionon
Actuate drive link with F5 (On),F6 (Off)and F8 (Stop)keys

Test:
Visual inspection: the tachometer deflects from zero position to end
position (stepper motor check).

Analog speedometer
Ignition on

Actuate drive link with F5 (On),F6 (Off)and F8 (Stop)keys

Test:
Visual inspection: The analog speedometer deflects from 0 to
250 km/h (stepper motor check)

Coolanttemperature
Ignition on

Actuate drive link with F5 (On),F6 (Off)and F8 (Stop) keys

Test:
Visual inspection: The display rises from 40 °C to 120 °C
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Tank display

Ignitionon
Actuate drive link with F5 (On),F6 (Off)and F8 (Stop) keys
Test:
Visual inspection: the display moves from 1/4 to 4/4

Display segments
Ignition on

Actuate drive link with F8 key (Off/On)
Test:
Visualinspection:all display segmentsare switched on
Gear display
Ignition on

Actuate drive link with F8 key (Off/On)
Test:
Visual inspection:gear displayilluminated
Key buzzer

Ignitionon
Actuate drive link with F8 key (Off/On)

Test:
Noise inspection:warning signal emitted
Light buzzer
Ignition on

Actuate drive link with F8 key (Off/On)

Test:
Noise inspection:warning signal emitted

8
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buzzer

Instrument cluster diagnosis

(v)

Ignitionon
Actuate drive link with F8 key (Off/On)

Test:
Noise inspection:warning signal emitted
Speed buzzer
Ignition on

Actuate drive link with F8 key (Off/On)

Test:
Noise inspection:warning signal emitted
Belt buzzer

(USA)

Ignitionon
Actuate drive link with F8 key (Off/On)

Test:
Noiseinspection:warningsignalemitted
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Checking the input signals

Test point 1
Tiptronic
Ignition on

PST2display:
Dependson the selector lever position: P, R, N, D
Engineidling
Brake pedal actuated
Selector lever position P, R, N, OJ M

PST2display:

Dependson the selectorleverposition:P, R,N, D 1, D 2/ M I, M 2
Drivevehicle
PST2display:
Dependson the selector lever position: P, R, N, D 1

5/ M 1 -5

See "Actual values"chapter, Test point 1 and Technical Manual,
Diagnosis/troubleshooting,Tiptronic.

Test point 2
Signal,terminal61
Ignition on

Engineoff
not present

PST2display:

Engineidling
PST2display:
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Engineidling
Measurevoltage between both poles on the battery
Voltmeter display:
> 13 V
Check generator in the case of deviations

Switchoff ignition
Pull off plug II on the instrumentcluster

Switchignitionon
Measurethe voltage on the instrumentcluster plug II, pin 23 and

ground
Voltmeter display:

0 V

Engineidling
Measure the voltage on the instrument cluster plug II, pin 23 and

ground
Voltmeter display:

> 13 V

Switch off ignition
Disconnect plug on generator (terminal 61)

Switch ignition on
Measurethe voltage on the instrumentcluster plug II, pin 23 and
ground

Voltmeter display:

0V

Switch off ignition
Ohmmeter

on instrument

Ohmmeter

display:

cluster

plug II pin 23 and ground
00 .Q

Ohmmeteron instrumentcluster plug II pin 23 and plug on
generator (terminal 61)
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .0.
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Test point 3
Signal,terminal 15
Ignitionon

Engineoff
PST2display:

present

Communicationwith the control module is not possible without
terminal 15.

Checkfuse B 10
See also Actual values chapter, Test point 4

Test point 4
Terminal86s signal
Ignition on

Engine off

PST2display:

present

If not:

CheckfuseEl
Switch off ignition
Pull off plug III on the instrumentcluster
Switch on terminal 86S
Measurethe voltage between instrumentcluster plug III,pin 1 and
ground

Voltmeter display:

Battery voltage

If battery voltage is present at plug III pin 1, replace the instrument
cluster.
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Test point 5
Terminal 58 signal
(lighting)
Ignition on

Terminal58 switched off
PST2display:

Off

Terminal58 switched on

PST2display:

On

If "Off' is displayedwhen terminal 58 is switched on:
Switch off ignition
Pull off plug II on the instrumentcluster
Terminal 58 switched on
Measurethe voltage between instrumentcluster plug II pin 14 and
ground

Voltmeter display:

Batteryvoltage

Test point 6
Clock
Ignition on

Clock button not actuated

PST2display:

not actuated

Clockbuttonpressed
PST2display:

actuated

Clock button turned to left

PST2display:

-actuated

Clock button turned to right

PST2display:

+actuated

If the tester displaysno signal,the instrumentcluster is faulty.
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Test point 7
Brake pad
Ignitionon
Engineoff

PST2display:

OK

If not:
Check brake pads on all four brake discs for wear
Switch off ignition
Pull off plug I on the instrument cluster
Pull off plug III on the instrument cluster
Ohmmeter on instrument cluster plug "' pin 13 and ground
Ohmmeter display:
00Q
Ohmmeter on instrument cluster plug I pin 23 and plug III pin 13
Ohmmeter display:

< 5 .Q

Test point 8
Brakefluid level
Ignitionon
Engine off

PST2display:

OK

If not:

Checkbrakefluidlevelin brakefluidreservoir
Switchoff ignition
Pull off plug II on the instrumentcluster
Pull off plug on brake fluid reservoir
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Ohmmeteron instrumentcluster plug II pin 4 and plug on brake
fluid reservoir
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .0.
Ohmmeter on brake fluid reservoir plug pin 2 and ground
Ohmmeter display:

< 5 .Q

Ohmmeteron instrumentcluster plug II pin 4 and ground, level
switch not actuated
Ohmmeterdisplay:
00.Q
Ohmmeteron instrumentcluster plug II pin 4 and ground, level
switch actuated
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .0.

Test point 9
Coolantlevel
Ignition on
Engine off

PST2display:

OK

If not:
Check coolant level in reservoir
Switch off ignition

Pull off plug II on the instrumentcluster
Pull off plug on sensor for coolant level display
Ohmmeter

on instrument

Ohmmeter

display:

cluster plug II pin 5 and ground
00 .0.

Ohmmeteron instrumentcluster plug II pin 5 and plug on reservoir
pin 1
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .0.
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Ohmmeteron reservoir plug pin 2 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:
See also Drive links chapter "Coolantwarning light "and "Coolant
temperature"

Test point 10
Oil pressure
Ignition on

Engine off
PST2display:

not present

Engineidling

PST2display:

present

If oil pressure "not present' is displayed when the engine is running:

Check oil level

Switchoff ignition
Pull off plug II on the instrumentcluster
Ohmmeteron instrumentcluster plug II pin 6 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .Q

Disconnect
plugon oil pressureswitch
Ohmmeteron instrumentcluster plug" pin 6 and plug on oil
pressure switch, pin 1
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .0.
Pushplug onto oil pressure switch

Engineidling
Ohmmeter

on instrument

Ohmmeter

display:

Check oil pump

cluster plug II pin 6 and ground
00 .0.
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Test point 11
Seat belt
Ignition on

Seat belt on driver's side not fastened

PST2display:

not fastened

Seat belt on driver's side fastened

PST2display:

fastened

Switchoff ignition
Pull off plug II on the instrument cluster

Switch ignition on
Measurethe voltage between instrumentcluster plug II and pin 24
and ground
Voltmeter display:
0 V
Switch off ignition
Seat belt on driver's side not fastened
Ohmmeteron instrumentcluster plug II pin 24 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .0.
Seat belt on driver's side fastened
Ohmmeter on instrument cluster plug II pin 24 and ground
Ohmmeter display:
00.0.

Disconnectplug connectionXl6 for LHD vehicles and Xl? for RHD

vehicles
Ohmmeteron instrumentcluster plug II pin 24 and plug connection
Xl6 or Xl7 on sleeve side, pin 85
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .0.
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Test point 12
Spoiler button
Ignition on
Spoiler button (switch for rear spoiler) not actuated

PST2display:

not actuated

Spoiler button (switch for rear spoiler) "extend"actuated
PST2display:

extend actuated

Spoiler button (switch for rear spoiler) "retracf' actuated

PST2display:

retract actuated

Switchoff ignition
Pull off plug II on the instrumentcluster
Pull plug off the spoiler button
Switch ignition on

Measurethe voltage between instrumentcluster plug II pin 11 and
ground
Voltmeter display:

aV

Measurethe voltage between instrumentcluster plug II pin 10 and
ground
Voltmeter display:

a V

Switchoff ignition
Spoiler button "extend" actuated

Ohmmeteron instrumentcluster plug II pin 11 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .Q
Spoiler button "retracf' actuated
Ohmmeteron instrumentcluster plug \I pin 10 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .0.
See also Drive links chapter "Spoiler"and "Spoilerwarning light"
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Spoiler status
Ignitionon
Spoiler retracted

PST2display:

retracted

Spoiler extended

PST2display:

extended

Spoiler in intermediateposition
PST2display:

is unknown

See also Drive links chapter "Spoiler"and "Spoilerwarning light"
Switch off ignition

Pull off plug II on the instrumentcluster
Spoiler extended
Ohmmeteron instrumentcluster plug II pin 9 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .0.

Spoilerretracted
Ohmmeter on instrument cluster plug II pin 26 and ground
Ohmmeter display:

< 5Q

Pull plug off the spoiler drive
Ohmmeteron instrumentcluster plug II pin 9 and plug on spoiler
drive pin 2
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .0.
Ohmmeter on instrument cluster plug II pin 26 and plug on spoiler
drive pin 4
Ohmmeter display:

< 5 .0.

Ohmmeteron spoiler drive plug pin 5 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:
<5Q
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If no faults are detected in the wire, replace the motor for the rear
spoiler

Test point 14
Washerfluid level
Ignitionon
Engine off

PST2display:

OK

Check washer fluid level
Switch off ignition
Washerfluid level full
Pull off plug on sensor for fluid level display

Ohmmeterdirectly on sensor for fluid level display, pin 1 and pin 2
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .0.

If not, replacesensorfor fluidleveldisplay.
Ohmmeteron plug of sensor for fluid level display
pin 2 and ground

Ohmmeterdisplay:

<5.0.

Pull off plug II on the instrument cluster

Ohmmeteron instrumentcluster plug II pin 26 and plug on sensor
for fluid level display,pin 1
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .0.
See also Drive links chapter, "Washerfluid warning light'
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Test point 15
Washerfluid level full
Ignition on

Vehicle not locked

PST2display:

not present

Central locking button actuated
Vehiclelocked

PST2display:

present

Read out fault memory in alarm system control module and
eliminatefaults present
If the central locking function is OK.
Switch off ignition

Pull off plug II on the instrumentcluster
Lock vehicle
Ohmmeteron plug II of instrumentcluster, pin 8 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .Q
Unlockvehicle
Pull plug I off the alarm system control module
Ohmmeter on instrument cluster plug II pin 8 and plug I on alarm
system control module pin 30
Ohmmeter display:

< 5Q
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Test point 16
On-board computer
Ignition on

Operatinglever not actuated
PST2display:

not actuated

Move operating lever upwards
PST2display:

actuated upwards

Move operating lever downwards
PST2display:

actuated downwards

Pushoperating lever forwards
PST2display:

actuated forwards

Pull operating lever towards steering wheel
PST2display:

actuated backwards

Switch off ignition
Pull off plug on operating lever for on-boardcomputer
Ohmmeteron operating lever plug pin 1 and ground
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .Q
Pull off plug II on the instrumentcluster
Ohmmeteron instrumentcluster plug" pin 25 and plug on
operating lever for on-boardcomputer pin 5
Ohmmeterdisplay:
<5Q
Ohmmeteron instrumentcluster plug II pin 22 and plug on
operating lever for on-boardcomputer pin 4
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .Q

8
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Ohmmeteron instrumentcluster plug II pin 20 and plug on
operating lever for on-boardcomputer pin 2
Ohmmeterdisplay:
< 5 .0.
Ohmmeter on instrument cluster plug II pin 21 and plug on
operating lever for on-board computer pin 3
Ohmmeter display:

< 5 .0.

Test point 17
Dimmiflg
Ignitionon
Dimmingbutton not actuated
PST2display:

not actuated

Dimming button actuated towards left

PST2display:

-actuated

Dimming button actuated towards right

PST2display:

+actuated

See also Actual values chapter, Test point 5 and Drive links chapter
"Lampdimming","Gear displaydimming", "Displaydimming",
"Externaldimming"
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Test point 18
Trip mileag~

Ignitionon
Kilometre button not actuated

PST2display:

not actuated

Kilometrebutton actuated
PST2display:

90 -D
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Actual values
In the Actual values menu item, the current values of the following parameterscan be read out:

Tiptronic
Vehicle speed

Speed
Supplyvoltage
Brightness sensor

r otal mileage
Trip mileage

Tank content sensor value
Tank content display
Coolanttemperature
Average consumption

Average speed
Outside temperature sensor value
Outside temperature display

Rangeon remainingfuel
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Extract coding
In the menulitem Extract coding, the following coding is displayed:
1. Mileage:

miles (kilometres)

2. Clockmqde:

12 h (24 h)

3. On-board!computer:

present (not present)

Procedure:
1. Connect PST2 and switch on the ignition
2. Select vehicle type 911 (996) and start the automatic control module search
3. Select In$trument cluster control module
4. Select menu item Extract coding

5. Extractirldividualcoding
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Modify coding
In the menu item Modify coding, the following coding can be changed:

1. Mileage:

miles (kilometres)

2. Clo~kmode

12 h (24 h)

3. On-boardcomputer

present (not present)

Procedure:
1. Connect PST2and switch on the ignition
2. Select vehicle type 911 (996) and start the automatic control module search.
3. SelE!!ct
Instrument cluster control module
4. Sel~ct menu item Modify coding
5. Select Coding from the function selection
6. Followthe instructions of the diagnostic tester
7. Confirm with the Coding (F8) key
8. Ignition off
9. Igni~ionon (coding is adopted)
Note::
Inforrriationon the workshop which carried out the coding is recorded.
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Total mileage
In the menu item Total mileage,the total mileage can be transferred to a new instrumentcluster after a
faulty instrumentcluster is replaced.
Work preparation:

1. Read out and record Vehicle IdentificationNumber
2. Read off and note the total mileage in the old instrument cluster

Procedure:

1. ConnectPST2and switchon the ignition
2. Select vehicle type 911 (996)
3. Select Instrumentcluster control module

4. Selectmenuitem Totalmileage
5. Enter Vehicle IdentificationNumber and confirm again

6. Entertotal mileageand check
7. Press the F8 button (Coding)

90 -D
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Tank calibration
See Calibratingfuel level sensor system
ServoNo. 20 1501
Speedometer

A

The menu item SpeedometerA is used to test
the speed-dependentvolume control and the
speed warning signal.
Procedure:

1. Connect PST2and switch on the ignition
2. Select vehicle type 911 (996) and start the
automatic control module search.
3. Select Instrument cluster control module
4. Select menu item SpeedometerA
5. Simulate speed with Increase (F5)and
Decrease (F6) buttons
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Control module replacement
In the menu item Control module replacement,
the control module of the instrumentcluster is
replaced. Whendoing this, the tank calibration is
transferred from the old instrumentcluster to
the new one.
Procedure:
1. Connect PST2 and switch on the ignition
Select vehicle type 911 (996) and start the automatic control module search.
3. Select Instrumentcluster control module
4. Select menu item Control module replacement

5. Readoutvalueswith PST2
6. Remove instrumentcluster
7. Install new instrumentcluster
9. Store values in the new instrument cluster with PST2.

8
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System description
The ParkAssistentsupports the driver when
reversing. The system detects obstacles and
indicates these to the driver in good time. If an
obstacle is detected by the system, a signal
tone with a tone break sounds at a distance
of 1.5 m to ~heinside sensors and 0.6 m to
outside sensors. The tone break of the signal
tone shortens as the vehicle approachesthe
obstacle. Ata distance of 0.3 m, a continuous
tone is emitted.

I
.to

Warning
Danger of injury and damage
vehicle when the vehicle
is rolling backwards!
> Reversegear must be engaged
and the ignition must be switched
on; otherwisethe ParkAssistent
System is deactivated.

&

Warning
I
Danger of injury and damage to
.vehicle
when the system limits
are reached! The system does
not free the driver from his/her
responsibility to be careful.

System readiness

The ParkAssistentsignals readiness with
a short signal tone provided that:

the ignitionis switchedon

> Short obstacles such as a person
lying down cannot be detected.

reverse gear is engaged

> The reflection capabilities of
the system may be impaired by
sound-absorbingobstacles such
as powdery snow, and by soundreflecting obstacles such as
glass bottles.

System error

System errors are indicated by the sounding
of a continuoustone after reverse gear has
been engaged. This continuoustone differs
from the continuoustone emitted when an
obstacle is detected.

> Very thin obstacles and obstacles
with small reflecting surfaces
cannotbe detected.

System components
The ParkAssistentconsists of :
a control module which is located under
the driver's seattogether with a cover plate.
four ultra-soundsensors which are
installed in the rear spoiler.
an audible signal transmitter which is
integrated into the instrumentcluster.

91 -D 42
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Sensor signals
Every sensor emits an ultrasound beam with
the following geometric specification.
Horizontal beam angle = 1200
Vertical beam angle = 600
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The control module measuresthe distance
between the sensor and any obstacle in
cyclical intervals. Measurementis based
on echo-soundingtechniques.
The sensors are actuated briefly at regular
intervals and transmit ultrasonic waves. Next,
the sensors are switched to receive mode,
and receive the reflecting soundwaves.The
control module then calculatesthe distance
between the sensor and the obstacle from
the runningtime of the soundwaves.

Diagnosis
The following components are subject to cyclical
monitoring when the ignition is on and the shift
lever is in reverse gear:

Control module supplyvoltage
Sensor supply voltage

Functionof all sensors
Function of control module
(transmission and reception pulses,

EEPROM)
Note
Externalenvironmentalconditions such as ice,
snow or dirt can also adverselyaffect the
function of the sensors and lead to a fault
being stored.
The four sensorsare connectedto the control
module via a wiring harness incorporated in
the rear spoiler. To replace the sensorsor to
perform tests, the rear spoiler must be removed.
45o_98

475_98

451_98
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Pull off plug on the sensor
If a sensor has to be replaced, the electrical
plug connection must first be disconnected.

Procedure
1. Lift the lower tab carefullywith
your finger.
2. Pull out the plug.

474_98

Note
Dirty or frost-covered sensors lead to system
malfunctions.However,in this case the errors
are not stored. Instead,the same continuous
tone is emitted as for obstacle detection.
Once the cause of the malfunctionhas been
eliminated,the system returns to its normal
state and the continuoustone stops.
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Tools
The following equipment is required for
troubleshooting:

1. Porsche System Tester 2

547_96

2. Commercially available digital multimeter

*

@

2178_28
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Component arrangement

1A

4

477_98
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Function of individual components
[lA,lB]-

Shift lever

The ParkAssistentis activated by moving the
shift lever into reverse (shift lever position R)
with the ignition switched on. The shift lever
must be in reverse gear during diagnosis on
this system, as otherwise the control module
of the PST2 cannot be read out.

A ParkAssistentsensor together with holder
consists of the following components:
[1]- Rosette
[2]- Washer
[3]- Sensor housing

[2]- Control module

The control module is installed under the driver's
seat and is protected by means of a cover plate.
[3]- Loudspeaker

in instrument

cluster

[4]- Isolating ring

[5]-Sensor
[6]- Retainingspring

The loudspeakeris integrated in the instrument
cluster and is actuated by the ParkAssistent
control module. The loudspeakeremits
the following signals:

41o_97

[4]- Sensors for ParkAssistent

Four ultrasonic sensors are installed in
the rear spoiler.
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Connector assignment

488_98

Plug I (l2-pole)

Plug II (28-pole)

Pin No.

Designation

Pin No.

Designation

1

Signalfrom outer left sensor

1

Loudspeaker
in instrumentcluster

2

Signal from inner left sensor

2

Notused

3

Signal from inner right sensor

3

DiagnosisK-line

4

Signalfrom outer rightsensor

4 to 9

Not used

5

SensorB+

10

Terminal31

6

Not used

Iltol7

Not used

7

Sensor ground

18

Reversegear signal

19 to 28

Notused
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Fault overview
Test point

Fault code

Fault effect

Page

1

1

System malfunction

91 -D 45

2

2

System malfunction

91 -D 45

3

3

System malfunction

91 -D 46

4

4

System malfunction

91 -D 46

5

5

Systemmalfunction

91 -D 47

6

6

System malfunction

91 -D 48

7

7

System malfunction

91 -0 48

8

8

Fault memory
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9

9

Faultmemory
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10

0

Fault memory
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Test point 1
Outerrightsensorfaulty
Fault code 1

Thisfaultis storedin the memoryin the followingcases:
1. Opencircuitin supplyleadto outer rightsensor.
2. Short circuit to B+ in supply lead to outer right sensor.
3. Short circuit to ground in supply lead to outer right sensor.
Remedy:
Erase fault memory, move shift lever out of reverse gear and switch
off ignition. Next, switch ignition back on, move shift lever into reverse
and read out fault memory.

If the fault reappears,check the plug on the sensor for open

circuit.
If no open circuit can be detected, check sensor plug, pin 1 to pin 4
and pin 1 to pin 2, for continuity using an ohmmeter. There should be
no continuity.

If no short circuit can be detected, replace sensor.

Test point 2
Innerrightsensorfaulty
Fault code 2

This fault is stored in the memory in the following cases:
1. Open circuit in supplylead to inner right sensor.
2. Short circuit to B+ in supply lead to inner right sensor.
3. Short circuit to ground in supplylead to inner right sensor.
Remedy:
Erase fault memory, move shift lever out of reverse gear and switch
off ignition. Next, switch ignition back on, move shift lever into reverse
and read out fault memory.
If the fault reappears,check the plug on the sensor for open
circuit.
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If no open circuit can be detected, check sensor plug, pin 1 to pin 4
and pin 1 to pin 2, for continuityusing an ohmmeter. There should be
no continuity.
If no short circuit can be detected, replace sensor,

Test point 3
Inner left sensor faulty

This fault is stored in the memory in the following cases:

Fault code 3

1. Open circuit in supply lead to inner left sensor.

2. Short circuit to B+ in supplylead to inner left sensor.
3. Short circuit to ground in supply lead to inner left sensor.

Remedy:
Erase fault memory, move shift lever out of reverse gear and switch
off ignition. Next, switch ignition back on, move shift lever into reverse
and read out fault memory.
If the fault reappears, check the plug on the sensor for open

circuit.
If no open circuit can be detected, check sensor plug, pin 1 to pin 4
and pin 1 to pin 2, for continuityusing an ohmmeter. There should be
no continuity.
If no short circuit can be detected, replace sensor.

Test point 4
Outer left sensor faulty
Fault code 4

This fault is stored in the memory in the following cases:
1. Open circuit in supplylead to outer left sensor.
2. Short circuit to B+ in supplylead to outer left sensor.
3. Short circuit to ground in supply lead to outer left sensor.
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learning functions
Immobilizer

Reading out remote controls

The immobilizer code can be entered under
menu item Learning functionsjimmobilizerafter
the alarm control module is replaced.

Under the menu item Reading out remote
controls,the data of the remote controls can be
read out after the alarm system control module
is replaced. If it is not possible to read out
and transfer the remote controls (e.g. no
communicationwith the control module),the old
remote controls can be adapted to the new
control module (teachinghand-heldtransmitter).

Caution!
The immobilizer code cannot be
deleted or changed again. An
incorrect input will render the
control module useless.

&

> Input and check immobilizer code

carefully.
Transponder

key

A new remote control can be adapted for
the vehicle under menu item Learning
functions/transponder key. After the alarm
system control module is replaced and
the immobilizer code is entered, the old
transponders can be adapted to the new control
module (refer to Teachinghand-heldtransmitter
on Page 90 -D 54 and Reading out and
transferring remote control on Page 90 -D 57).

Transferring

remote

controls

Under the menu item Transferringremote
controls, the data read out from the remote
controls can be transferred to the new control
module.

Remote control
Up to four remote controls can be adapted to
the control module under menu item Learning
functions/remote control. After the alarm
system control module is replaced and the
immobilizer code is entered, the old remote
controls can be adapted to the new control
module (refer to Readingout and transferring
remote control on Page 90 -D 57 and Teaching
hand-heldtransmitter on Page 90 -D 54).
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Remedy:
Erase fault memory, move shift lever out of reverse gear and switch
off ignition. Next, switch ignition back on, move shift lever into reverse
and read out fault memory.

If the fault reappears,check the plug on the sensor for open

circuit.
If no open circuit can be detected, check sensor plug, pin 1 to pin 4
and pin 1 to pin 2, for continuity using an ohmmeter. There should be
no continuity.

If no short circuit can be detected, replace sensor,

Test point 5
Control module supply
voltage >16.5 V
or <9 V
Fault code 5

This fault is stored in the memory in the followingcases:

1. Lowvehiclevoltage.
2. If thereis a faultin thegenerator.
Remedy:
Examinebattery and generator voltages.
Select Control module supply voltage and Sensor supply voltage
in the Actual values menuitem, and check the valueswith the vehicle
in reverse gear and the engine running.
Displayedcontrol module supplyvoltage

approx. 12 V

Displayedsensor supply voltage

approx. 8V

Erase fault memory, move shift lever out of reverse gear and switch
off ignition. Next, switch ignition back on, move shift lever into reverse
and read out fault memory.

91 -D
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3. Select Alarm system in the menu and press
the double arrow key [»].

Teaching hand-held transmitter
General
Up to four hand-held transmitters can be
adapted to the control module. The hand-held
transmitter can be used to activate the central
locking and the convertible top (for 996 Cabrio,
country-specific version). Another function is the
immobilizer by means of the integrated
transponder coil.
Work preparation
The following information is required to teach
the hand-held transmitter:

4. Select Learningfunction in the menu and
press the double arrow key [»].
5. Select menu item Transponder keyand press
the double arrow key [»].
6. The following message appears on the
screen: "Input key learningcode". Withthe
arrow keys [A] or [v], input the key learning
code and press the double arrow key [»].
7. The following message appears on the
screen: "Pleaseconfirm input". Check the input
and press the [F7] key to confirm the input.

Key learning code from IPAS
24 digit Code No. (see barcode label on key
grip)

8. Distinguishbetween loss and fault and
additionalhand-heldtransmitter for the
transponder.

If the key is stolen or the hand-held
transmitter is faulty, all keys still in the
customer's possessionwill be required.

a) Teachingan additionalhand-heldtransmitter

Note:
During maintenancework, please bear in mind
that the transmission frequency of the hand-held
transmitter is different according to the country
of use. The corresponding reception frequency
is printed on the alarm system control module.
This reception frequency is either:
433 MHz with M-number
M534

Withthe arrow key [v] select a free position
(I, 2, 3 or 4) and press the [F8] key.
Nowthe transponder code is saved in the
selectedposition. Note the position of the
newtransponder code.

or

315 MHz

with M-number

M535

Procedure

1. Connectthe vehicle keys and the new
handileld transmitter and insert in the ignition.
2. Connect PST2 and switch on ignition.
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b) Teaching in the case of a lost or faulty
hand-heldtransmitter:

&

Caution!
Risk of theft due to the lost
hand-held transmitter!
> It is essential to identifyand
delete the transponder code of
the lost hand-heldtransmitter as
described in step 8 b).

9. Press the double arrow key [«], select menu
item Remotecontrol and press the double
arrow key [»].
10. "Inputkey learning code" appears on the
screen. With the arrow keys [1\]or [v], input
the key learning code and press the double
arrow key [»].
11. The following message appears on the
screen: "Please confirm input'. Check the

> It is essential to identify and
delete the radio code of the lost

input and press the [F7] key to confirm the
input.

hand-held transmitter as
described in step 12 b).

In this case, it is first necessaryto identify
and delete the stored transponder code of
the lost hand-heldtransmitter. The remaining
vehicle keys are required for this purpose.
One after the other, insert the keys into the
ignition lock, switch the ignition on and
establish communicationwith the control
module. Current transponder showsthe
transponder code of the vehicle key that
is presently inserted in the ignition lock.
Compare this transponder code with the
transponder codes at positions1 to 4. This
comparison allows the position of the lost
hand-heldtransmitter (transponder code) to
be identified, as one transponder code is
ultimately left over at positions 1 to 4. Insert
the vehicle key equippedwith the new
hand-heldtransmitter into the ignition lock
and switch on the ignition. Establish
communicationbetween the PST2and the
control module. Select the identified position
using the arrow keys [1\]and.[v], then delete
the transponder code with key [F3]. Then
press the [F8] key.

12. Distinguishbetween loss and fault and
additionalhand-heldtransmitter for the radio
code.
a) Teachingan additionalhand-heldtransmitter
Select the same position (1 to 4) as for the
transponder key and press the [F8] key.

b) Teachingin the case of a lost or faulty
hand-heldtransmitter:
In this case, it is first necessaryto identify
and delete the stored "radio code" of the lost
hand-heldtransmitter. The remaininghand-held
transmitters are required for this purpose.
Press the locking button on the hand-held
transmitter and then insert the vehicle key into
the ignitionlock, switch on the ignition and
re-establishcommunicationwith the control
module. Current radio key showsthe "radio
code" of the vehicle key that is presently
inserted in the ignition lock.
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Comparethis radio code with the radio codes
at positions 1 to 4. This comparison allows
the position of the lost hand-heldtransmitter
(radio code) to be identified, as one "radio
code" is ultimately left over at positions 1 to 4.
Insert the vehicle key equipped with the new
hand-heldtransmitter into the ignition lock and
switch on the ignition. Establishcommunication
with the control module. Select the identified
position using the arrow keys [,,] and. [v], then
delete the radio code with key [F3]. Then
press the [F8] key.
13. Carefully input the 24 digit code number with
the arrow keys [1\]or [v] and press the
double arrow key [»].

14. The following message appears on the
screen: "Pleaseconfirm input'. Check the
input and press the [F7] key.
15. Now the hand-heldtransmitter is taught. Go
back to the menu item Learning function,
remove the key and switch on the ignition
again. Once the key has been removed
again,the hand-heldtransmitter is ready
for use. Check hand-heldtransmitter for
operation.
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Reading out and transferring remote control
Procedure:

General
When replacing
module,

it is possible

controls

from the old control

transfer

them to the new control module.

and transponders)

module and

system

it is not necessary

control

(remote

can be retained.

hand-held transmitter

switch on the ignition.

to read out remote

way, the hand-held transmitters

words,

1. Connect PST2 to the data link connector I and

the alarm system control

In this
controls

(996) and start the automatic

control

module

search with the double arrow key [»].

In other

to change the

when replacing

2. Switch on the PST2, select vehicle type 911

the alarm

3. After a brief search,the PST2reports: "Fault
memory readingcompleted",

module.

Requirement:
-Communication can be set up betweenthe
PST2 and alarm system control module.
The remote

controls

and transponder

are correct

and functional.

coils

Note:
When the remote control is read out and
transferred, only the remote control data are
read out and transferred.
The transponder coil of the individual keys must
be adapted to the control module. Four
positions are available for this purpose in menu

4. Select Alarm system in the menu and press
the double arrow key [»].
5. Select Learningfunctionsfrom the selection
list and press the double arrow key [»].
6. Select menu item Readout remote control
and press the double arrow key [»].
7. The following message appears on the
screen:
"Input key learning code".
Input the key learning code with the arrow
keys [v] or [1\] and press the double arrow
key [»].

item Transponder key. This function is described
from step 19 onward.
Work preparation:

The following information is required from the
IPASfor reading out and transferring remote
controls:
Key learning code
Immobilizer code

8. The following message appears on the screen:
'Please confirm input",
Check the input key learning code and press
the key [F7],
9. The following message appears on the screen:
"Remotecontrols were read ouf'. Press the
double arrow key [«] twice to changeto the
control module overview. Switch the ignition
off, remove the old control module, install the
new control module and switch the ignition on

again.

lalarm
Idriver'S
~
I
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Comparison table of input signals
The following table shows a comparison point to
the data read out from PST2 on the vehicle,
and should simplifydiagnosisand troubleshooting.
Boundary conditions
-Both

doors closed

Ignition switched on
Central locking system variantcode in
variant 4
Doors not locked
Switch position

IText

open~

Iradio contact aDen

linDut 1 aDen

closed

terminal15

signal

available

horn connected
side notI

closed
closed
secured

closed

passenger'sside not
secured
driver's side not locked I

closed
open

passenger'sside not
locked
doors on driver's side

closed
open

doors on passenger's
side closed

open

door lock barrel not
actuated

open

central locking systemI

Note
The informationin the comparisontable applies
for vehicleswith the safe function. The safe function is not providedfor all countries(e.g. USA).
In this case Driver's side secured and Passenger's side secured will be displayedin the
PST2. In vehicleswith the safe function, this
displaywould indicate an error in the door lock
module or its wiring.

not actuated
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Actual values
In the Actual values menu item, the current values of the following parameters can be read out:

Tiptronic

Vehicle speed
Speed
Supplyvoltage
Brightness sensor

Total mileage
Trip mileage

Tank content sensor value
Tank content display
Coolanttemperature
Average consumption
Average speed
Outside temperature sensor value
Outside temperature display

Range on remainingfuel
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Extract coding
In the menu item Extract coding, the following coding is displayed:
1. Mileage:

miles (kilometres)

2. Clock mode:

12 h (24 h)

3. On-boardcomputer:

present (not present)

4. Stop light switch

PSM ABS

Procedure:

1. Connect PST2 and switch on the ignition
2. Select vehicle type 911 (996) and start the automatic control module search
3. Select Instrumentcluster control module
4. Select menu item Extract coding
5. Extract individualcoding

90 -D
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Modify coding
In the menu item Modify coding,the following coding can be changed:
1. Mileage:

miles (kilometres)

2. Clockmode

12 h (24 h)

3. On-boardcomputer

present (not present)

4. Stop light switch

PSM/ ABS

Procedure:
1. Connect PST2and switch on the ignition
2. Select vehicle type 911 (996) and start the automatic control module search.
3. Select Instrument cluster control module
4. Select menu item Modify coding
5. Select Coding from the function selection

6. Followthe instructions of the diagnostic tester
7. Confirm with the Coding (F8)key

8. Ignitionoff
9. Ignition on (coding is adopted)
Note:
Incorrect coding of the stop light switch leads to malfunctionsin the instrumentcluster. The warning lights
for ABS or brake fluid level are triggered continuously.

90 25 DiagnosisjTroubleshooting,
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Total mileage
In the menu item Total mileage,the total mileage can be transferred to a new instrumentcluster after a
faulty instrumentcluster is replaced.
Work preparation:

1. Read out and record Vehicle IdentificationNumber
2. Read off and note the total mileage in the old instrument cluster

Procedure:
1. Connect PST2and switch on the ignition
2. Select vehicle type 911 (996)
3. Select Instrument cluster control module
4. Select menu item Total mileage

5. Enter Vehicle IdentificationNumber and confirm again

6. Entertotal mileageandcheck
7. Press the F8 button (Coding)

Country coding
The following country versions can be coded under menu item Countrycoding:

1. RoW
2. Canada
3. Saudi Arabia
4. Japan
Incorrect coding leads to malfunctions such as missing acoustic signals
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General information
The PCM is protected against theft by a device
code. Furthermore, the integrated navigation
system is also protected by a code against
unauthorizedusers.
Both codes must be input when the system is
commissioned at the factory or after
replacement of the display and operator control
unit and the navigationunit. In both cases, the
code for the PCM must be input first.
Onlythe NAVIcode has to be input again after
the navigationsystem has been exchanged.
Onlythe PCM code has to be input again after
an interruption in the continuouspower supply
(e.g. when the battery is changed)if both codes
were input correctly before the interruption.
Code input
1. Switch on the PCM.

5. Correction of incorrect inputs:
If an incorrect digit is input, position the
selection pointer to Correction

and

press the knob:
< 1 sec.: Last digit input is deleted.
> 1 sec.: Entire content of the input field is
deleted.
Then continue with correct input.

If the wrong code was input

The system is locked up for around 10 minutes
if an incorrect code was entered three times.
Anotherthree incorrect inputs lock up the
system for an additional 10 minutes.After
another three incorrect inputs (i.e. after a total of
nine unsuccessfulattempts), the lock-uptime
increasesto 60 minutes (this also appliesto all
further groups of three incorrect inputs).
HoweverI the emergency-callfunction of the PCM
system always remainsavailable.

2. The prompt to input the PCMcode appears.
3. The max. 4-digit device code number is input
and confirmed using the right-hand knob.
Rotate knob to position the selection pointer
to the option PCM and press. Select the
digits by turning and confirm by pressing the
knob. After entering the PCM code, select the
option Coni

irm.

4. After input of the PCM code, the NAVIcode
can be input analogouslyin order to activate
the navigationsystem. If the NAVIcode is not
input, the remainingsystem functions
(telephone, on-boardcomputer, audio system,
main display and NC display)are
neverthelessavailable.
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Activating the PCM
Vehiclesleavingthe factory ~re delivered with
deactivated PCM in order to protect the battery.
The PCM must be activated before deliveryto
the customer.
1. ConnectPorsche System Tester 2.
2. Select vehicle type 911

Carrera

( 99 6) and start control module search.

3. SelectPCM.
4. Select Modify

coding.

5. Select PCM active

6. CodePCMactivewith the F8 key.
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Menu
Overview of the possible menus
Identification
Fault memory
Erase the fault memory

Actual values
Inputsignals
Interface status

Drive links

Position
Modifycoding
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Function of individual components

1. Display and operator

control

unit

The display and operator control unit is the main
part of the PCM system.
It is operated with a so-calleddial. A function
shown on the display can be selected by turning
this dial and activated by pressing it.

2. Navigation unit
The navigation unit is located belowthe operator
control unit. It contains a CD-ROMwith special
map data, which allow the navigationsystem to
orient itself in the road network.

3. GPS antenna
Signals of the "GlobalPositioningSystem (GPS)"
are received to determine the position of the
vehicle.
The GPSantenna is located in the centre of the
dashboard and in front of the sun sensor. The
GPSantenna is covered by a cover.

9101
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System description
Basic functions

of the PCM

Audio (tuner with cassette drive)
GSMtelephonewith SIM card reader

In additionto the station-searchfunction,the
system also has an autostore funtion in FM
operation. This function assignsthe station
buttons and automaticallyadds the station
namesdescribed above so that they are
permanentlyvisible.

Navigation
Orrboard computer

A/C display

Navigation

The main pages for all audio sources includethe
item Set. If this item is selected, the system
offers adjustmentpossibilitiesfor treble, bass,
balance,fader, speed-dependentvolume control
(GAL)and loudness.
If the Digital SoundProcessor (DSP)option has
been installed,further functionsfur optimum
sound adjustmentare available.

The highlyaccurate satellite-basednavigation
system permits rapid and sure guidanceto an
input destination in areasfor which a digitized
road map on CD-ROMis available.Route
guidance is realised by means of driving
instructions with voice output in various
selectable national languages,supported
by arrow or map displays on the screen.

In this case, it is possible to select conventional
treble/bass adjustmentor a 7-bandequalizer.
Furthermore, high-fidelityaudio patterns can be
selected. Finally,the user can also define
individualaudio patterns according to his or her
own taste.

Audio

Telephone

Buttons for selecting the various audio sources
(AM/FMtuner, cassette, CD)are located on the
left side of the front panel.

The GSMtelephoneoffered for the European
region fulfills all demandswith regard to practical
operation,voice transmissionand reception
sensitivity.

The RDS names of the stations of the current
memory level stored at the station buttons are
shown on the function displayoffered during FM
radio operation. The desired station can thus be
selected quickly.

Individual
functions:
GSMtelephonewith 2 W transmission
power
Digital handsfreeuse (echo compensation)
via the audio loudspeakersand an external
handsfreemicrophone
Audio mute function during a conversation
in handsfreemode
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Integrated SIM card reader

Existingnetwork operators are displayed;
manualor automatic selection is possible

Emergency call possible even without 81M

card
Separate passive handsetcan be connected
SMS (Short Message Service)reception with
the possibility of directly selecting telephone
numbers present in the message section

PIN query can be switched on/off (if
supported by service provider),PIN can
be inpuVchanged
Copyingand rental of phone cards.
On-board computer

Manualdialling
Some functions of the on-board computer display
are linked with the data of the navigation unit:

Telephonedirectory:
Externaltelephone number memory on SIM
card (with/without name)

The time is set automatically according to the

Memory for frequently used numbers:

once.

data determined by the GPS receiver; thus, the
only work required involves setting the time zone

for seven numbers of the telephone
directory (the data of up to five different
SIM cards are stored)

The five numbers most recently called can
be stored on the SIM card
Redialfunction (at the push of a button)

Volumeadjustmentduringa conversation
via
volumecontrol
Visual and audible call signal
Telephonenumbers of incoming calls are
displayed (if availablein the network);the
associated name is also displayed if an entry
exists in the directory.
Telephonenumber of the outgoing call is
displayed
Duration of the converstationis displayed
Network operator and field strength are
displayed

The route to the destination is known if the route
guidancefunction is activated in the navigation
unit. The length of this route is displayed as the
distance to the destination. The range display
allowsan estimate about whether the fuel supply
is adequatefor the remainingdistance.
The estimated time of arrival is calculatedon an
individualbasis according to the driving style and
the plannedroute: The navigationunit informs
the on-boardcomputer about the different road
categories along the route and the length of
these road sections.
The on-boardcomputer calculates a different
individualaverage driving speed for each road
category. This informationis used to calculated
the plannedtime of arrival -if no traffic-related
delaysoccur -on an individualbasis.
The on-boardcomputer also supplies standard
information,for instancethe average
consumption,average speed, distance travelled,
and elapsed drivingtime. The outside
temperature is adopted from the instrument
cluster. It is possible to set a limit that triggers a
visual and audible speed warning.

www.WorkshopManuals.co.uk
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It is also possible to switch to different units of
measure and languages and adjust the displaY.
contrast.
The A/C function is limited to the display of data
transferred from the air-conditioning regulator.

Fan setpoint
Passenger compartment temperature
setpoint
Air distribution

Statusdisplay(automaticsystem,
defroster,A/C compressor,air circulation)
The display is activated automatically whenever
a manual adjustment is made on the air
conditioning regulator or the A/C function is
specifically selected.
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Tools
The following equipment is required for
troubleshooting:

1. Porsche System Tester 2

547-96

2. Commercially available digital multimeter

2178-28

91 -D11
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Connector pin assignment, display and operator control unit

565_97

Plug A
1 -Speed

signal

2 -Free
3 -Free
4 -Terminal 30
5 -Terminal 30 for windscreen antenna
6 -Free
7 -Free
8 -Terminal 31
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Plug B

1 -Loudspeaker, rear right +

15 -Free

2 -Loudspeaker, rear right -

16 -Free

3 -Loudspeaker

17 -Free

I front right +

4 -Loudspeaker, front right -

18 -CD AF ground

5 -Loudspeaker, front left +

19 -CD AF, left

6 -Loudspeaker

I front left -

20 -CD AF, right

7 -Loudspeaker

I rear left +

Note
8 -Loudspeaker, rear leftNote

Plug C consists of 3 parts.

Plug B is assigned only if no amplifier is installed.

Pins

1 to

6 : yellow housing.

Pins

7 to

2 : green housing.

Pins 13 to 20 : blue housing.
Plug C
1 -Line out, rear left
2 -Line out, rear right
3 -AF

ground

Pins 1 to 6 are the loudspeakeroutputs to the
amplifier. They are assigned only if an amplifier

is installed.
Pins 7 to 12 are the control leads for the CD
changer.

4 -Line out, front left
5 -Line out, front right
6 -Terminal

30 for amplifier

7 -Control lead for CD changer

Pins 18 to 20 are the loudspeakeroutputs of the
CD changer.
Pins 7 to 20 are assigned only if a CD changer

is installed.

8 -Terminal 30 for CD changer
9 -Free

D-Antenna lead

10 -Data lead
11 -Clock lead

E-Fuse

12 -Reset lead
13 -Free
14 -Free

9101
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Plug I

Plug II

1 -Video signal, red

1 -Diagnosis lead

2 -Video signal, green

2 -Terminal 15

3 -Free

3 -Terminal 86 s

4 -Free

4 -Data lead to navigationunit

5 -Free

5 -Free

6 -Terminal 31

6 -DSP (amplifier)ground

7 -Free

7 -Handsfree microphoneground

8 -Free

8 -Handset microphone

9 -Free

9 -Handset speaker

10 -Terminal

30 for navigation

10 -Terminal 30, handset

11 -Terminal 58 d

11- Free

12 -Free

12 -Voice output ground

13 -Terminal 30

13 -Voice output

14 -Video signal, blue

14 -DSP (amplifier)

15 -Video signal synchronisation

15 -Data lead from the heater / NC unit

16 -Video signal ground

16 -Free

17 -Free

17 -Data lead from the navigationunit

18 -Free

18 -Free

19 -Terminal 31

19 -Free

20 -To combinationplug III pin 6

20 -Handsfree microphone

21 -From

21 -Handset ground

combination plug III pin 11

22 -Free

22 -Handset on-hookcontact

23 -Fuel consumption signal

23 -Free

24 -Speed

24 -Free

signal

25 -Free

25 -Free

26 -Terminal 30

26 -Free
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Connector pin assignment, navigation unit

566_97

1 -Terminal 31

10 -Video signal, blue

2 -Terminal 30

II-Free

3 -Speed signal

12 -Free

4 -Reverse-gear

13 -Voice output ground

signal

5 -Data lead from the display and operator
control unit

6 -Free

30

15 -Free
16 -Free

7 -Data lead to the displayand operator control unit

19 -Terminal 58 d

9 -Video signal, green

Diagnosis/troubleshooting,

17 -Free
18 -Free

8 -Video signal, red

9101
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20 -Free
21- Free
22 -Video signal ground
23 -Video signal synchronisation
24 -Free
25 -Free
26 -Voice output
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Identification
The part numbers for the display and operator
control unit and for the navigation unit can be
read out with menu item Identification.

PCM diagnosis
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Fault memory
Overview of possible faults
Data lead, air conditioner-PCM

Video interface

Datalead,navigationunit-PCM

Fault, memory interface

Data lead, PCM-navigationunit

Fault,photo sensor
Control module faulty

Data lead, DSP-PCM
Speedometer A, navigation unit

Signal,reverse gear-navigationunit
Antenna,navigation unit
Data lead, PCM-instrumentcluster

Datalead,instrumentcluster-PCM
Vehicledata record

Note
Faultscan be stored during initialisationof the
PCM if all plugs are not connected.
If a fault appearsunder EnvironmentalCondition
in combinationwith an unrealistic date,
e.g. 7 Feb. 36, the fault was stored at a time at
which there was not yet any satellite reception.
The faults are stored only during the phase after
terminal 86 s has been disconnected.

Program memory

Signal, terminal 15 PCM
Signal,terminal 86 s PCM

Navigation,
CD fault
Controlmodulefaulty/navigation
unit
Navigation fault, gyro
Control module faulty/navigation unit
Connection to audio module

Telephone,internal fault
Connectionto telephone

Writeerror, Flash
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Test point

Fault code

Fault effect

Page

20

39

No screen display

91 -D

30

21

40

91 -D

30

22

41

91 -D

30
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Fault, fault code

PCM diagnosis

Possible causes, elimination, notes

Test point 1
Data lead, air conditioner
-PCM

Open circuiVshort to
ground
Short to B+
Signal disturbance

Open circuit/short

to ground

1. Pull off plug II on the display and operator control unit.
2. Pull off plug C on the heater / A/C control unit.
3. Check lead from plug II pin 15 to plug C 12 for continuity

Fault code 20

and short to ground.
Note

The lead is routed via the lQ-pole plug connection
on the heater/ A/C unit.

Short to B+
1. Pull off plug II on the display and operator control unit.
2. Pull off plug C on the heater / A/C control unit.

3. Check lead from plug II pin 15 to plug C 12 for short to B+,

Signal disturbance
Check wiring harness for short with other leads,

9101
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Fault, fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes

Test point 2
Data lead, navigation
unit-PCM
Open circuiVshort to

Open circuit/short

ground

2. Pull off plug on the navigation unit.

Short to B+
Signal disturbance

3. Check lead from navigation unit plug pin 7 to plug II pin 17

Fault code 21

to ground

1. Pull off plug II on the display and operator control unit.

for continuity and short to ground.

Short to B+
Pull off plug II on the displayand operator control unit.

2. Pulloff plugon the navigationunit.
3. Check lead from navigation unit plug pin 7 to plug II pin 17
for short to B+.

Signal disturbance
Check lead from navigation unit plug pin 7 to plug II pin 17
for short with other leads.
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Fault, fault code

PCM diagnosis

Possible causes, elimination, notes

Test point 3
Data lead,

Short to ground

PCM-navigation unit
Short to ground

1. Pull off plug II on the display and operator control unit.

Short to B+

2. Pull off plug on the navigationunit.

Fault code 22
3. Check lead from navigation unit plug pin 5 to plug II pin 4
for short to ground.

Short to B+
1. Pull off plug II on the display and operator control unit.

2. Pull off plug on the navigationunit.
3. Check lead from navigation unit plug pin 5 to plug II pin 4
for short to B+.

Test point 4
Data lead, DSP-PCM
Open circuiVshort to

Open circuit/short

to ground

1. Pull off plug II on the display and operator control unit.

ground

Short to B+
Signal disturbance

2. Pulloff plugI (l8..pole)on the amplifier,

Fault code 23

3. Check lead from plug II pin 14 to plug I pin 17 for continuity
and short to ground.

Short to B+
1. Pull off plug II on the displayand operator control unit.
2. Pull off plug I (l8-Pole) on the amplifier.
Check lead from plug II pin 14 to plug I pin 17 for short to B+
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Fault, fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes
Signal disturbance
Check lead from plug" pin 14 to plug I pin 17
for short with other leads.

Test point 5
SpeedometerA,
navigation unit
Open circuiVshort to
ground/short to B+

Open circuit/short

to ground/short

to B+

1. Pull off plug on the navigationunit.
2. Pull off plug I on the instrumentcluster.

Fault code 24
3. Check lead from navigation unit plug pin 3 to plug I pin 13
for continuity and short to ground or short to B+.
Note
The lead is routed via jumper plug 1 on relay carrier 1

Test point 6
Signal, reverse
gear-navigationunit
Signal implausible
Fault code 25

Signal implausible

1. Check reversing light switch or, on Tiptronic vehicles,position switch.
2. Check lead from navigation unit plug pin 4 to the reversing light
switch or position switch for short circuit to B+.

Note
The lead is routed via plug connection X 2/4 and via the jumper plug
20/1 on relay carrier 2.
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Fault, fault code

PCM diagnosis

Possible causes, elimination, notes

Test point 7
Antenna,navigation unit
Open circuit
Fault code 26

Open circuit
1. Check whether plug connection of the antenna lead
is securely locked.
2. Check whether plug connection of the antenna lead
on the navigation unit is securely locked.

3. Checkcontinuityof the antennalead.

Test point 8
Data lead,
PCM-instrument cluster
Short to ground
Short to B+

Short to ground
1. Pull off plug I on the display and operator control unit.
2. Pull off plug III on the instrument cluster.

Fault code 27
3. Check lead from plug I pin 20 to plug III pin 6 for short to ground.

Short to B+
1. Pull off plug I on the displayand operator control unit.
2. Pull off plug IIIon the instrumentcluster.
3. Check lead from plug I pin 20 to plug III pin 6 for short B+.
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Fault, fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes

Test point 9
Data lead, instrument
cluster-PCM
Open circuiVshort to B+
Short to ground
Signal disturbance

Open circuit/short

Fault code 28

3. Check lead from plug I pin 21 to plug III pin 1
for continuityand short to B+.

to B+

1. Pull off plug I on the display and operator control unit.

2. Pull off plug III on the instrumentcluster

Short to ground
1. Pull off plug I on the display and operator control unit.

2. Pull off plug III on the instrumentcluster.
3. Check lead from plug I pin 21 to plug III pin 11 for short to ground.
Signal disturbance
Check lead from plug I pin 21 to plug III pin 11
for short with other leads.

Test point 10
Vehicle data record
Programmingerror
Fault code 29

1. Select menu item Modify

2. SelectVehicle

coding,

model

3. Modifycoding from LHOvehicle (RHOvehicle)
to RHOvehicle (LHOvehicle),
4. Modifycoding from RHOvehicle (LHOvehicle)
to LHOvehicle (RHOvehicle).
If the fault appears again, replace the display and operator control unit.
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Fault, fault code

PCM diagnosis

Possible causes, elimination,

notes

Test point 11
Program memory
Programming error

Fault code 30

1. RemoveCD from navigationunit.
2. Switch off PCM.
3. Switch on PCMand insert CD.

4. Clearfaultmemory.
5. Read out fault memory
If the fault appears again, insert a different CD (older version).

6. Switch off PCM.

7. Switchon PCM.
8. Clearfault memory.
9. Read out fault memory
If the fault appearsagain, replace the displayand operator control unit.

Test point 12
Signal,terminal 15 PCM
Open circuit
Fault code 31

Note

This fault is stored only if the vehicle is driven faster than
50 km/h for more than 10 seconds.

1. CheckfuseE 8.
2. Pull off plug II on the displayand operator control unit.
3. Connect voltmeter to plug II pin 2 (positive) and ground.
Switch on ignition. Display: Battery voltage.
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Fault, fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes

Test point 13
Signal, terminal 86 5 PCM
Open circuit
Fault code 32

Note

This fault is stored only if the ignition is switched on
for at least 1 minute.

1. CheckfuseE 1
2. Pull off plug II on the display and operator control unit.
3. Connect voltmeter to plug II pin 3 (positive) and ground.
Switch on ignition. Display: Battery voltage.

Note
The lead is routed via jumper plug 13/1 on relay carrier 1

Test point 14
Navigation,CD fault
CM faulty/navigation
unit
Value range
Fault code 33

Replacenavigationunit.

Test point 15
Navigationfault, gyro
CM faulty/navigation
unit
Value range

Replacenavigationunit.

Fault code 34
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Fault, fault code

PCM diagnosis

Possible causes, elimination, notes

Test point 16
Connectionto
audio module
Value range

Replace display and operator control unit.

Fault code 35

Test point 17
Telephone,internal
fault
Value range

Replace display and operator control unit.

Fault code 36

Test point 18
Connectionto

Replace display and operator control unit.

telephone
Value range
Fault code 37

Test point 19
Write error I Flash

Replacedisplayand operator control unit.

Value range
Fault code 38
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Fault, fault code

Possible causes, elimination,

notes

Test point 20
Video interface
Value range

Replace displayand operator control unit.

Fault code 39

Test point 21
Fault,memory
interface
Value range

Replacedisplayand operator control unit.

Fault code 40

Test point 22
Fault,photo sensor
Control module faulty
Value range

Replace displayand operator control unit.

Fault code 41
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Erasing fault memory
Note
The fault memory can be erased
only if it was first read out at least once.
The entire fault memory is alwayserased.
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Actual values
Valuescurrently under test can be read out
via this menu item.
The following values (setpoints in brackets) can
be called up:
Speed
Current fuel consumption

PhototransistorPCM (0-255)
0 : Maximumbrightness
255 : Minimumbrightness
Date

Time
Dial, left [volume control] (up/down-counter)
Dial, right [selection knob]
{up/down-counter}

* The counter is set to zero after the start of
diagnosis. The counter is incremented by
one when the dial is turned clockwise and
decremented by one when the dial is turned
counter-clockwise.
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Input signals
Input signals of the PCM can be read in with this
menu item. This allows the function of the input
signalsto be assessed very quickly.

Pressure contact, left dial

The following input signals can be read in:

Main button

Search right button

Audio button

Signal, terminal 86 5

Tel button * *

Signal,terminal 15

Navi button * *

Signal, terminal 58 d

Signal,DSPon

BC button

Signal,terminal 15 Navi

AC button

Signal, terminal 15 Tel

Pressure contact, right dial

Signal,TV on

Map button

Signal,hook-onjoff*

Dark button

CC button

Repeatbutton

CD button

HandseVinfo button

FM button

Eject button

AM button

1-2 direction change

Station button 1

Stationbutton2
Station button 3
* Telephonehandsetcontact

Station button 4

* *Only Navi button on USAvehicles

Station button 5

Station button 6
Search left button

9101
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Interface status
Connectionsto other systems can be checked
with this menu item.
The following connecting leads can be checked:

Datalead,air conditioner-PCM
Data lead, navigationsystem-PCM
Data lead, PCM-navigationsystem
Data lead, DSP-PCM

Datalead,PCM-instrument
cluster
Data lead, instrumentcluster-PCM
SpeedometerA, navigation unit
Signal, reverse gear-navigationunit
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Drive links
Drive links of the PCM can be activated with this
menu item. This allows the function of the drive
links to be assessed very quickly.
The following drive links can be controlled:
Displaycolour black
Display colour red
Display colour green

Displaycolour blue
Displaycolour white

Note
The activated drive link is automaticallyswitched
off after approximately20 seconds.

9101
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read out with this menu item.
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Modify coding
The PCM can be coded on a country-specific
basis with this menu item.

The following items can be set on an individual
basis:
Vehicle model (LHOvehicle, RHOvehicle)
Language (driving instructions in German,
English (GB/USA), French, Italian, Spanish)
Temperature (OC,OF)

Fuel consumption(1/100 km, mis/gal, mpg,
kmjJ)

Distance(kilometres, miles)
Clock (12 hours, 24 hours)
Time zone (CET,GMT,Atlantic, Eastern,
Central, Mountain, Pacific, Tokyo)
PCM active (active, not active)
Note
The state (active or inactive) is not indicated.
Whetheror not the PCMis active can be
determined only by switching on the PCM.

9101
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Introduction
The manualcontains the diagnosisfor the
following system:
HBA (headlight beam adjustment),

General instructions / safety instructions
The following points must be observed during
vehicle diagnosis:
After the battery is connected, volatile
memories must be reprogrammed. In
the case of radio coding and tuning, the
customer must be informed of decoding
and the deleted tuner memory.

& I

Caution!
Danger of damage due to

.improper
handling of the
battery and the control module
connectors.
> Never disconnectbattery with
enginerunning.
> Never start engine without
securelyconnected battery.
> Never pull off or push on plug
connections of the control
modules or other electronic
components when the ignition
is switched on.

The coding, calibration and headlight
adjustmentmust be observed after an HBA
control module or an angle sensor for HBA
has been replaced or the runninggear has
been modified.
After troubleshooting or repairs, erase the
fault memory with the Porsche System
Tester 2 and carry out a test drive.

-After the test drive, read out the fault
memory with Porsche System Tester 2
again.

94 -D
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General information on the fault memory
Fault code setting conditions

2. Version / vehicle parameters
Incorrect vehicle coding or coding not carried
out.

Faultcodes can be set in several circumstances,

3. Counter
e.g.
-Power
-Plug

failure
connections disconnected

In these circumstances,no fault is present in
the system and the fault memory must be

erased.
Fault memory

Whena fault first occurs, a fault entry is made
in the fault memory and the counter is
simultaneouslyset to 50. If a fault is present,
the counter is incrementedby 1 each time the
ignition is switchedon. The maximum count is
100. The counter is decremented if the fault is
no longer present. The fault memory is erased
automaticallywhen the counter reachesO.

Info key F8

In order to be able to assessthe fault exactly,
the fault memory Info key F8 must be pressed.
This information should be saved using the Save
key F4 and printed out. If a fault code is stored
with "not present' status and no other problems
are present, then the fault memory must be

erased.
1. Open circuit/short to ground/short to B+:
Short to ground / open circuit:

There is (present)or was (not present)a short
circuit to ground or an open circuit in the circuit
to the control module terminal.
Short to B+:
There is (present) or was (not present) a short
circuit to voltage.
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Tools
The following testers are required for vehicle
diagnosis:
Porsche System Tester 2 (PST 2)

547_96

Commercially available digital multimeter

2178~8

94 -D
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Component arrangement
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Function of individual components
1. Control module

The control module is installed on the
passenger'sside below the passenger's
airbag unit. If the control module is replaced,
the following points must be observed:

911 Carrera

(996)

4. Angle sensor for HBA, front
The sensor is fastened on the left side of the
front axle and is connectedto the axle strut by
a linkage. A sensor measuresthe compression
travel and forwards this value as a sensor
voltage to the control module.
5. Headlights

1. Coding of the vehicle type
2. Calibrationof the control module
3. Adjustmentof the headlights

Each headlightincludesa stepper (servomotor
for HBA)which is activated by the control
module. Figure 407_99 (arrow) showsthe
connectionsfor the respective servomotor.
Headlight without lens

If a new control module is installed,fault codes
"6 Control unit coding error" and "7 Calibration
not performed yet' are stored.
Remedy:
Start the automatic control module search
and code the vehicle type. Then perform a
calibration and then erase the fault memory.
Adjust the headlights after calibration.
2. Main light switch
The HBAsystem is activated when the parking
light is switched on (terminal 58). The headlights
are set to high-beamposition when the
high-beamswitch is operated.
3. Angle sensor for HBA, rear

The sensor is fastened on the left side of the
rear axle and is connected to the lower axle
strut by a linkage.
A sensor measuresthe compressiontravel and
forwards this value as a sensor voltage to the
control module.

94 -D
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1. Ignition unit
2. Lamp plug
3. Lamp fastener
4. Servomotorfor HBA(stepper motor)
5. Parking light
6. High beam
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System description
The HBAsystem is installed in vehicles with
Litronic headlights.
The HBAsystem consists of the following
components:
Angle sensor for HBA, rear, with linkage
Angle sensor for HBA,front, with linkage
One stepper motor in each headlight
(servomotor for HBA)
Control module
Braking or acceleration, as well as loading,
changesthe inclination of the vehicle and
therefore the headlightrange. The HBAsystem
already reacts to the above driving conditions
when the dipped beam is switchedon,
preventing oncoming traffic from being dazzled.
Furthermore,the system ensuresan ideal
headlightrange for the driver in all driving
situations.
The sensors at the front and rear axles measure
the vehicle inclinationand forwards this value as
sensor signals to the control module,which
carries out the further processing of the signals.
If it should be necessaryto change the headlight
range, the stepper motors in the headlightsare
adjusted to the appropriate position. The HBA
system also functions with the high-beam

Whenthe ignition is switchedon, the
servomotors for HBAare set to the minimal
position and subsequentlyreturned to the initial
position. There is a fault in one or both motor
circuits if the servomotors are not set to
minimumposition when the ignition is switched
on. The angle sensors (axle position sensors)
are faulty if the servomotors are not set to
high-beamposition when high beam is activated.
Note:
Whenhigh beam is activated,the servomotors
are set to high-beamposition only if the parking
light is switched on (terminal58).

Note:
If there are faults in the motor circuit, the fault
memory will be updated only after the ignition
has been switched off and then on again. After
remedyingthe fault cause, switch the ignition off
and then on again and subsequentlyerase the
fault memory.
If the fault cause has been remedied,faults in
the sensor circuit will be automaticallydeleted
when the ignition is switched off and then on

again.

setting.
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Connector assignment

I

94980001

Pin

Designation

Pin

Designation

Stepper motor, left

8

Stepper motor, right

2

Stepper motor, left

9

Diagnosis

3

Stepper motor, left

10

Terminal58 (parking light)

4

Stepper

11

Wheelspeed signal

5

Stepper motor, right

12

Angle sensor for HBA(signal wire),
front

6

Stepper motor, right

13

Angle sensor for HBA(signal wire),
rear

14

+5V supplyfor angle sensors

motor I left

Steppermotor, right

94 -D 10
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Designation

15

Terminal 56A (high beam)

16

Terminal 15 (ignition)

17

Ground for angle sensors

18

Terminal 31 (ground for control module)
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Ground points
Ground point 1
The ground point is located on the right in the
front of the luggage compartment (KS front right)
Ground point 2

Ground point 2 is located on the left at the front
of the luggage compartment(KS front left),
Figure 225_99 shows the position of ground
point 2.
70180003

A new ground point was defined for the HBA
during production (introduced in September
1998). Figure 70180001

shows the position of

the ground point (on the passenger's airbag unit)
after the modification (arrow).

""""'.

i
225_99

HBA ground

point (ground point 4)

This ground point is located behind the
instrument cluster in the passenger
compartment and is shown in Figure 70180003,

70180001

94 -D
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Fault overview
Fault code

Fault effect

Page

No automatic adjustment possible

94 -D 14

2

No automatic adjustment possible

94-015

3

No automatic adjustmentpossible
Headlightsin safety position

94 -D 16

4

No automatic adjustment possible

94 -D 17

Headlights in safety position

5

No automatic adjustmentpossible
Headlightsin safety position

94-018

6

No automatic adjustmentpossible

94 -D 20

7

No automatic adjustment possible
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Fault, . Fault code

Possible causes, elimination,

notes

Fault code 1
Motor circuit, left

This fault is stored in the following cases:

1. Short circuit to ground or open circuit in the circuit between
control module and servomotor for HBA,Jeft,
terminals I, 2, 3, 4
2. Servomotor for HBA, left, is faulty
3. The control module is faulty
Elimination:
Switch off ignition
Pull plug off the control module
Pull plug off the servomotor for HBA
Check for open circuit in the supply leadsto the servomotor for
HBA,terminals 1, 2, 3, 4
< 5 Ohm

Ohmmeterdisplay

Check for short to B+ in the supply leadsto the servomotor for HBA
Ohmmeterconnectedto terminals I, 2, 3, and 4; measure resistance
to ground

Ohmmeterdisplay

00 Ohm

Check for short circuits betweenthe supply leads.
If no fault is detected in the wires, replace the servomotor for HBA.
Also check the plug on the wiring harness side and replace if necessary.

94 -D
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Fault code 2
Motor circuit, right

This fault is stored in the following cases:

1. Short circuit to ground or open circuit in the circuit between
control module and servomotor for HBA, right,
terminals 5, 6, 7,8
2. Servomotor for HBA, right, is faulty
3. The control module is faulty
Elimination:
-Switch

off ignition

Pull plug off the control module
Pull plug off the servomotor for HBA
Check for open circuit in the supply leads to the servomotor for
HBA, right, terminals 5, 6, 7, 8

Ohmmeterdisplay

< 5 Ohm

Check for short to B+ in the supply leads to the servomotor for HBA
Ohmmeterconnectedto terminals 5, 6, 7, and 8; measure resistance
to ground

Ohmmeterdisplay

00 Ohm

Checkfor short circuits betweenthe leads.
If no fault is detected in the wires, replace the servomotor for HBA.
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Fault, Fault code

Possible causes, elimination, notes

Fault code 3
Axle position sensor, front
(angle sensor for HBA)

This fault is stored in the following cases:

1. Short circuit to voltage/ground or open circuit in the
supply leads betweenthe control module and angle
sensor for HBA,front
2. The sensor linkage is disengagedor faulty
3. Angle sensor for HBA, front, is faulty
4. The control module is faulty
Elimination
Visuallyinspectthe sensor linkage and check the plastic holder of
the sensor.

Switchoff ignition
Pull plug off the angle sensor for HBA,front
Switch ignition on
Measure voltage between terminal 5 of the sensor plug and ground
Voltmeter display

approx. 5 V

Measurevoltage betweenterminal 5 and terminal 1 of the sensor
plug
Voltmeter display

approx. 5 V

In the PST2menu item Actual values, select Sensor voltage,spring
travell (front)
Connecta jumper to terminals 4 and 5 of the sensor plug
PST2 display

approx. 5 V

If no fault is detected in the wires, replace the angle sensor for HBA.
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HBA diagnosis

Possible causes, elimination, notes

Fault code 4
Axle position sensor I rear

This fault is stored in the followingcases:

(angle sensor for HBA)

1. Short circuit to voltage/ground or open circuit in the
supplyleads betweenthe control module and angle
sensor for HBA,rear
2. The sensor linkage is disengagedor faulty

3. Anglesensorfor HBAis faulty
4. Thecontrolmoduleis faulty
Elimination:

-Visually inspect the sensor linkage and check the plastic holder of
the sensor.
Switch off ignition

Pull plug off the angle sensor for HBA, rear

Switchignitionon
Measure voltage between terminal 5 of the sensor plug and ground
Voltmeter display

approx. 5 V

Measurevoltage betweenterminal 5 and terminal 1 of the sensor
plug
Voltmeter display

approx. 5 V

In the PST2menu item Actual values,select Sensor voltage,spring
travel 2 (rear)
Connecta jumper to terminals 4 and 5 of the sensor plug
PST2 display

approx.5 V

If no fault is detected in the wires, replace the angle sensor for HBA.
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Fault code 5
5 V supply for axle

This fault is stored in the following cases:

position sensors
(angle sensors for HBA)

1. Short circuit to voltage/ground in the supply leads betweenthe
control module and angle sensors for HBA
2. Angle sensor for HBAis faulty

3. Thecontrolmoduleis faulty
Note:
The 5V supplyvoltage for the sensors is ensured via terminal 14 on
the HBAcontrol module. A fault in this supply lead affects both angle
sensors.
Elimination:

-Switch

off ignition

Pull plug off the angle sensor for HBA,front
Switch ignition on
Readthe fault memory and observe whether fault code 5 reappears
If fault code 5 does not reappear,the supply lead to the angle sensor
for HBA, front, is faulty. Proceed as follows in this case:
Measure voltage between terminal 5 of the sensor plug and ground
Voltmeter display

approx. 5 V

Measurevoltage betweenterminal 5 and terminal 1 of the sensor
plug
Voltmeter display

94 -D
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In the PST2menu item Actual values, select Sensor voltage,spring
travell
Connect a jumper to terminals 4 and 5 of the sensor plug

PST2 display

approx. 5 V

If no fault is detected in the wires or control module, replace the angle
sensor for HBA,front.
If fault code 5 reappearsafter the plug has been removedfrom the
angle sensor for HBA, front, there is a fault in the supply lead to the
angle sensor for HBA,rear. Proceed as follows in this case:
Pull plug off the angle sensor for HBA,rear
Measurevoltage betweenterminal 5 of the sensor plug and ground
Voltmeter display
approx. 5 V
Measurevoltage betweenterminal 5 and terminal 1 of the sensor
plug
Voltmeter display

approx. 5 V

In the PST2menu item Actual values, select Sensor voltage,spring
travel 2
Connecta jumper to terminals 4 and 5 of the sensor plug
PST2 display

approx.5 V

If no fault is detected in the wires or control module, replace the angle
sensor for HBA,rear.
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Fault code 6
Control module coding error

This fault is stored in the followingcase:
1. Control module has not been coded yet
Elimination:

Codethe controlmodule

Fault code 7
Calibration

not carried

This fault is stored in the following case:

out yet

1. A newly installed control module has not be calibrated yet

Elimination:
-Select

menu item Calibration.

Followinstructions on the screen and carry out the calibration
Note:
Calibrationis not possible if the sensor voltage lies outside the plausible
range (sensor voltage less than 2 V or greater than 3 V).
Check the sensor voltages in menu item Actual values,with the
vehicle parked on a level surface (vehicle not raised)
Check sensor holder and linkage
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Checking the actual values
The specified voltage values are reference values

Test point 1
Sensor voltage, spring travel
1 (front)

Engineoff
Vehicleon levelsurface
PST2 display

2 V< Us <3 V

Us = sensor voltage
The system is faulty if voltage values such as 0.4 V in the lower range
or 4.5 V in the upper range are displayed. See the description for fault
code 3

Test point 2
Sensor voltage, spring travel
2 (rear)

Engine off

Vehicleon levelsurface
PST2 display

2 V< Us <3 V

Us = sensor voltage
The system is faulty if voltage values such as 0.4 V in the lower
range or 4.5 V in the upper range are displayed. See the
description for fault code 4
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Test point 3
Terminal15
Engine off

All loads switched off
PST2 display

greater than 10 V

Note:
Communication with the control module is not possible without
terminal 15

Test point 4
Terminal 58
Engine off
Parking light off

0

PST2 display
Engine off
Parking light on

PST2 display
If 0 is displayed with the parking light on:

1. Checkfuse A5
2. Pullplug off the controlmodule
Switchparkinglighton
Measurevoltage betweenterminal 10 and ground
Voltmeter display

greater than 10 v

If the signal (terminal 58) is present at the control module, replace the
control module. Check the wire if the signal (terminal 58) is not present
at the control module.

Note:
The headlightsare not raised when high beam is activated if there is an
open circuit at terminal 58 or if the control module is faulty.

94 -D
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Test point 5
ABS speed

Engineoff
Vehicle raised
Ignition on
Slowly rotate the rear left wheel by hand

PST2 display

greater than 1 km/h

If 0 km/h is displayedwhen the wheel is rotated:

1. Checkfuse89
2. Switch ignition off and pull off plug on the control module
Switch ignition on

Rotatethe rear left wheel by hand and measurethe voltage
(AC range)betweenterminal 11 and ground
Voltmeter display

greater than 1 V

If the wheel speed signal is present at the control module, replace the
control module. If the wheel speed signal is not present at the control
module,check the wire for open circuit or short to ground and check
the ABS or PSMcontrol module.
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Test point 6
High beam

Engineoff
Parking light off
High beam off

PST2 display

0

Engineoff
Parking light on
High beam on

PST2 display
If 0 is displayedwith the high beam on:

1. Checkfuse A 1
2. Switch ignition off and pull off plug on the control module

Switch ignition on
Switch the high beam on and measurethe voltage betweenplug
terminal 15 (high beam on signal)and ground

Voltmeterdisplay

greater than 10 V

If the high beam signal is present at the control module,replace the
control module. If the high beam signal is not present at the control
module, check for an open circuit in the wire.

94 -D
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Identification
The diagnosis software number and control module part number can be read out under the Identification
menu item.

Fault memory
Faultsstored in the control module can be read out under the Fault memory menu item.

Erase fault memory
Faults stored in the control module can be erased under the Erase fault memory menu item. Here, all
stored faults are erased.

Actual values
In the Actual values menu item, the current values of the following parameters can be read out:
Sensor voltage, spring travel 1 (front)
Sensor voltage, spring travel 2 (rear)
Terminal 15
Terminal 58
ABS speed

Highbeam
Drive links
In the Drive links menu item, the servomotorsfor HBAcan be moved to three different positions
Servomotor in max. position

Note:

Servomotor in centre position

The servomotors cannot be activated if there
are any open circuits in the servomotor circuit.

Servomotor in min. position
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Coding
A new control module can be coded in menu item Coding.
Procedure:
1. Connect PST2 and switch on the ignition
2. Select vehicle type 911 (996) and start the
automatic control module search.

3. Select control module HBA.
4. Select menu item Coding.
5. Select vehicle type 911 (996) and start
coding with the F8 key.

94 -D
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Calibration
The control module can be calibrated under menu item Calibration.Calibrationis necessary in the
following cases:
Whenreplacing the servomotors for HBA
When replacing the entire headlights
When replacing the control module

Whenreplacinganglesensorsfor HBA
When modifying the running gear

Note:
Adjust the headlightsafter calibration.
Procedure:
1. Connect PST2 and switch on the ignition
2. Select vehicle type 911 (996) and start the
automatic control module search.

3. SelectcontrolmoduleHBA.
4. Select menu item Calibration and follow the
instructions displayed by the PST2

Note:
The servomotors will be activated in the three
possible positions -max. position, centre
position and min. position -during calibration.
Observethis process with the dipped beam
switched on. Read out the fault memory after
calibration.
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